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Advanced office systems have been regarded for
many years as offering great potential. In the 1970s
there was a false dawnof interest in such applications, with many forecasters anticipating a revolution in the office.

The office revolution proved much easier to write
aboutthan to achieve. Thoseactually responsible for
planning and implementing systems found many
obstacles confronting them. Not least of these was
the difficulty of building systems that were clearly
relevant to the needs of those who would use them
and the development of satisfactory criteria for
investment.
A decade of experience has now been acquired,
sometimespainfully. Throughout North America and
Europe, advanced office systems are in use. The
opportunities are better understood. A body of expertise has been developed. It is now possible to identify in a practical way policies and procedures that
lead to successful systems.

Office Automation Opportunities analyzes the

experience of the past decade and providesa platform for future development. It sets out a recommended method of system planning, detailed enough
to be adopted by any organization but sufficiently flexible to be adapted to individual needs. It also highlights one of the key questions surrounding advanced
office systems, namely organizational responsibility.
Who, in a large and complex organization, is
and
who should be
responsible for advanced office
systems? In some organizations the Management

Information Systems (MIS) function is regarded as the

obvious source of expertise in any area of computer
applications. But advanced office systems opportunities sometimes arise in areas which are exceptionally sensitive and close to the end user. The MIS function is not always well qualified to operate in such
sensitive areas. In some instances, attempts are now
being made to lessen MIS involvement in office
systems.
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This report is a guide to the unfolding opportunities
in office automation. It provides a new perspective
on the issue of assessing benefits, and supplies
detailed guidelines for planning and monitoring office
systems. It analyzes implications for both users and
suppliers and provides a guide to the state of the art
of office system technologies and applications.

The report is presented in two parts:
Part I:

A guide to assessing and exploiting the new
opportunities in office automation

Part Il: A guide to the state of the art of office
system technologies and applications

Research Methodology

Wehave been monitoring the main developments in
computer, communications and office systems since
1977. This report is based upon research conducted
for both users and suppliers of office systems.
Specifically, we have drawn on:
115 case studiesofoffice system users, 30 in the
United States and 85 throughout Europe.

A survey of 3000 users of office systems in the
United States.
Interviews with suppliers
observers.

and key industry

The interim results of office systems pilot trials
carried out in the UK under the auspices of the
Department of Trade and Industry.

Desk and telephone research in the United States
and Europe.

The results of this research, coupled with the practical experience and insights accumulated by us over
many years of work for both users and suppliers, provide the basis for the contents of this report and the
approaches and recommendations it puts forward.

This bookis sold subject to the condition thatit shall
not, by wayoftrade, or otherwise, be lent, re-sold,

hired out, or otherwise circulated without

the

publisher's prior consent in any form of binding or
cover other than that in whichit is published and
without a similar condition including this condition
being imposed on the subsequent purchaser.
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PART|

A GUIDE TO ASSESSING AND EXPLOITING THE
NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE AUTOMATION

This first part of our report is concerned with providing our readers with a guide to understanding and
exploiting the new opportunities presented byoffice
systems. It describes and discusses methods,
approaches and guidelines. It discusses areas of concern to MIS departments. It is written primarily with
users and potential users in mind, although key issues
affecting suppliers are also addressed. It does not
delve into technology issuesin detail, unless this is
essential to illustrate a point or explain significant
trends in an organizational or industry context.
Structure

There are six chapters in this first part of the report.
In Chapter 1 we provide a description and analysis
of the current status and the expanding scope of
office systems. We discuss how the trend towards
wider scope and more complex office systems is
affecting the traditional information systems power
base in user organizations.
Methods of assessing the benefits of office systems
are discussed in Chapter 2. After describing conventional methods we present a new approach designed
to enable organizations to assessthe role of, and the
opportunities presented by, office systems in the
wider context of organizational objectives.
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In Chapter 3 we present a comprehensive office systems planning approach that reflects the trend for
office systems to become of group- and organizationwide importance. Specific aspects of the planning
processare discussed in detail, and extensive checklists are provided.
In Chapter 4 we describe control methods that can
be used to monitor the use of existing office system
installations. We also discuss issues relevantto internal auditing of office systems.
Chapter 5 presents a selection of user experiences
in the form of case histories, illustrating different
aspects of the practical issues that are involved when
office systems are introduced and used.
In Chapter 6 we discuss a range of issues of particular importance to suppliers, such as market forecasts,
user purchasing preferences andprofiles of some of
the main office system suppliers. We apply a technique specially developed by Butler Cox for market
forecasting to predict the pattern of adoptionof office
system applications. Many of the issues discussed
in this chapter arelikely to also be of interest to user
organizations.
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CHAPTER 1

THE EXPANDING SCOPE OF OFFICE SYSTEMS

Early advocatesof office systems sought to achieve
in administration the same kinds of productivity gain
that had been secured in the factory. Word processing was the favored tool because it was the best
understood. The approach was bottom up : start
with clerical and typing staff, and move onlater to
professional and managerial staff.
This approach yielded some early and worthwhile
advantages, especially when the organizational setup ( typing pools ) and the mix of work (bulk standard mailings or repeatedly drafted texts in which
mostof the text remains unchanged) favored word
processing. But it was soon discoveredthat the typical office (insofar as it exists at all) contains many
different kinds of worker doing manydifferent kinds
of work. In a factory, the introduction of a single
integrated system may render obsolete the work of
dozensor even hundreds of workers. In an office, the
scope for such blunt instruments was found to be
much narrower.
Once the early candidates for word processing had
been mopped up, office systems were partially
stalled. There was no obvious, single follow-up application. Progress had to be sought on a number of
fronts and simultaneously.
After some yearsof relative stagnation, the scope of
office systems is now expanding more rapidly. A
greater number and variety of applications are used
by more anddifferent types of office worker in many
newtypesofoffice environment. There are, of course,
differences from organization to organization and
from country to country. But our research indicates
quite conclusivelythatthe first stages in the developmentof office systems are now coming to a close
andthat office systems are becoming of organizationwide importance.
Asthis trend develops, the responsibility for managing and controlling office systemsis increasingly shifting towards central MIS and data processing departments, which are not always prepared or equipped
to deal with issues that, although superficially similar to their traditional areas of concern, require a
different approach and different solutions.
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In this chapter, we describe and discuss these trends
and their implications.

THE GROWING IMPORTANCEOF OFFICES

The office is very much the focus of the so-called
service economy. During the period following World
War Il, the US became the world s first Service economy
that is, the first nation in which more than
half of the employed population wasnotinvolved in
the production of food, clothing, houses, automobiles
or other tangible goods. The US hassince beenjoined
in this trend by most of the developed countries, as
can be seen from Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1

The international service economy
Civilian employment by sector

Country

(percentageof total)

Agriculture Industry Services

Canada

France (1984)

Germany

49

24.9

70.2

55)

41.3

53.2

169)

33.0

Italy

10.7

Spain

18.5

32.2

29

28.1

Japan
UK (1984)

US

TA
2.7

34.1

35.4
34.7

Total
(thousands)
11,140

59H

20,941

55.2

20,431

57.1

49.3
62.6

69.1

24,685
58,139.
10,341

23,705

106,732

(Source: OECD 1985)

As the service economy has grown, so has the

proportion of white-collar workers (the growth of the
US white-collar workforce is dramatically illustrated

in Figure 1.2). Most of these workers are office wor-

kers and a continuing growth in the office population
can confidently be predicted over the next ten years.
The number of office workers today is very large
indeed. In Europe there are about 6 million secretaries and typists, 20 million managers and professional

CHAPTER 1
Figure 1.2

THE EXPANDING SCOPE OF OFFICE SYSTEMS
target for computer manufacturers eager to exploit

Growth of the US white-collar workforce

557

this potentially huge andlargely untapped market. The
growth in the use of office systems has, however,
been slower than many over-optimistic observers
foresaw when the technology first began to take
shape during the 1970s. But we have found many
indications that this is now changing.
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staff, and 11 million clerical workers working in offices
(excluding non-office-based staff such assalesstaff).
The figures for the US are similar (see Figure 1.3),
and the total office workforce in these categories
amountsto a total of over 40 million in the US and
about 37 million in Europe. Slightly over 50 percent
of these workin establishments that employless than
100 workersin total, so many ofthe offices will be
quite small.
Figure 1.3
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Some important developments were, it was argued,
feasible only when a high proportion of users had
access to a workstation. One crucial finding of our
recent research is that the penetration of workstations in Europeis higher than many people suppose,
while the penetration of the US marketis so deep that
in certain markets the suppliers may soon have to
consider the possibility of saturation.

Weestimate that in Europe there were around 2.5
million office workstations in 1984, the equivalentof
about one for every 15 office workers. The corresponding ratio for the US is about one for every 4
workers. These figures do not include computer terminals linked to mainframe computers for data
processing purposes or dumb terminals used to
access databases, but they do include dedicated
word processing stations and personal computers.

The breakdownof current types of office workstation
for Europe in termsof these main categories is shown
in Figure 1.4. The breakdown reflects the recent and
still continuing growth in the use of personal computers. However, weestimate that between two-thirds
and three quarters of these personal computers were
installed primarily for word processing purposes,
although manyof these are subsequently also used
for other purposes.

Nationalvariations

In terms of the level of penetration and the types of
application, our research indicatesthat, as a rule of
Figure 1.4

1980

1990

Professional, scientific and technical workers
|B} Clerical and secretarial workers

THE GROWTHIN OFFICE SYSTEMS USE

Breakdownofthe typesofoffice workstations

in Europe

Dedicated

word processors

Other (eg.

Personal computers
(incl. use as

word processors)

multi-function,

graphics, etc.)

The growing importance of the office to the economies of the Western world has madeit a natural
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thumb, the United States is at least one year ahead
of the United Kingdom in the useof office systems,
and the United Kingdom is about one year ahead of
the rest of Europe. Thesedifferencesareillustrated
in Figure 1.5, which showsthe relative penetration
of office workstations in the office workforces of the
United States, the United Kingdom, and other European countries.

The reasons why the United States is ahead of the
United Kingdom in the useofoffice systems include
the following:
Mostof the major office system suppliers (such
as IBM, DEC and Wang) are US companies. These
companies usually introduce new productsinto the
United States before entering other markets.

Thereis a greater difference between labor costs
and office system costs in the United States. In
other words, labor costs are higher in the United
States than in the United Kingdom, and office system costs are lower.
The US office system suppliers have a large, stable
homemarketfor their products. In comparison, the
European marketis diverse and moredifficult to
enter.

The United Kingdom leads other European countries
in the use of office systems for the following main

reasons:

Theearly popularity of home computers in the
United Kingdom has increased management
awarenessof information technology.

British companies can use US office systems software and manuals without translation.

Figure 1.5

A comparative analysis of office workstation
penetration in Europe and the United States

for 1985
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Increasing level and variety of use

Our research indicates that the level of useof office
systemswill increase significantly over the next few
years. However, growth in usage level will be different for different types of office staff and different
types of organization.

Figure 1.6 shows the expected increase in use of
office workstations by both clerical and managerial
staff in US organizations of different size in our survey. The figures indicate that, for example, for every
10 clerical staff in very large organizations already
using office systems a further 4 will do so by 1986.
But for professional workers the figures are even
more dramatic. Again, taking as an example such
workersin very large organizations, for every one of
these now using office systems there will be four
users within two years. These rates of increase
reflect, of course, the already high penetration of
office workstations among secretarial and clerical
workers, especially in larger companies, and the fact
that relatively few managers and professionals are,
as yet, users of office systems.
Figure 1.6

Expected increase in use of office systems by
secretarial/clerical and professional/managerial
staff in US organizations of different size over

next two years
Type of

staff

Size of
organization

Very large
(Fortune 1000)
Large

(Fortune
1001-4000)
Small

30

Estimated

US office system suppliers tend to use the United
Kingdom as the entry point into the European
market.

Secretarial/
Clerical

Professional/
Managerial

40%

292%

61%

169%

46%

159%

Notonly is the level of use of office systems increasing, but so is the variety of applications for which
office systems are used. Figures 1.7 and 1.8 illustrate
the extent of use of different office system applications by clerical and professional/managerial staff,
respectively, in the largest organizations that we
researchedin the US. Perhaps notsurprisingly, most
of the office systems applications used by managers
and professionals are associated with data analysis
(budgeting, statistical analysis, modeling and other
typical spreadsheet applications). The prime application area for clerical and secretarial staff is, by contrast, associated with text processing tasks. However,
the figures clearly indicate that an increasingly wide
range of applications are used by most office
workers.
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Relative importance of office system applications for professionals and managers in US companies (present
and expected)
Large companies
(Fortune 1001-4000)

Very large companies

(Fortune 1000)

Data analysis

28%

26%

Data processing

26%

24%

Word processing

20%

Communications

10%
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Administration management 2%

Other
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Note: Figures refer to percentage of respondentsin our survey.
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In summary, especially in smaller organizations there
is still scope for increasing the level of word processing use by clerical staff. But in many organizations
the emphasis, in terms of growth areas, is shifting
from word processing and other individual applications such as spreadsheetsto a wider range of applications and to managerial and professional tasks. We
have found a similar trend among leading-edge
organizations in Europe, andit marks, in our judgement, the end of one stage in the evolutionary cycle
of office systems and the beginning of the next
the move from individual to group systems.
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EVOLUTIONARY PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT

Weenvisage four phasesin the evolution
ofoffice
systemsuse (Figure 1.9). In Phase 1, office syste
ms
provide one or twoisolated applications, frequ
ently
word processing or spreadsheets. Phase 2 sees
more
and more complex applications such as integ
rated
Packages, but thesearestill aimed at the indivi
dual
user. In Phase3, group applications appear, desig
ned
to support an office or department, or to permi
t a
horizontal stratum of Managers to undertake
a

specialized job such as budgeting. Finally, Phase 4
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The evolutionary phases in the use ofoffice systems

i

Phase 1

One or two isolated

office system
applications (such
as word processing
or spreadsheets)

for individual users

|

Phase 3

Phase 4

(or integrated)

Specially designed
office systems for
group applications

Company-wide general-

Several isolated
office system
applications for
individual users

t

seesa large base of terminal and workstation users
provided with piggyback company-wideoffice systems that depend on achievementof a critical mass
of users. Examples include an electronic mail interface for users who already have a workstationor terminal, and access to data processing systems.
It would be simplistic to assume that organizations
necessarily move forward through these phasesin
the order shown. They do not. We have shownvarious linkages to illustrate this point, and any one
organization could be in more than one phaseat a
time. Nevertheless, we believe that during the next
five years we will see a general move from Phase 1
to Phases 2, 3 and 4.

THE INCREASING SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR OFFICE SYSTEMS
As organizations move from individualoffice systems
towards group-wide applications, the question of who
is responsible for office systems becomesan increasingly pressing issue. A major concern is that, as
individual systems and applications proliferate, they
may leave the organization with a legacy of equipment and software that is not appropriate in terms
of future requirements for either technical or functional reasons or both. There are two main issuesthat

may cause concern:

The introduction of office system policies.

Therole of the managementinformation systems
(MIS) or data processing department.

These issues are complex, emotive and linked.
Gathering evidencein thefield in order to understand
these changesbetter, we have encountered strongly
held and conflicting views:

An MIS executive: As usual, our end-users have
tried to go it alone, have succeeded in spending
a fortune for little tangible benefit, and now look
to us to pull their chestnuts out of the fire. It will
take years to putright. In the meantime, MIS will
prove convenient scapegoats.
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A senior executive in a marketing function: For
three years we made undeniable progress, led by
people who understand the need because they
work in marketing. Several experiments were
launched and valuable experience gained. Then
our MIS director became involved. He used his
contacts with our mainframe computer supplier
(who was missing out in office system sales) to
convince the CEO wewere on the wrong path. End
of progress. The MIS department has imposed
rules, procedures, approvals . . . Do it our way or
not at all, is the message. Bureaucracy triumphs
again.

These two executives work for the same company.
Office system policies

Our research in Europe and in the United States
indicates that large organizations are morelikely to
have a coherentoffice systems policy than smaller
organizations. In Europe, the formulation of office
system policies, particularly personal microcomputer
policies, has enabled MIS departmentsto control the
introduction of office systems, and to avoid the
piecemeal proliferation of incompatible products.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that many
North American organizations have, until quite
recently, failed to exercise this degree of control. An
analysis of the percentage of United States companies that had office system policies by late 1983is
given in Figure 1.10. But, as we shall discusslater,
the situation in the United States is now changing.
Our researchindicates that two distinct types of office
system policy are being adopted by large organizations. The first type consists of guidelines to control
the purchase of office system products (such as
preferred suppliers for microcomputers, word processors, local area networks and applications software).
These guidelines may be supported by policies that
encourage potential users to adopt them. For
instance, systems support may be provided only for
the preferred products; access to mainstream systems maybelimited to those products and systems
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Analysis of United States companieswith office system
policies
Scope of the policy

Type of company

Fortune 500
Industrials
Services

Medium-sized companies
(over 100staff)

Small companies
(10-100 staff)

Percentage binding on
guidelines to other
levels

Percentage

corporate group
only

Percentage of

18
26

24
19

9
3

40
39

35:

14

9

2

23

65

23)

0

0

15

Percentage of

Percentage

companies with
policy

binding onall
levels

59
58

All figures are Percentagesof the full
sample

that fall within the guidelines; and justif
ication procedures may be enforced more rigorouslyi
f office
system products do not conform. Most large
organizations that have an office systems polic
y have
introducedguidelines to control the purchaseo
f office

systems.

The secondtype of policy is based on the
active promotionof office systems through the creati
onof office
system plans, pilot trials and large-scal
e implementations. Only a small minority of large
organizations
have adopted this second type of polic
y to anysignificant degree, although Many organ
izations have
experimented with small-scale office
system plans
andpilot trials. (According to one survey
in the United
Kingdom, 32 per centof the organizati
ons studied had
Carried out at least one office system
pilot trial.)

In most large organizationsin Europe,
MIS staff are
responsible for the introduction of offic
e systems,
although other staff maybeinvolved
in this process
to a smaller extent
for example as members of
an office systems steering committe
e. A survey
carried out by the Policy Studies Insti
tute in the United
Kingdom found that MIS staff were
solely responsible for office systems in 61 per centof
the 189 organizations studied, and shared this respo
nsibility with
others in the remaining 39 per cent
of the sample.
In the United States, our Survey foun
d similar results,
with interdepartmental committees
responsible for
defining office system policies in abou
t one-third of
Fortune 500 organizations,

Manyorganizations have established speci
al support
groupsto be responsible for the implemen
tation of
office systems andthe support of offic
e system users.
In most cases, these support groups form
partof the

management services or computer departme
nt.

In Europe, in almostall the organizations
weinvestigated, the equipment Specified in
office systems

corporate group with

binding on

companies

with no
policy

policies was chosen by technical speci
alists, usually
the MIS or DP department. Where thos
e concerned
were not membersof such departments,
they always
had substantial previous experience
in computing,
most commonly in scientific timeshar
ing. Becauseof
their backgrounds, these staff
tend to stress the
importance of issues other than
cost and functionality
issues such as compatibility and
the availability of long-term vendor support.
The role of the MIS departmen
t

Our research has found a cons
istent trend for the
responsibility for office system
s to shift away from
the traditional administrative dep
artments that used
to select typewriters and photocop
iers and towards
central MIS or data processing
departments. We have
also identified differences in the
way in which US and
European MIS departments have
handled the issue.

In Europe, most MIS departmen
ts realized early on
the need for coherent policy
that would prevent an
uncoordinatedproliferation ofof
fice systems equipment throughoutthe business.
They also recognized
that office managers and administ
rative departments
normally could not cope with the
technical andinfrastructure questions. Therefor
e MIS departments in
Europe took on responsibility
for office systems much
earlier than their US counterp
arts. This may only be
SO, however, because of the
later introduction of
office systems in Europe. Eur
opean business had
time to observe the course ofof
fice systems in the
US, andto realise their signific
ance and the importance of Coordinating their intr
oduction into its organizations.

By now, though, our resear
ch indicates that MIS
departments in the United Stat
es are beginning to
take controlof office systems,
in this instance following, rather than leading, their
European counterparts.
Figure 1.11 shows the results of
our US survey of who

CHAPTER 17
is responsible for purchasing office systems in the
largest companies and illustrates the importance of
the MIS department in this respect.
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Figure 1.11

Theinfluence of the MIS/DP departments in
purchasing office technologies in the United

States

Whythe MIS department?

As word processors
the first kind of office system
first appeared, in many organizations it was often
the office manager or purchasing department that
took charge of this equipment. This was especially
so for standalone, as opposed to shared-logic, word
processing equipment. However, the proliferation of
personal computers and the increasingly complex
and sophisticated requirements of users meant that
the typical office or purchasing manager wasillequipped to handle the newoffice tools. In particular
he often lacked both the technical experience and
the organizational stature required. At the same time
most MIS departments began to regard the new
pieces of technology as beingin their domain. As a
consequence the MIS department took over.

Personal computers

Word processors,
minicomputer-based

office systems

The rationale frequently espoused for this takeover
is that office systems are, at the end of the day,
nothing but data processing for the office worker.
Subscribing to this attitude can, however, be very
dangerous, as it ignores fundamental differences
between an office systems and a data processing
environment. In particular:

Office systems are a tool for the office worker.
Using an office system is not the purpose of his
work, whereasfor data processing staff, using the
equipmentis.

Office workers often have considerable discretion
over whether and how they use an office system.

Usage of office systems is relatively low and
irregular compared to data processing operations.

Office systems can directly affect the content of
the workofoffice workers, which may lead to new
job descriptions and even loss of status.

Office systems users are more numerous and tend
to be organizationally and often geographically dispersed.

For these reasons the organizational and human
aspects of office systems should not be underestimated by MIS directors and DP managers. Conceptually office systems may be merely an extension of
data processing facilities into the office; for organizational, functional and human reasons, they are not.
The importanceof user involvementin office systems
planning and management has to some extent counterbalanced the increased authority and spending
power of the MIS department, especially in European
organizations we researched. Thus, centralized con-
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Others
45%

PC software
Note: The analysis refers to the degree of purchasinginfluence
in very large companies (Fortune 1000) in our survey.

trol of the MIS department is loosening in response
to growing pressure from key user groups, and
organizational changes are being introduced to
improve and increase user input into MIS planning.
The most successful office system installations we
have identified are almost invariably those in which
significant user involvementis present from the early
stages.

SUMMARY

The increasing scope of office systems presents a
new challenge to users of the technology. Increasingly, we are seeing the MIS department taking on
the role of meeting this challenge and managing
office systems. Yet the issues involved are often
different from those encounteredin traditional MIS
environments. The following chapters address these
issues and describe approaches to their resolution.
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ASSESSING THE BENEFITS OF OFFICE SYSTEMS

There are many reasons whythe growth in
office systems hasbeen slower than mostobservers
predicted
a decadeor so ago. Higher than anticipate
d equipment and software costs have contribute
d significantly, but the key reason, as expressed
by users
themselves, has been the difficulty of asses
sing the
benefits in terms that are meaningful and measu
rable.

Weaddressthis key issuein this chapter.
We consider the needto justify office systems and
examine
whyit is such a concern to Many organizati
ons. We
then take a closer look at the issue of produ
ctivity,
the traditional way to approach the
justification
problem, and discuss the circumstancesi
n which it
can work and where it doesn t and why.

The approach to the justification prob
lem that we
recommend arises from the less
ons learned by
organizations who have implementedo
ffice systems.
It is based on four rules that should gove
rn thinking
about office systems investment:
Think objectives first, then consider
solutions or
methods.
Think front office, as well as back
Office.
Think big, but start small.
Think real, not pilot or trial.

The aim of this agendaof rules is for
organizations
to be able to break out of the circularit
y and vagueness so often associated with the proce
ssof justifying investment, to prevent expensive
mistakes and,
in particular, to ensure against miss
ed opportunities.

THE NEED TO JUSTIFY OFFICE SYS
TEMS
INVESTMENT

Most, butnotall, organizations requi
re office systems
to be formally cost-justified. Research
in Europe and
the United States indicates that over
75 per centof
large organizations carry out costjusti
fication exercises for major investments in office syst
ems. Payback periods of between two and four
years are normally specified.

Where individual or small office
systems are

10

introduced, it often simply makes no economic
sense
to insist on a formal cost justification exerc
ise. The
time spent by managers authorizing and
monitoring
such small investments can easily equal
or even
exceed the actual cost of the system.

But where the investment in question is of
a large
scale
or where the Proposedinvestmentis small,
but is the first of many similar investment
s
the
costs can be enormous and Managementwi
ll need
to satisfy itself that the investment is
worthwhile.
Although our research indicates that rules
for costjustifying office systems are generally
less stringent
than for traditional data Processing,
we believe that
this situationis likely to change, and
Management is
beginningto look for real quantifiable
benefits, usually
in the form of productivity gains.

However, for the reasonsthat wedi
scussin the next
section, productivity measurementi
n the office systems environmentis not necessarily,
or even usually,
a satisfactory way of assessing pote
ntial benefits.

THE PRODUCTIVITY ISSUE

Much of the thinking to date on
office systems has
concentrated on the idea that
increasing capital
investmentin the office will rais
e productivity. Many
Studies have analyzed how time
is spent, and hence,
the areas where productivity coul
d be improved have
been identified. As an example
of the methods used,
Figure 2.1 illustrates typical
time savings analysis
sheets that can be used to esti
mate possible benefits
from office systems. The pote
ntial time Savings that
may be achieved are usually
based on benchmarking exercises.

For example, the now-class
ic study by Booz Allen &
Hamilton resulted in a pict
ure of work Patterns for
different types of office Staf
f in a sample of companies. Assumptions were
Made about the likely
increases in Productivity that
could result from the
application of office systemst
o each type of activity.
Froma knowledge of how
Office staff spend their time
and an estimate of the tim
e reductions contributed
by the office systems, pote
ntial time savings were
computed. Figure 2.2 (page 12)
showsthe breakdown
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Typical time-savings analysis sheets

Department

Employee Category Professionals

Department_______ Employee Category

Department
Activities

Documentcreation

Employee Category Support Staff
Percent of

time spent

@ Writing/revising
Proofing

@ Seeking

25%
30%
50%
20%

© Traveling/other

10%

B. Total

@ Telephone

saved

50%

information

Seeking people
Scheduling
Filing/copying
Waiting for work

@ Face-to-face

savings

time

40%

Administration

Communications

Percent of

20%

® Typing
A.Total

@
@
@
@

Potential

C. Total

Analysis

@ Evaluating/

calculating

@ Planning

D. Total

20%

10%

25%

20%

E. Total potential time savings

(Source: Booz Allen & Hamilton/Data General)

of management time, and the potential impact of
office systems on each of the manager's activities.
A notable aspectof this result is the spread of time
saved over the various functions. The office system
would have to be successfully applied to ai/ the functions to achievethe full 15 per cent. The 70 per cent
reduction in time spent on automation of the single
largest element, searching/retrieving , for example,
would yield productivity benefits of only 6.3 per cent.
For other typesof staff, the picture can be different.
Secretaries, accordingto various studies, spend anywhere from 15 to 40 per centoftheir time typing, with
telephoneandfiling both at the 5 to 10 per centlevel.
Clearly, the word processor can have an immediate
impact on secretarial productivity. In a typing pool,
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this impact will be even moresignificant. (A good
number of studies have confirmed that the average
improvement in typing productivity as a result of using
word processors in typing pools is between 20 per
cent and 50 per cent.) However, these improvements
depend onthe type of work involved. Thus, standard
letters and long reports are weli suited to word
processors, and productivity gains of as much as 200
per cent have been reported. Memosand nonstandard letters do not normally offer such gains, and
productivity improvements aslow as 10 per cent can
be expected.

There is no doubt that very impressive productivity
gains can be achieved using this approach. However,
the experience of many users we have studied has
beenthat despite very real productivity improvements

dal
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Figure 2.2

Impact of office systems on management
time
-

Average time

Activity

pe on

Estimated

Time saved

12

10

1.2

activity (%)

Meetings

jee!

Filing

Searching/
retrieving
ie

Writing

Telephone

Reading

Planning
i

i

Malena
Calculating
Other
Total

2

% impact
10

(%)
g

20

6

0.4

9

70

6.3

12

2

at

4

0

16

7

10
18

10

1.6

10

0.7
0

10
0

100

*ie office systems have the potential to
management time.

save

Underestimating office systems costs

i system and operational
i
On-going
costs can be more than 30
percentofthe salary of a typical (US) manager and profes-

sional. This figure could well be higher in Europe.

Costs not always included are:

Labor Costs:
Additional training for staff

.
a
on-the-job training

back-up and replacementstaff

new procedures develop-

boosting.

Implementation Costs:

Consultants

organisation and methods

ing of automated and manual systems
reviews

temporary help.

Technical Costs:

System costs
ware
desks
|_ tioning.

15*

(Source: Paul Strassmann, Xerox Corporation)

15 per cent of

no real cost savings have been achieved. Among the
manyreasonsfor this the principal ones that we have
identified are:

Offices are very seldom production lines in the
same waythat factories are. Productivity gains
cannot necessarily be translated into manpower
reductions.

Especially in larger offices (where mostoffice systems to date have been installed), the cost savings achieved by reducingthe office workforce are
often marginal comparedto the overall cost of running the office. In most organizations, the overheads andinfrastructure needed to keepan office
cannot be easily and quickly altered to reflect a
reduction in the number of office workers.

Irregular or unpredictable workloads often mean
that managers are reluctant to cut staff, even
where they could do so, for fear of future bottlenecks.

Hesitation to introduce the technologyoften leads
to both conventional and automated methods
being used in parallel, which can nullify any
productivity gains achieved by using the technology.

Costs associated with the introduction and use of
office systems can be much higher than anticipated, counterbalancing the savings achieved
from productivity gains. These may include higher
equipment costs, training and maintenance, or
manpower costs arising from the need to manage
the new system, as detailed in Figure 2.3.

a
training

ment
meetings for planning and implementation
managementtime for employee counselling and morale

oe
1.0
0

(Source: BoozAllen & Hamilton)
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Figure 2.3

supplies
lighting

parallel runn-

security and audit

communications links
softpower supplies
air condi-

For managersandprofessionals, but also for clerical workersin small departments or businesses,
the variety of tasks undertaken mean that productivity improvements affect only a small proportion
oftheir time (see the discussion on page 10 in relation to Figure 2.2).

For these reasons, intangible benefits are frequently
used as another (or as an additional) meansof establishing the benefits of office systems. Typical intangible (in the sense of unquantifiable) benefits include
the following:
Improved decision-making.

Faster turnaround of work.
Better quality output.

Improved employee satisfaction.

Morethorough analysis of data.

Additional time to do other work.

The difficulty with all of these types of benefits is that
they cannot be readily assessed against the cost of
the office system (that is, they cannot readily be
stated in monetary terms), and they do not give a
good basis for deciding how much the investment
should bein the first place, or indeed, where the

investment should be made.

A DIFFERENT WAY TO APPROACH COST
JUSTIFICATION

We describe and discuss in the remainder of this
chaptera different wayof addressing the issue of how
to justify investmentin office systems. The approach
is based on four ground rules:
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Think objectivesfirst, then consider solutions and
methods.

levels within the
objectives hierarchy become
almost redundant. Thepoint is that whereasat lower
levels within that hierarchy, benefits may be marginal, the cumulative benefits achieved across the
organization can still contribute significantly to the
overall objectives.

Think front office, as well as back office.
Think big, but start small.

Think real, not pilot or trial.

For example, the objectives of a commercial, forprofit organizationwill be to increase, or at least maintain, the return on its assets. While we maybestating the obvious here, it is our experience that this
objective does not normally enter the argument when
discussing the potential benefits of office systems.
Yet in any such organization, this must be the primary
objective
the top of a hierarchy of objectives
that provides the focus for subordinate objectives.

Objectives first

Searching for needs for technical solutions is still
fairly typical when investmentin office systemsis
considered. By focusing on the needs or objectives
instead, the technical solutions are seen in their context and their contribution to meeting the objectives
can be more readily assessed.
Although objectives can be set at departmental or
group or even individual level, we recommend beginning at the top, by stating in simple and explicit terms
whatthe main objectives of the organization itself are.
If office systems can contribute to the higher level
objectives of an organization, the arguments at lower
Figure 2.4

In order to assess the opportunities offered by office
systems, the user needsto establish a set of causeand-effect links between the office systems and the
goals of the organization. If this can be achieved, the
choices can then be made between investment
opportunities and levels of investment.

Example of the impactof office systems on company performance
RETURN ON
ASSETS

|

bees

Profit

Investment

[Profit =
|_Sales_

|

I

= Sales ml

_ Investment

|

t

CcOsT

Operating expenses
Distribution expenses

SALES

ZeYON « Indirect

ve link
=

Service levels

1

INVESTMENT

Accounts receivable
Inventory

Cost of goods sold

Cash

Interest

Warehousing

Depreciation

Vehicles

Accounts payable

Buildings
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Weillustrate this process with a simple schematic
(Figure 2.4 on page 13) relating the costs, sales and
investments to the returns on assets achieved by
sucha profit-oriented business. The schematic shows
an example of how investment in an office system
might affect the return on assets either directly or
indirectly. First, the office system may improve
productivity, thus reducing operating costs. It may
also improve the accounts receivable function,
perhaps by speeding up collection through sending
earlier, and regular, reminders to customers. These
are two examplesofdirect potential benefits of office
systems. The office systems may also impact sales
(and thus enhancethe return on assets), but in this
schematic, they do so indirectly, through improvementsin service levels (for example, by responding
more quickly to requests for quotations).
In each case we needto establish a causal link
between the office systems and the elements that
contribute to the corporate objective. For example,
Figure 2.5 showsonesuch link, and showsexplicitly
the intermediate steps.

To further illustrate this point, we include an illustration similar to Figure 2.4, but showingthe relationship of costs and investmentsto service levels in a
not-for-profit or public sector organization (see Figure

2.6).

Figure 2.6

Figure 2.5

A causal link example
Office
systems

leads to

Faster response to
customer enquiries

leads to
Increased sales
leads to
Higher returns

on assets

Generally, some intermediate factors are required.
It will quickly be realized that there can be many such
cause-and-effect links, making up several cause-andeffect chains, and the ultimate impact can depend
on severalfactors, manyof which will be organizationdependent. In Figure 2.7 we show a hierarchy of
causes and effects in which intermediate effects
becomethe causesfor the next stage of the process.

Example of the impact of office systems on public sector and not-for-profit performanc
e
Service level

Cost + investment

COST

Service levels

A

Operating expenses

Accounts receivable

Cost of material

Depreciation

@

Inventory

Interest

Accounts payable

INVESTMENT

(1)

Cash
Buildings
Equipment

Es

Notes: (1) In the context of a public sector organization accounts
Payable refers to social benefits, foreign aid, subsidies,
etc.
(2) Likewise, accounts receivable refers to taxes, license fees, etc.
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The cause-and-effect hierarchy concept
.

Components

Organization

Sales
Department
Field
Service

Department
Personnel

Level 1

ee

Office
systems

investment

Department
Accounting

Department

Level 2

DEPARTMENTAL

DEPARTMENTAL

eevelid

Organization

Faster
quotations

Improved
service

Sales increase

Increased
returns on assets

OUTPUTS

OUTPUTS

RESULTS

Customer
reminders

Regular
equipment

Customer
Satisfaction

Staff

Regular

Staff

anniversary
lists

Rapid

invoicing

There are several points to be noted about this

process:

At the operationallevels, the impact is more readily
assessed. Once weget beyond theselevels, the
cause-and-effect relationship becomes more
difficult to assess.

Welldefined cause-and-effect chains can be used
to determine with a reasonable degree of precision the priorities required to obtain the desired
results.

Byusing this analytical process, planning can work
from the desired effects to the office systems
needed. Equally, data processing and communications solutions can be considered asalternatives
to office systems (or, indeed, other kinds of solutions, such as organizational changes).

lt focuses attention on the ultimate effect of the
office system, and broadens thinking beyond the
level of the individual office worker. It leads naturally to the concept of group systems and
organization-wide systems.

lIt leads to a consideration of front-office as well
as back-office objectives.
Front offices and back offices

Having looked at the contribution that office systems
can make to the organization s objectives, we now
consider wherein the organization office systems
may best be used.
Traditionally, classifications of offices are madeeither
in terms of a departmentor function within an organization (eg legal, accounting, marketing) or in terms
of the kind of worker (eg clerical, managerial, professional). The principal reason why such classifications
have been so popular is that they do have the merit
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satisfaction

Prompt
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overdraft

reviews

customer

Once
!

oe

Increased
market share
Reduced
personnel

turnover

bank

of providing the manager responsible for office systems with a clearly defined,
self-contained work
area within which to introduce and test office
systems.
But, as we have argued under the previcus heading,
when planning for office systemsit is not enough to
look at the everyday tasks of an office but it is also
necessary to look at the wider business objectives
of that office and the organization it serves.
Therefore, the primary classification of offices that
we propose is that of the front office and back
office.

As first definition and at the risk of oversimplifying
the issues involved, the back office is primarily concerned with productivity, whereasthe front office is
concerned with the achievement of businessgoals.
The detailed characteristics and concerns of these
two basic typesof offices are summarized in Figure
2.8 on page 16.

In large companies office functions will be quite disaccounting and filing and
tinct organizationally
ordering are classic examples of functions that are
carried out within separate offices or departments.
In smaller organizations the distinction between front
office and back office may apply only at the individual
worker or even task level.

It is unfortunate that much of the debate concerning
office systems up to now has concentrated on the
productivity benefits, which are best applied in a backOffice context, and therefore ignore the importance
of the benefits to the businessin a front-office context. We believe that using office systems to address
the front-office objectives of the organization is key
to resolving the cost-justification issue.

5)
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Figure 2.8

A comparison of the objectives of the front office and
the backoffice
FRONT OFFICE

© Concernwith effectiveness: The front office
is primarily concerned with providing service to clients and
generating
revenues. Their performance is measured
in terms of
response, quality of work, client satisfaction,
level of sales,
and so on. Thefrontoffice manager is not trying
to minimize
Costs, but to increase sales per head,
to provide a com-

petitive repair response, or to ensure an adequa
te return
on tax audits.

© its objectives are those of the busine
ss: The objectives of

the frontoffice are notdifferent than those of the
business

(in service industry, the front office often
is the business)
and thus its failure or success impinges direct
ly on the

business results.
© Focus on external communications: The
front office is the
interface with the external client. Communicat
ions need to
be effect
ive in support of this interface. Written commu
nications needto be of high quality, and presen
tation (including
the use ofcolor, typesetting) can be import
ant. Thereis little control over the form or timing of client
communications
and sufficient capacity and flexibility
must be available to
respond in a timely fashion.

Figure 2.9 offers a goodillustration of
how the issue
of benefits and costjustification of offic
e systems
should be taken in conjunction with the
back-office/
front-office classification: the figure shows
theresults
of a recent UK surveyof constraints
on office systems investment. Twice as many resp
ondents see
Costjustification difficulties and dubious
or controver-

Figure 2.9
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BACK OFFICE

@ Concern with efficiency: The back office emphasi
zes cost
in its operations. In some types of back office, where
reductions in headcount can be a driving force for investmentin improvements; measures of performance
will be
concerned with the cost per invoice or per letter produce
d,
or alternatively with meeting deadlines, often negotiat
ed with
the line managers.
@ Goals are set by policies and standards: The
accounting
department has to produce results based as monthly
and
annual cycles, set by external regulation and professi
onal
Practice. These in turn govern the planning and
budgeting
cycles, and perhaps the annual audit activities as
well. The
MIS department may have a complex mix of goals
covering the maintenance of existing systems, the develop
ment
of new systems for several client departments,
meeting daily,
weekly and monthly processing deadlines,
and achieving
response time and system up-time targets.

© Focus on internal communications: The
back Office is
primaril
y concernedwith a closed set of clients ,
the other

offices within the business.

sial benefits as a constraint for
office systemsinvestment as for data processing.
The point is that
whereas data processing system
s impinge primarily
on theback office, office system
s may impacteither
back offices or front offices,
or both. Therefore, the
traditional methods of cost just
ification that apply to
data processing systems do not
necessarily or usually
apply to office systems. (Ind
eed, even within data
Processing systems, effectiv
eness and contribution
to the business are emerging
as prime measures of
success.)

We nowdiscussthe benefits of offic
e systems for
back offices and front offices in grea
ter detail.
Benefits of office systemsin
the back office
Our definition of the back Offi
ce states thatit does
not normally provide services
directly to the clients
of the organization, or deal with
them directly. The
potential benefits of office syst
ems in the back office
are very much tied to the
concept of increasing
productivity and efficiency.
Applying computers to automa
te entire office functions is the approach usedby trad
itional data processing analysts, but byits nature it
tends to work best
with specialized functions suc
h as accounting, personnel record-keeping and Payr
oll.
Improvements in back-office Prod
uctivity rely on identifying a particular business
function amenable to
automation (often because of
a repetitive, datahandling aspect), or groupsof indi
vidual workers who
dedicate a large Proportionof thei
r time to one activity
which could be enhanced through
the useofan office
system.

Many organizations we have rese
arched have been
able to demonstrate real and impr
essive productivity
gains in back-office environments
. For example:
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Thelegal departmentof a largelife insurance company increased its workload by 30 per cent over
four years, with a reduction of 15 per centin staff.
An electronic mail system which speeded up the
review and discussion of legal casework and contracts and agreements wasthe keytool in achieving these improvements.
A hotel chain prepares the accounting for each
day s business using a string of minicomputers.
The original time to do the work has been reduced
from eight hours to two or three hours.

A research and traininginstitute avoidedsignificant
staff expansion by installing a network of personal
computers and minicomputersfor use in creating
documents, revising documents, and carrying out
statistical analysis. The greatest cost savings derived from the initial keyboarding and revision of
research papers, newsletters and brochures.
Researchers do much of their own manuscript
typing (secretarial revision is carried out later).
Forthe training departmentof an 18,500-employee
engineering and construction company an office
system incorporating word processing, graphics,
and laser printer output provided a 40 per cent
productivity increase in the production oftraining
materials.

A natural consequence of improved productivity
(which means reducedservice timesfor tasks undertaken on behalf of other departments of the organizations) is reduced backlogs, and hence improved
internal services, and indeed this was a benefit
mentioned by many organizations we researched.
As a rule of thumb, the cost-benefits to be expected
from back office systems over a period of time are
shownin Figure 2.10. The figure indicates that as
each such system is installed, a modest cost-benefit
may be achieved, although some systems may cause
a decrease in the cumulative quantitative benefits
becausetheyonly provide qualitative benefits. Similar cost-benefits can be expected to continue as
systems continue to be installed, asillustrated by
dotted line in Figure 2.10.
It is important to understand this typical cost-benefit
pattern associated with a back-office system. In financial termsit is probably best described as worthwhile
but unspectacular. Wewill describe below other kinds
of office system which are harder to define and
perhapsriskier too, but which(if successful) produce
far more spectacular benefits. Because it is easy to
categorize all kinds of vastly different applications as
partof office automation, it is easy to raise expectations which are quite unrealistic. One importantlesson from a decade of experience is to understand
what kind of opportunity has arisen, and what pattern
of cost-benefit is likely to be associated with it. The
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Figure 2.10

Cumulative cost-benefits of office systems

designed to improve back-office performance

Overall
cumulative

A

benefits

+

The present time

ay
a=

y

Overall
cumulative

LB

a

Time

costs

Note: The small decreasesin cost-benefits relate to office systems
with qualitative benefits that cannot befully cost-justified.

ability to deliver what is expected depends upon the
correct managementof expectation.

Benefits of office systems in the front office

The front office serves the clients of the organization.
In the services sector, the front office often comprises
mostof the businessitself. Professional offices (lawyers, engineers, auditors), marketing and sales
offices, and insurance claims processing departments are some examples of this kind of office. As
we explained earlier, real-life offices are not always
neatly divided into types (especially in smaller organizations), but we are concerned here with the office
whosemain function is dealing with the clients of the
organization. As described in Figure 2.8 certain
characteristics apply to this type of office:
The concernis with effectiveness.

The office objectives coincide with those of the
business.

The focus is on external communications.

Weobservedearlier that surveys and studies ofoffice
systems benefits have concentrated on howoffice
staff spendtheir time, in the belief (a) that reducing
time spent on certain types of tasks will increase
productivity and (b) that generic universal office
systems solutions can be developed(oralready exist)
that can be applied to these tasks. This is a valid
approach to the search for productivity. As we mentioned in our previous section on back-office systems
benefits, productivity gains can be achievedin this
way, as well as through thetraditional data processing approach of automating key functions that cut
across the office.
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What needs to be emphasized is that productivity
improvement (efficiency) can result in impro
ved
effectiveness (through reduced backlogs, impro
ved
response times, increased competitiveness), butit
does soindirectly. The end-benefits are normally
related to improvedeffectiveness of the front office.

Thefollowing are examples of successful frontoffice
systems that we haveidentified during our resea
rch:
In 1980 a European insurance company offere
d
terminals to large independentinsurance broker
s.
The system provided a business software package
for the broker as well as a link to the insur
ance
company s own computer, for Providing quotat
ions
and to complete specific insurance transactions
.
The benefit to the insurance companywasthe tiein with its products and an opportunity to incre
ase
its market share. By mid-1984, 200 brokers
had
installed the system. Two points should be noted:
The external orientation of this system, and
the
reaction of the competition. Similar systems
were
rapidly offered by other insurance companies,
and
eventually the brokers themselves launched
their
own, independent bureau service. The insur
ance
companies are now considering establishing
an
industry-wide service for brokers.
A USbankuses a speech synthesizer to respo
nd
to daily inquiries by the finance managerso
fits
business customers, who wantto know their
firm s
xact accountbalance, in order to make
accounts
payable decisions. The benefit is the reduc
tion in
the number of telephonecalls handled by
personnel in the bank s cash Management
service
department.

A US beer distributor provided portable comp
uters
to its salesforceto increase the accuracyof
invoicing and ordering. Previously, the 40 sales staff
had
been making as many as 500 errors a mont
h in
making out invoices and balancingtheir
collection
books, as well as spending an average of
one and
a half hours per salesperson to close out
the books
daily, and the errors created extra work
for the
accounting department. Using the portable
(briefcase) computer, salesmen enter Product numb
ers
and quantities, and customer invoices are
printed
immediately. The problems described were
virtually eliminated, and the salesmen can conce
ntrate
on the customers rather than on the paper
work.
A European stockbroker installed perso
nal computers for the traders, Providing word proce
ssing
and spreadsheetcapabilities. The personal
computers are linked to a minicomputer, as
are the
workstations used by the secretaries provi
ding
back-office support to the traders. The mini
computer is further linked to a computerized types
etting system for preparing analyst s reports
for
client distribution. The system has helped in speed
ing up analysis and the process of developing

reports. This is a good example of a system that
has delivered both front office and back office
benefits, as significant productivity improvements
in the secretarial office were also reported.

Again, as a rule of thumb, wevisualize the benefi
ts
of front-office systems as following the pattern
shown
in Figure 2.11. In thisillustration we assume that
the
benefits from the first application installed will
decrease as other companies in the same indust
ry
install their own automated systems aswell. This
will
not always be the case, since in many market
ing
situations, there could well be large one-time
shortterm benefits. In particular, it could be of contin
uing
advantage in say, gaining additional market
share.
This figure is intended to be to a similar scale
to that
offigure 2.10 (referring to back offices) to empha
size
the point that these applications have the
potential
to provide much greater benefits than those
intended
for back office environments.
Figure 2.11

Cost-benefits of two front-office
systems

A

Second front-office

application installed

Overall

cumulative

k

benefits

Competitive reaction

reduces annual benefits

0

Overall

cumulative

costs

XN

>

First
front-office

Time

application

installed

Thinking big, but Starting sma
ll
Byidentifying the overall objectiv
es to be achieved,
as we havediscussed, the organiza
tion considers the
wider ( big ) benefits and implicat
ions of office systems. This then, can provide the
framework within
which individual Projects that serv
e the objectives are
considered. The approach work
sas follows:
The organization uses the over
all objectives to be
achieved with office systems as
a frameworkfor
policies and guidelines within
which individual
Projects are assessed and cost
-justified.
Detailed cost justification is not
carried outfor the
total and ultimateoffice systemsp
lan, but only for
individual projects within that
plan.
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The individual projects chosen
preferably:

initially should

Involve front-office objectives.

Affect key activities that are very relevant to the
job of the users.
Notrely on critical mass of users.

Becapable of being assessedin terms of achievementagainst objectives within a short time
say,
a year or less.
Havethe support of users.

Have the support of top management.

As a tule, this will normally mean that specific as
opposed to wide-purposeapplications are chosen initially:
Specific applications. These are designed to meet
the requirements of a particular office or business
function. Examples include systems designed to
prepare engineering estimates, to provide
reminders about contract renewaldates or to act
as sales aids. They may, but need not, be derived
from mainstream data processing applications.

Wide-purpose applications. These use computerbased technology to improve office activities
common to manyoffice workers. Examples include
electronic mail, database access and videoconferencing.

Whether an application is specific or wide-purpose
depends to some extent on the type of office worker
involved. Word processing, for example, would be a
specific application for typists and secretaries but a
wide-purpose application for managers and professionals.
The pointis that in the early stagesof office systems
development, it is best from a cost justification perspective to begin with specific applications that provide a quick relatively easily measured return on
investment. Wide-purpose applications can then follow. Their costs will be more marginal as they will
often be add-on applications with an existing workstation base already present. This stage is generally
reached when 15-30 per cent or more of staff use
office workstations regularly. (This may explain why
wide-purpose applications are already more common
in the United States, where workstation penetration
is higher than in Europe.)
Thinking real, not pilot or trial

We now reach a point in our report when we must
make a direct and carefully considered assault on
received wisdom. The greatest advantage of the
declining cost of hardware, runs received opinion, is
that pilot studies become a feasible proposition.
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Whereasin the 1960s a DP system hadto bebuilt

in its entirety before it could be tried out, today we
can buy a limited amount of equipment and stage a
controlled experiment. Many organizations are
philosophically committed to the concept of pilot
implementation, including government bodies which
sponsor them in the hope of raising general productivity levels and giving their national industries some
competitive advantage. Regretfully but firmly we conclude that the overwhelming majority of pilot studies
provide a totally inadequate basis for assessing
benefits.
The main reasonsfor the lack of successofpilot trials
are that:

Neither users nor top managementusually feel the

necessary commitment because the system is

only a trial.

Suppliers may not feel committed either, because
they are aware that there are no real business purposesbehind thetrial and that they may be spending support effort on a system that may not proceed beyond the trial stage.
Standards and proceduresare difficult to enforce.

Thereis often a need to maintain two systems
(conventional and office systems)in parallel given
that there is usually no commitment to the system
after the end of the trial.

The scope and duration of the trial is normally
preset, which leads to inflexibility and, in particular, an inability to react to feedback and changes.

Trials are often overambitious and concentrate on
many aspects of office systems, all at the same
time and before users are really ready.

As a result, any cost-benefit analysis from such trials
will usually be of dubious value andreliability. Toillustrate these points we reproduce in Figure 2.12 the
results of a set of office pilot trials conducted in the
UK under the auspices of the Department of Trade
and Industry. Although some of the benefits sought
when thetrial was started were achieved, the overall picture is a disappointing one.

The conclusion is obvious: Pilottrials are not a satisfactory way of assessing the benefits of office systems. If a learning exercise is required, it is preferable to organize a few in-house demonstrations by
suppliers, attend seminars or recruit outside
experience. Butonly a real-life installation that is
relevant to corporate andindividual objectives can
be a realistic base on which an organization can
developits office systems. If this is done using the
building block approach that we described under
the previous heading, an organization will be able to
build up experience while at the same time achieving real benefits.
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Figure 2.12

Benefits sought and obtained in a selection of UK office systemspilottrials
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PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING SUCCESSFUL OFFICE SYSTEMS

Over a period of thirty years or more the data
processing community has evolved a methodology
designed to bring the planning and implementation
of data processing projects under its control. This
methodology now exists and is widely used. While
data processing projects dostill go wrong occasionally, the explanation is that the methodology is simnotthat it does
or usedincorrectly
ply not used
not exist. For mostof the period in which advanced
office systems have been sought, no equivalent
methodology actually existed. The tried and tested
tools for the control of data processing projects could
be applied to office projects, but they often proved
of limited value.

As we have already shown, MIS departments are
becoming more concerned with office systems. If
they wish to discharge this responsibility effectively,
it is essential that they develop and apply suitable
planning and implementation tools. Moreover, this
must be done quickly. The evolution of planningtools
for office systems over a thirty-year cycle is not going
to be good enough.

The development and adoption of the planningtools
outlined in this chapter is a serious and challenging
managementtask, involving both managementtime
and cost. Butit is a key task for any manager becoming seriously involvedin office systems, whether or
not he or sheis a director of MIS. Without such a planning framework, success will be a hit-and-missaffair,
with consequentrisks for both the individual and the
enterprise.

In this chapter we havetried to make our recommennot an easy task.
dations both specific and flexible
Everyoneis agreed on the necessity of an office systemsstrategy. Sofar, little has been published on how
to achieve such a strategy. To remedy this deficit,
we feel that concrete suggestionsare in order. Hence
the specificity of our approach.

Office systems are continually evolving, as is the
understanding of their capabilities and potential.
Users do not need, or even want, a monolithic plan
for office systemsthat acts as a constraint on action,
rather than providing a positive environment in which
successful office systems can beidentified, planned
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and implemented. We present a planning approach
in this chapter, based on the experience of users we
talked to and on our own field experience. The allocation of responsibilities for planning and implementation is also discussed.
Wealso consider in detail specific aspects of the
planning and implementation process:
Thesearch for office systems opportunities.
Presenting the business case.

Cost-benefit analysis.
Selecting a supplier.

Specifying requirements to suppliers.
Detailing the program for action.
The physical office environment.

Wiring options for office systems.

Installation.

Training and education.

We also present an analysis of how the human
aspects of technological change can be addressed.

Having discussed the different facets of the planning
and implementation process, we suggesta practical
the office systems conway of getting started
ference.

METHODOLOGIES FOR PLANNING OFFICE
SYSTEMS

The requirements for a workable office systems planning method may be summarized as follows:

The planning method mustallow for shifts in goals
and systems, to reflect experience gainedin the
organization and changesin the available technology.

It must provide room for a mix of standard office
solutions and custom-built systems. Where necessary, it must provide for office systems that complement the information systems of the organization.
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lIt should take advantage of the individual
manager s enthusiasm and commitment and
encourage initiatives within the organization.
Different rates of advance should be possible.
Awide spectrum of potential office systems applications must be provided for, from radical applications that involve major resource commitments
and risks, to operational improvements that reduce
costs and improve productivity.

Wediscuss three kinds of office system planning
methods in this section.
Productivity-focused planning

Information systems planning
Two-level planning.

Wearguethat while the former two methods can be
applicable in certain narrow circumstance, the last
two-level planning
represents the approach
most suitable for comprehensive office systems
planning.
Productivity-focused office systems planning

Office systems planning methods currently in use
tend to focus on achieving productivity improvements. Their starting point is usually an analysis of
howtimeis spent byoffice workers, and they target
office systems at the mostlabor-intensive activities,
thusidentifying the potential time savings to be made.
The inherent strength of these methodsis that they
provide a rational, analytical route to identifying office
systemsthat pay off. Their weaknesslies in the built-in
assumption that office systems are only about
productivity, a weakness that we have discussed in
detail in the previous chapter.
Information systems planning

Information system planning methods are now well
established and might appear to offer an alternative
approach to more comprehensive office systems
planning. Two well-known methods are the Critical
Success Factors method and IBM s Business Systems Planning method:

Critical Success Factors. This is a method for

eliciting user requirements. Users are asked to
define the factors that are critical to success in
performing their business functions or making
decisions. The information needscritical to achieving successarethenidentified and used as a starting point for planning the information systems.

Business Systems Planning. This is a methodology developed by IBM. Information requirements
are derived from the objectives of an organization
in a top-downfashion bystarting with overall business objectives and then defining business

processes(e.g. purchasing, quality control). Business processesare used asthe basis for data collection and analysis exercises in which executives
are asked to specify key success factors and to
identify problems. Logically related categories of
business processes and data are then identified
and related to business problems. Following the
definition of an information architecture, application priorities are established and databases
planned.

The primary purposes of these information system
planning methodsare to define an overall information system, to specify a portfolio of applications and

databases, and to define the detailed information

requirements for each application. The approach
reflects the wayin which traditional data processing
works, aiming to automate entire business functions.
However, in the context of office systems, this
approach is not usually the best, as it often makes
more sense to automate that 20%of office work that
yields 80% of the benefit. Also, the information
requirements of office systems represent more than
just data
they also include text, voice and graphics.
Theseconsiderationslimit the use of information systems planning techniques in the office systems

context.

There is, however, one aspectof information systems
planning thatis applicable: the shift to distributed systems, which we discuss under the next heading.
Two-level office systems planning

The shift to distributed systems (the diffusion of systems throughout the organization with more local
autonomy and control over systems)and the integration issues created by increasing penetration and
proliferation of information systems have revealed
shortcomingsin the old central planning processes.
To avoid the rigidities and the complexities of coordination, there has been shift to establishing an
appropriate framework, or
architecture,
within
which detailed planning can take place.

Organizations arefinding thatthefirst priority of successful information systems planningis getting the
architecture right, but relying on individual operating
units to identify the projects that will meet their business needs.

This approach is also applicable to office systems
planning, which has an important user-driven, or
bottom-up, component.

The planning approach we recommendis derived
from this thinking andis, therefore, a two-level one:
First, the organization sets out a broad definition
of aims and tasks andspecifies the target areas
for office systems. Wecall this the master plan.
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Comparison of office system planning approaches
Productivity-focused

FOCUS
OUTPUTS

office systems planning

Productivity improvements
Potential office system
applications

Costs and benefits

planning

Business information systems
(Depends on method used)will

systems planning

The organizational/technical
framework for individual projects

Technical architecture
Business considerations

usually include:

Implementation plans and
budgets

COST-BENEFIT
ANALYSIS

Based on a range of business
benefits, assessed against system

APPLICABILITY

Planning general-purposeoffice
systems with some degree of
inter-linking

Planning information systems

individual time savings and
analysis of staff and system costs

The technical architecture, the business rules,
the organizational framework are a part of
step, which hasasits underlying objective the
ation of an environment that will facilitate
individual projects.

(control, investment, etc)
Organizational responsibilities
Areas in which development

Applications portfolio
Databaseproject(s)
Developmentpriorities
Development plan and budget

Based on assessments of

development and operating costs

and
this
crethe

Next, the individual office system projects are
undertaken to meet specific needs as and when
they are identified. Each project must be consistent with the master plan.

Someof the more importantdifferences between this
approach, productivity-focused planning, and information systems planning, are shown in Figure 3.1.
This type of two-level plan is becoming increasingly
common in data processing, office systems and
telecommunications. The main reasons are that a
good master plan allows for initiative and flexibility
at the local and end-user levels, while recognizing the
broader concernsof the organization, the total investment involved, compatibility and communications
requirements, and the deployment of technical

resources.

The philosophy behind this approach is: Think big,
start small, which we discussed in Chapter 2 in the
context of assessing benefits. Having established the
master plan, the organization can proceed with considering specific projects that are consistentwith the
objectives set outin it. The processisillustrated in
Figure 3.2.
Individual projects can be tested against the overall
rules and criteria set out in the master plan. Some
of these projects will be approved, some not. The
aggregate of specific projects is then the total portfolio of office systems.
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Two-level office

Information systems

Figure 3.2

work will be undertaken
Outline investment and
development plan

Investment rules specified for all

projects
each project
assessed individually

Planning all types of office
system. Provides for
integration/interface with
information systems

Thinking big, starting small and the role of the
master plan

@ Finally, achieving
the strategic
business objectives

@ Where the

organization is

going

© Implementing
projects in a

® Getting the

master plan right

y

modular fashion

For larger projects a formal feasibility study will
usually be required. For smaller projects moreinformal methods of assessing their feasibility will often
be more appropriate.

The master plan will also evolve under the pressure
of business needs and as a result of technological
developments. We showthis in Figure 3.3. The result
is planning, rather than plans, andthe flexibility to
react to changing circumstances as they arise.
The elements of the master plan

The master plan can be seen as a processthat comprises two elements: one resolvesthe strategic issues
involved for the organization, and the other provides
the planninginfrastructure for the future. Figure 3.4
illustrates this in schematic form.
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The strategic element

Identifying the office system opportunities.
Theseare the waysin whichoffice systems could
be used to meetthe organization s needs. This is
an iterative process, as the search for opportunities works both top-down, starting with the organiZation s objectives, and bottom-up, starting with
potential technology solutions.

The strategic level divides readily into four steps:

Defining the organization s needs. The various
long- and short-term goals of the organization are
identified in this step. These should include any
threats posed by competition, constraints due to
resource or technical shortcomings, and any other
key issues that might conceivably be resolvedin
some way by the useof office systems.

Figure 3.3

Establishing the development priorities. Some
opportunities provide a greater payoff than others.
Somecost more, or are riskier and more complex,
or depend onthe prior implementation of other system components. The approximate costs and
benefits, and system interrelationships, need to be
- worked out to allow decisions to be taken on
development priorities.

The logical planning cycle

© Business needs

© Technology developments
® Organization's experience
:
with ith office systems
}

____
Offi
ice systems
master plan

Feasibility
study

Feasibility
study

i

Project

Developing a program for action. This planning
elementis not intended to produce detailed stepby-step plan for everyoffice in the organization
.
At the same time, the desired results will not happen by themselves.

Feasibility
study

The program for action is concerned with
setting
up the essential infrastructure (technical, busin
ess,
organizational) and with setting out the work
program for the first planning period (for the first
12
to 18 months for example) in overall terms
.

Assessment

\

}~<

Project

against

investment
rules

Project

The infrastructure element
The other part of the master plan
provides the
blueprint for the infrastructure. A goodinfra
structure
will allow considerable flexibility at the indiv
idualoffice
Or group level in terms of types of syst
em and appliCations; this will depend on:

Office systems
in operation

@ User experience
© Limitations of
current systems
®@ Opportunities to
extend/integrate

The significance of office operatio
ns to the business of the organization.

systems

Figure 3.4
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Thesize of the organization, the number of departments or work groups and the composition of the
workforce.

The experience of the organization with office and
information systems and the available in-house

resources.

The relative autonomy of managers within the
organization, and the diversity and geographic
scope of its operations.
The scope for and impact of office systems.

Thelevel of sophistication of the plans for office
system technology.

The needto link the systemswith one another and
with the information systems.

Wehave already referred to the three infrastructure
areas that need to be considered: technical, business,
organizational. The principal issues involved in each
of these areas are as follows:

Technical infrastructure. The key issue here is
the requirement for and the ability of office systems tolink and fit together (both with one another
and with the organization s information systems),
their ability to grow over time to meet user needs,
and the ability of suppliers and in-house technical
staff to provide support. The need to meet these
requirements has led many users to choose a onesupplier policy. However, the organization may pay
a considerable premium for such a policy, which
is not necessarily warranted by the benefits
achieved.
Nevertheless, there may be a case for choosing
such a policy, or for limiting the number of suppliers. A statementof policy on supplier selection,
and any requirement for MlS/data processing (or
the responsible manager or steering group) to
approve exceptions, should be part of the master
plan infrastructure. Standards for equipment,
telecommunications and software(including operating systems) should also beincludedin this part
of the master plan.

Businessinfrastructure. The basic thrust of the
master plan will in many cases be a mixture of
front-office and back-office projects, the former
designed, for example, to give a competitive
advantage and to improve directly the service
offered to customers and clients, and the latter
designed to improve productivity and to achieve
cost savings.

The master plan mustspecify the rules for investmentin these projects, how they are to be paid
for, the pricing of common internal services and
the payback periods.

Equally important, the master plan should estab-
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lish the funding levels (what it is worth to the
organization to take up the opportunities identified,
in order-of-magnitude terms) and how budgets and
expenditures and the measurementof benefits will
be controlled.

Organizational infrastructure. The mechanisms
for planning and coordinating the master plan will
need to be set up and roles and responsibilities
assigned. Some reorganization may be required.
At its simplest, this may require only the setting
up of a small project team to providetraining and
support, or an expansion of the existing technical
support team in the data processing department
to cover office systems. But somestrategic frontoffice applications may require a major restructuring of customer services, or marketing and sales
departments. For example, a factor often underestimated by technical planners is that the
organizational effort required for such restructuring may be asgreatas or greater than that needed
for the technical infrastructure.

Scale of the master plan

The summary above provides an outline of whatis
involved in setting up a master plan. The levelof effort
required will vary according to the scopeandsize of
the office systems investment being considered. It
will also depend on the size of the organization considering investmentin office systems. Therefore the
stages involvedin setting up the master plan will vary
according to organizational and system parameters.
In Figure 3.5 weillustrate the sequenceof planning
events, which fall into five stages. We have combined
needsdefinition and opportunity identification activities into Stage 1 since these areiterative in nature,
that is, one depends upon the other. Stage 5 (individual project planning and implementation) will
usually start while the master plan is still being
finalized, and so is shown astaking place in parallel
with Stage 4 (development of the infrastructure).

These different stages are flexible to some extent,
and can be omitted, or combined, depending on the
scale of office system envisaged. A total office system plan for an organization would require moving
through all the stages we have described in a complete and thorough fashion.
However, a simple expansion of an existing base of
office systems will not normally require a fresh look
at the strategic needs of the organization; the focus
is morelikely to be on improved ways of using the
systems already in place.
Likewise, wherethe existing office systems are to be
linked to the information systems (to provide an
additional channel for access to the management
information systems, for example) only technical
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Stages in office systems planning

Stage 4
Development

@ Organizational
@ Business
@ Technical

of the
master plan
infrastructure
Stage 1

Needs and
opportunities
analysis

Stage 2

Stage 3

Decisions
on

Program
for

priorities

action

Stage 5

Individual
project
planning

and
implementation

Project A

infrastructure issues will normally be involved, and
the effort required to produce a master plan can be
modified accordingly.

Similarly, small and medium-sized organizations, or
individual departments, can usually combine some of
these stages or scale downthe effort and elapsed
time required. No elaborate intermediate reviews are
really necessary in the smaller organization, because
there are fewer organizational interests involved, and
agreement can be more readily reached, say by
individual discussions leading up to a single meeting
at which all parties can agree on whatis to be done,
rather than by setting up separate teams. Ina larger
organization, this process usually takes much longer,
and the intermediate reviews are essential to gaining the necessary commitmentby all parties.

ASSIGNING RESPONSIBILITY FOR PLANNING
AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we describe how a medium to large
organization might set about developing a master
plan, and implementing its office systems. The
elements of the approach we recommendare all
applicable where group-wideorlarger scale office
systemsare planned. As we discussedin the preceding section, smaller scale office systems planswill
not necessarily require so sophisticated a planning
approach.
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Project X

As a result of our research, we are convinced that
getting the organization right for doing the job is just
as important as havingthe right plan. One wayof setting up an organization for an office systems planning project is shownin Figure 3.6. Three teamsare
envisaged, although for smaller projects the different responsibilities may be assigned to just one
or
two teamsor even individuals.

Figure 3.6

Organizing foroffice systems planning

Information
systems
steering

group

Potential
ince

Office
systems
steering

group

aT)

Strategy
team

Stages 1, 2,3

Infrastructure
team

Stage 4

Implementation
team(s)

Stage 5

Note: Number andsize of teams will depend
on scope of plan and
organization size.
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Strategy team. This team concentrates onthe uitimate objectives that the office system will be
designed to achieve. The strategy team should
ideally be user-led.

Infrastructure team. This team is concerned with
resolving the technical, business and organizational issues. Ideally this team will be led by someone with strengths in both office systems and systems and telecommunications issues generally,
and whois familiar with the technical standards
and policies of the organization.

Implementation team(s). A series of user-led
teams would be responsible for implementing the
individual projects. MIS and data processing
departments will normally contribute technical
expertise to the individual projects.

A separate steering group will be desirable for very
large plans, both to oversee theactivities of the teams
described above and to provide a formal link to the
data processing/MIS department or DP systems
steering group.
The responsibilities of the planning, infrastructure and
implementation teams are different in type and scope
from thoseof the office systems steering group. The
respective roles and tasks are set out in Figures 3.7
and 3.8.
Not all organizational cultures are comfortable with
steering groups and committees, and some see these
concepts as bureaucratic, to be eliminated or kept
in check where possible.

Whether or not such a culture is strong within an
organization, it is essential that the steering group
avoid adopting a bureaucratic stance, or taking on
the job of challenging proposals put forwardtoit. In
a sense, it should not steer atall, but act as a feedback mechanism andas a facilitator, to get things
done. It is very easy for individual users to focus on
a narrow front, and to ignore the organization s
broader objectives. The members of the steering
group should wear the corporate hat.

SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we cover some of the morecritical
aspects of planning office systems. In each case we
provide a brief commentary on the critical issues
involved, together with a checklist of points to be considered.
The search for office system opportunities

In Chapter 2 we outlined the principles of assessing
office systems opportunities in terms of organizational
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Figure 3.7

Responsibilities of the planning,infrastructure
and implementation teams

The teams have both managementand technical respon-

sibilities.

The teams are responsible for the production of the endproducts of each stage, to the required level of quality, and
within the specified costs and timetable.

Business-level(budgets, schedules) and technical-level plans
mustbe prepared and submitted to the office systems steering group or responsible manager.

Periodic progress reports must be submitted and variances

accounted for.
The teams mustcoordinate with users and with other teams.
Figure 3.8

Responsibilities of the office systems steering
group

The primerole of the steering group is to ensure that the broader
interests of the organization are recognized and to provide a
link between top management and the various user and

technical interests involved.It therefore:

Oversees the total office systems activity.

Reports to or coordinates with the information systems steering group (as appropriate).

Appoints managersto direct and coordinate the various planning and implementation activities.

Makes recommendations to top management on oppor-

tunities, priorities and investment.

Reviewsthe results of each stage.

Ensuressufficient resources and accessto information.

Above all, concentrates on the aspects of office systems
projects that are of strategic importanceto the organization.

objectives. A simple way of subdividing the work is
to look at the possibilities from three viewpoints:
New ways of doing business.

Improvements to the businessitself.

Technological opportunities (starting with the
solutions).

Figure 3.9 suggests some of the points to be considered under each of these headings. These should
be considered only as an indication of the many
opportunities available, as each organization will have
different requirements, objectives and constraints.
Presenting the business case

Once the opportunities have been identified and
assessed, a business case mustbe prepared to suport the action proposed, to enable decisions to be
taken onpriorities, and to set out what we havecalled
the infrastructure issues. The business casewill refer
to the technical and organizational issues that need
to be resolved (these may explain why some choices
have had to be eliminated, or account for delays in
implementation of projects, for example), but its
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Potential office system opportunities: points
to consider

NEW WAYSOF DOING BUSINESS:

Could office systems be used to address the restrain
ts and
limitations that make the organization vulnerable,
impede its

|

full effectiveness, and hold downits economic results?
Could they reduce fixed costs?
Could they help cope with varying volumes?

Could breakeven volumes be reduced?

Are there opportunities to change external business
relationShips or to shorten distribution channels by introdu
cing elec- |

tronic links?

Can the geographic scopeof services offered
be extended?
Are there new ways of teaching customers or
responding to
customer needs, using office systems?
Can presentservices be substituted for by office
system-based

services?

Could office systems be used to extend the effectiv
e operating

hours of the business and extend the services offered
to
customers?

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ORGANIZATION ITSELF
:
Doesthe office workforce contribute any significant
value to

the products and services of the organization?
Howcould the office systems be used to enhance

value?

this added

Are there opportunities for cost reductions?
Can productivity be improved?
Can the managementcontrol over the organiz
ation s operations
be enhancedbyoffice systems?
Are improvedinternal communications the
answer?

Will management decision-making be enhanced?

Are there changespossible in the groupingofint
ernal services?

TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES:

Do newgroupings ofoffice system produc
ts and servicesoffer
potential benefits?
Documentproduction? Integration of text, graphi
cs and data?
Voice response, voice messaging?

Document transfer?

Can wider access to information systems
beprovidedto users
in the organization bylinking them to the
Office systems?
Can PBX systems be usedtolink office
systems?
Do mobile communications or Portable office
systems provide
a meansto makefield staff more responsive
to customer needs
or to streamline paperwork and office commu
nications?
Are there better ways of presenting inform
ation to managers
using graphics?

primary purpose is to present as completely
as
possible the advantages of the proposed course of
action. In addition, attention must be paid to the steps
that should be taken to ensure success (for example, are changes required in the present accounting systems to track the costs and impacts of the
office systems?' ) and to the provision of adequate

support.

As we have discussed in Chapter 2, judging the

benefits of investmentin office systems is not an easy

task. Unlike the factory, there is no strong tradition
of efficiency improvementin the office, and office output is not as easily measured.

Figure 3.10 summarizes the elements of a comprehensive business case for a major office systems
effort. Most of the points covered are also applicable to smaller programs of investment.

Cost-benefit analysis

A special aspect of the presentation of
a business
caseis the identification of the benefit and
cost elements that should be considered.

An extensive list of elements is given in
Figure 3.11.
The following points should be Consider
ed in making
use ofthis list:

Changes which benefit one part of
the organization may incur costs in another.
Judgementwill be required in allocating
benefits.
It may be necessaryto test the sensi
tivity of the
results to changes in these allocation
s.

It will not be possible to measure
all elements in
similar terms (eg money). Some cos
ts and benefits
cannot be evaluated in specific term
s
for
example, disruption of office rout
ines during
implementation.

Selecting a supplier

The office system businessis still very much
a
technology-driven business. All suppliers are not
equal, nor are their products equally suitable to
every
application.

Therefore, choosing a one-supplier strategy can
be
risky and can result in the user paying a premi
um
when equipment and software has to be adapt
ed to
a purpose for which it is not ideally suited
. At the
same time, a one-supplier strategy has the advan
tage
that few decisions have to be made by
the user
Organization on technical architecture issues
, since
these will be made for him by the supplier.

In either event, the nature of computer techn
ology
makes it very difficult for the user to switch
suppliers,
because of the enormous investment in
equipment
and softwareof only limited compatibility
(and sometimes noneatall) with other equipment and
software
on the market. Selecting the right suppli
er therefore can be a keydecision in anyoffice
systemsplan,
becauseit may close off many future
options.

The major points to be considered in selec
ting a supplier are summarized in Figure 3.12.

Specifying requirements to
Suppliers
Figure 3.13 provides a checklis
t of contents for an
office systems requirement, to be
sent to potential
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presenting the business case

ESTABLISHING THE PAYOFF

Are the systems investments explicitly linked to the goals of
the organization?
Is it clearly explained what specific benefits will result from the
various aspects of the investment?
Are the payoffs quantified? Is their sensitivity to different levels

of systemsinvestment examined(e.g. if only half the systems

are installed, how does that impact the pay-offs)?
Is the overall program of investment required explainedin full?
Howlong will it take to realize the full payoffs?

EXPLAINING THE MASTER PLAN

Is there a summary of any organizational, business and technical

issues that need to be addressed?

Are there options described to address these?
Are all recommendations explained and justified?
Are the long-term implications explained?

ITEMIZING ALL COSTS

Are the full costs (one-time and recurring) itemized? Are investments in people included?
training?
parallel systems operation?
support?

external assistance?

temporary personnel?
back-up personnel training?
management time?
Do the costings include hidden
costs such as purchasing,
suppliers, communications, power, building layout changes,
cabling, power and telephone connections, office furniture, and
trade union negotiations?

PROPOSING ACTION

ls an overall plan of action proposed?

Are responsibilities and roles clearly defined?

Does the plan include existing office systems?
Does the plan deal with office system capacity and anypro-

jected saturation due to normal growth(particularly important

for networks and other shared resources)?
Are schedules and budgets established?
Does the plan indicate the extent and timing of the resources
required for each project (where these have been proposed):

during development?

during operation?
Have checkpoints been provided for?

ESTABLISHING DECISION CRITERIA FOR INDIVIDUAL
PROJECTS

Are basic project selection guidelines established regarding
desired return on investment? Impact on service levels?
Are there formal criteria for determining project priorities?
Are there criteria for authorization of expenditures? Are there
different approval levels required for different levels of cost?

MEASURING SUCCESS
Howwill success be measured?

Is it necessary to establish a benchmark based on today s per-

formance?

Does the present accounting system need to be adjusted to
enable office system costs and results to be accurately
measured and tracked? Are new systems necessary?

PROVIDING TECHNOLOGY, EXPERTISE

Whereis the technology and expertise to come from?
Will there be a preferred-supplier policy?
How are advanced areas of technology to be tackled?
Are there proposals to develop expertise in-housefor critical
aspectsof the office systems?
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Checklist

cost-benefit analysis

The classic cost-benefit analysis attempts to express both cost

and benefits in the sametermssothatthe relative advantage

of a course of action can be assessed. This will not always be
possible (or even desirable) for office systems. It is essential
however to clearly establish the beneficial effects of the office
systems (preferably in quantitative terms) and to establish the
corresponding cost of achieving these benefits.

TYPICAL BENEFITS

Time savings
Productivity improvements
Service improvements

Reductions in work-inprogress
Cost savings

Reductions in accounts
receivable
Increased market share
More prospects converted
to customers

Increased geographic scope

of business
Shortened distribution chain
Newproducts and services

Increased return on assets
Increasedprofits
Flattening of management
structure (fewer middle
managers)
Reductions in meetings,

travel time, travel
expenses

More effective deployment

of field sales, field service

staff
Reductions in queues,

service times, for
customers/clients

Reduced cost per

transaction

Higher quality of service,
take-up of benefits
(social agencies)

Higher number of outputs
produced per period

and/or reduced cost of
planned outputs

COSTS
One-time costs
Equipment

Software

First-year software

maintenance
Installation
Initial training

Custom software
development

File conversion

Parallel running
Building facilities
Power, air-conditioning
Cabling
Shipping

Insurance
Learning time

Managementtime
(negotiations, supervision,
morale)
Audit review (if accounting
systems involved)
Temporary help

Consultants

Purchasing, legal
Systems analysis
Data processing(if links to
be established)
Setting up cost and benefit
Tracking systems and
procedures

Recurring costs
Hardware maintenance
Software maintenance
Softwarelicences
Supplementary systems
analysis, consulting,

training, etc.
System manager, operators
Supplies

Share of business overheads

suppliers. It is advisable to send requirementsat this
level of detail only, to a short list of suppliers. Not only
is it costly for the supplier to respond to complex
requirements documents, but he will also put in a better effort and be more responsive if he knows that
he has a reasonable chance of obtaining the
business.
Suitable ways to develop a short list of suppliers
include:

Search of published case studies and trade journals to identify a suitable list. The existing data
processing system supplier should be included
amongthe potential candidatesif links to the information systems are required.
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Checklist

selecting a supplier

ONE SUPPLIER OR MANY SUPPLIERS?
|
Doesthe organization have the technical know-how to deal with

the potential integration problems arising from more than
one
supplier?
Can one supplier meet all the organization s needs?
Is there a premium to be paid for dealing through one
supplier?

THE SUPPLIER S BUSINESS

Is the supplier committed to the office systems busines
s?
Howlong has the supplier been in business?
Howbig is the supplier? Is there local support? Is
the supplier
going to be aroundfor the lifetime of the system?
How effective is the supplier's maintenance and support
operation?

THE SUPPLIER'S STRATEGIES

Howbroadis the supplier's involvement in Office
systems?
Does the supplier have an office systems architecture
that
allowsfor integration of his present and future product
s?
Doesthe supplier conform to Open Systems Archite
cture or

IBM's Systems Network Architecture? What about other stan-

dards such as Ethernet, IBM's Document Interchange
Architecture (DIA), etc?

THE SUPPLIER S PRODUCTS

Does the supplier have the software and hardware
combinations required to meet user needs?
ls software readily available from third Parties to meet
specific

user needs?

What stage of their product life-cycle have the
products
reached? Will they become obsolete or be superseded
in the

near future?

Can the products bereadily fitted in with existing
office
systems, data processing systems and voice communications
systems?

Fora large project, sending a brief questionna
ire
to a large number of suppliers and developing
a
short list based on the responses.

Investigating the solutions implemented by other
users in the same industry (eg the organization's
competitors) and inclusionof their suppliers in the
shortlist, based on recommendation.

In principle the requirements themselves should be
expressed in terms of whatis to be done rather than
howit is to be done. This may, however, not always
be possible. For example, where standards for communications or operating systems software are
alreadyin place, these place inherent constraints on
the requirements.

A further consideration is the extent to which
individual requirements itemized are mandatory or
desirable. It is important for the supplier to knowthis
distinction so that different options can be quoted,
where appropriate.

Detailing the program for action

Projects tend to acquire their own momentum, and
it is essential to controlthis to ensurethat results are
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Checklist

specification for suppliers

BACKGROUND TO REQUIREMENTS
Whythis specification
Brief company background

Importance of system

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Business purposeof the office system

Scope (users, locations, functions and data included)
Whatthe system is

APPLICATIONS REQUIREMENTS

. Standard applications packages
Applications to be developed

Workloads, growth rates, processing cycles, etc
Links to other systems

Reliability, responsiveness required (should be kept
realistic)

HARDWARE AND COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS
Numberof workstations
Peripherals (storage, printers, etc)

Links required

Standards applicable (eg organization standards, links
to other equipment, compatibility with systems,
software)

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
_ Training
Installation
Ongoing support, maintenance

COST INFORMATION REQUIRED

One-time and recurring costs
Cost of optional items

Costof future expansion

Need for building changes, Power, air-con
ditioning, etc.

SUPPLIER INFORMATION
References

General information (eg size, history, geogra
phic
spread)

ADMINISTRATION

When a responseis required
Howproposals will be reviewed and the criter
ia for
making a decision

__Whomto contact for further information, clarifi
cation

being achieved that are consistent with
the original
expectations.

A sequence ofthe typical activities invol
ving the program for action is shown in Figure
3.14. No indication of the actual time involved
is shown,
since this will vary considerably for
different types
of project. This type of linear appr
oach is often
subject to criticism because it can
lead to long
periods before any Payback is recei
ved. For this
reason the timeframe may be telescop
ed by starting
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A sequential approachto planning for a large office system project
Needs and
opportunities
analysis

Development

of maste:

The

plan

master
plan

:

Approval of
master plan
Project

approval

7

Detailed

planning
Systems analysis, design
Equipment and

software acquisition

Project

implementation

Install and test

Cutover to
new system
Full operation

elie
Key

{4

Time

7

»>

events

fe ea
--- _S

A

Go-ahead

A

Go-ahead

for master for project
plan

several sub-projects before agreementon all details
of the master plan is reached. Figure 3.15 shows a
parallel schedule of this type.

The difficulty with this approach is the risk of an early
implementation that turns out to be a technological
dead-end, or that is found to be inconsistent with the
directions determined during development of the
master plan. For these reasons, these early projects
should belimited in scope, and a very short payback
period should be specified.

Detailed implementation planning for the individual
office projects or sub-projects is similar to that for
traditional data processing projects. Project activities
should be broken down to a sufficiently detailed level
to enable progress to be tracked and responsibility
assigned. As a rule of thumb, activities should not be
broken downto less than about two weeks, or the
equivalent of 10 working days. The following major
activities and events should be planned and prepared
for in some detail:
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Ay

Select

supplier

TE

A

Delivery of
equipment

A

Handover

ee

A

Complete
installation

Definition of working procedures and methods.

Purchase, delivery, testing and installation ofall

equipment, software and communications facilities.

Physical installation and building changes.

Purchaseofoffice furniture, supplies, and other
miscellaneous smaller items.

Planning of the timescale for the work.
Assignment of
structure.

responsibilities

and reporting

Budgets and expenditure control.

Criteria for assessment of the success of the
project.
Provision of training and education.

cCoordination with other departments, customers,
data processing and so on.
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A parallel approach to planningfor a large office system project
Needs and

Revisions to master plan

Opportunities

The
master
plan
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Development of
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master plan

Approval of
master plan
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Linking
technology

Choosing
standards

Projects

Detailed planning
of links

Identifying
preferred suppliers

Equipment and
software acquisition

7

Install and test

Full operation

peer
projects

Feedback

Sub-project
A

Sub-project
B

Subproject
Cc

from projects

Subproject
D

used to revise
master plan

Key events

Time

}=

»

A

Go-ahead

for initial
master plan

The physical office environment

While complaints from office workers about the
working environment in which their office systems are
installed might be perceived as a symptom of their
resentmentof change, it is nonetheless true that the
physical office environmentis a major concern for
manyoffice staff and an issue periodically raised by
unionsand staff representatives. Our experience with
users indicates quite conclusively that where the
Office system is perceived as being genuinely relevant to the task of the workers and whereit helps
them achieve their objectives, ergonomic considerations are seldom a problem. However, there are
several main points that may need to be considered
:
Ergonomics. An adequate working surfac
e,
adjustable equipment Positioning and goodseating are perhaps the three most important aspects
of desktop ergonomics. The importance of these
requirements is generally accepted for word
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t

A

Completion of
first project

A

Completion of

second project

A

Operation oflinks

Processor operators andclerical staff. Manag
ers
and professionals are often forgotten, howev
er.
Air quality. Air-conditioning is no longe
r the
problem it once was as mostoffice syst
ems are
fairly robust in this respect, although disk
drives
andprinters can be sensitive to temperatur
e and
humidity changes. As a general rule, an
office temperature of between 20°C and 22°C is
advisable,
with a maximum humidity of 50 per cent.
Lighting. Display terminals should be
positioned
so that glare or reflections from lighting
and windows are avoided. Some glare shielding
forlights
and control over daylight (using curta
ins, blinds
and so on) may be required.
Noise. Acoustic covers (cumbersome thou
gh they
are) are essential for impact printers in
offices.
Laser printers are relatively noiseless.
Space. Proper space planning is probably
the most
important ergonomic factor in achieving succ
ess-
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ful use and acceptance by users. Planning for
space allocations, work-flow arrangements and
associated furniture and equipment needs should
be an important element of the detailed planning
processwithin each project. The location of shared
equipment, such as printers or facsimile machines,
should be particularly carefully considered.
Wiring options for office systems

As the number of individual office workstations
increases, the problem of office wiring becomes more
and more acute. The main problems encountered by

managementare:

Cost. On somesites it can be as expensive to
install and connect a new workstation asit is to
buy one.

Multiple networks. Many organizations now have
three (or more) data communications networks on
a single site (eg ASCII, 3270, telex).
Delay.\t often takes days or even weekstoinstall
a new device or to move an old one.

Users therefore feel an increasing urgency for a
universal wiring scheme that will enable them to support all their current and anticipated future office
equipment at an acceptable cost.
Regrettably there is no such scheme. Instead there
are four options:
Twisted pair (shielded and unshielded).
The IBM cabling scheme.
Broadband cable.

Ethernet-type systems and other proprietary local
area networks.

A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of
these technologiesis given in Figure 3.16 and their
characteristics are discussed below.

Figure 3.16

Twisted pair
Twisted-pair cable is the most common cable found
in offices but it comes in a variety of forms. The
cheapest is the unscreened cable used for telephones. For data, however, heavier and more expensive cables, often with shielding, are used. Twisted
pair is a well-understood medium and hasthe great
advantage thatit is sometimes possible to use spare
pairs on the telephone system, thus avoiding the need
for new cable installation.
The twisted-pair medium has, however, several
characteristic limitations:

lt is suitable for terminal support, but not for the
resource sharing that may be needed between
microcomputers.

lt cannot substitute for the coaxial cable used to
support synchronous terminals.

Voice and data are not integrated.
The IBM cabling scheme
In 1983 IBM announceda cabling scheme with the
objective of providing a universal solution to the wiring problem. The scheme being promoted in the US
provides, in a single jacket, wires for both data and
telephony, with the option of including optical fibers
as well. The scheme announcedin Europe (and supplied, in the UK, by BICC) is based on cheaper cables
and supports only data transmission.

However, the schemeis expensive. For example, a
250-outlet IBM cabling scheme network wasinstalled
at Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, in 1983.
The installation was technically successful but cost
$400 per outlet. The University has calculated that
it would cost between $7 million and $9 million to wire
the whole campus and that 40 rooms would have to
be used as wiring closets. As a consequence, it is
currently reconsidering its commitment to the cabling
scheme.

Comparisonof local cabling options

Feature

Telephone

cable

Shielded

IBM cabling

twisted pair|

scheme

Broadband

Ethernet

Material costs

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

Can individual offices be pre-wired?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Moderate

Moderate

Labor costs

Do individual offices have to be pre-wired?

Terminal-to-host costs
Micro-network costs
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Low
No

Low
nla

Moderate
No

Low

Moderate
(proprietary)

High
Yes

Moderate
(Pronet)

Low
Yes

Moderate

Low
No

High

Moderate
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Broadband cable

Broadband cable systems comprise tree of coaxial
cables, usually with frequency converters and network management equipmentat the cable head-end.
Major manufacturers such as General Motors have
been installing broadband networksin their factories
for 20 years and they have an established place in
factory automation.
With careful planning, a broadband cable installation
need not be expensive. One large UK organization
quotes approximately $30 per office as the cost of
wiring a modern office building. Once in place the
cable can carry almost any mix of data, text, image,
voice and video. Broadbandcable is also the medium
required to support IBM's new PC Network, a fact that
will doubtless encourage manyorganizations to consider it more seriously. This requirement is having a
similar effect on suppliers
Apple is now discussing support for the Macintosh with Sytek, the supplier
of the IBM PC Network. Broadband systems do
require fairly skillful planning and management,
however.
Although the wiring andinstallation for a broadband
system need not be expensive, the electronics often
are. As a consequence, a broadband LANis more
expensive than a baseband system operating at the
same speed and providing the same functions.
However, under favorable conditions a broadband
system may be cost-competitive with a switched
twisted-pair network.

Ethernet

The greatest advantage of Ethernetis that it is now
both a de jure and a de facto standard. There are now
200 suppliers, offering a wide range of products
ranging from minicomputer interfaces to public network gateways. Thousands of Ethernets have now
beeninstalled worldwide. Against this background,
the arguments about the relative advantages and disadvantages of the actual technology are of no con-

sequence.

A majority of the installed Ethernets are used to
support resource sharing between personal computers, and Ethernet is now the leading LAN for
microcomputer networking. Ethernetis also a viable
option for terminal support. Although badly matched
in purely technological terms, there are now many

successful terminal networks based on Ethernet.
Proprietary local area networks

In addition to the broadband and Ethernet LANs

discussed above, there are proprietary LANsprovided
by a wide variety of suppliers. These products may
be divided into two groups: those delivered as integral
parts of an application system and those designed
as communications products.
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Systems-based LANs

Systems-based LANs have been devised to support resource sharing between attached computers. These computers may be ordinary personal
computers, or machines specialized for applications such asoffice automation or computerized
design. They are thus a necessary, though often
minor, part of the total computer system.

These LANs are often poorly designed from a communications viewpoint, with little thought having
been given to wiring and management aspects.
And they are almost all non-standard. However,
despite this, they include some exciting technologies and form the basis of some very successful
installations.

Communications-based LANs

Communications-based LANs have been designed
to support the terminals that have already been
installed in user sites. Theyfall into two groups:
Inexpensive systems which allow a small number of terminals to be connectedin limited
area. These products can be very cost-effective,
provided that their limitations are accepted.

Highlyfunctional, and expensive, systems which
are usually well engineered, but are not often
cost-effective.
Installation

Thefirst installation of office systems facilities usually
represents the beginning and not the end ofthe total
undertaking. Even so, the installation is likely to be
spread over weeks or even months.

The following activities will normally need to take
place before the system is fully installed:

Purchaseand deliveryofall office systems equipmentandfacilities.
Purchaseand deliveryof all physical environment
facilities (eg furniture, sundries).

Purchase anddelivery of other equipment such as
communications equipment.

Physical installation of infrastructure facilities
(wiring, power, desks).
Definition of timescales forinstalling the equipment
and detailed allocation of responsibilities.

Provision of training and educational facilities
including the ordering/preparation of manuals.

Modification of standard equipmentor facilities,
where required.

Definition of working procedures.

Testing of equipmentandfacilities.
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The number of queries and problems is likely to be
highest immediately after an office system has been
implemented, and the training staff and analysts
should be continuously available to provide help and
advice during this period.
Office systems will usually be introduced in a phased
manner, with the number of users increasing steadily with time. Such a phased implementation can
cause either an initial lack of the required critical
mass to make the systems really useful or an
imbalance between related user groups. These
effects should be recognized quickly, and suitable
action should be taken to overcome the problems.
Onepossibility is to hold a limited amount of equipment and facilities in reserve, so that unexpected
imbalances can be overcome quickly. Holding some
equipment in reserve may also be advisable in
medium-sized or large installations so that a rapid
response can be madeto any equipmentfailures, particularly during the early stages of an implementation.
Training and education

Figure 3.17 provides a checklist of points to consider
in drawing up plansfor the training and educational
activities associated with an office systems
implementation.

MANAGING THE HUMAN IMPACT OF
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Our comments on planning up to now have concentrated on preparing the business case to be
presented, on setting up a master plan to govern the
on-going development of office systems, and on
several specific aspects of planning. The human motivation side of planning is another important aspect
to be considered. Office systems are more susceptible to problems in human motivation than traditional
data processing because ofthe greater variety in the
types of users and the often significant degree of discretion users have in deciding whether and how they
will use the systems.

There is a school of thought that suggests involving
employeesat theinitial planning and testing stages,
to get early commitment from them. This is an attractive idea, but its success dependsonthe history and
culture of the organization. It is not always the best
approach, as staff may attemptto exploit the situation, taking advantage of minor problemsto reject the
new systems completely, before the systems have
had a chance to prove their benefits.

Before going on to a description of the approach that
we propose, it is helpful to consider briefly the shortcomings of traditional approaches to managing the
human element of office systems implementation.
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Figure 3.17

Checklist

training and education

How much training will be provided by in-house staff and by

the supplier?

Howwill on-going training of back-up and replacementstaff be

handled?

Whowill conductthe in-house training and wherewill they be

trained?

What range oftraining is required? How many need to be
trained? When musttraining be completed?
What about user manuals and documentation? Are there existing
in-house standardsto be followed? How much tailoring of supplier manuals is required?
Will advanced users (who have adapted quickly to the facilities)
be used as experts to provide support to other users, in an
informal on-the-job advisory capacity?
Howwill keyboard-resistant staff and managers be encouraged to overcome their fears and prejudices?
Howwill day-to-day advisory support be provided once formal
training is completed?

The shortcomingsoftraditional approaches

Essentially, the shortcomings of the traditional
approachesresult from their technical emphasis, and
the imposition of the chosen solution upon the users.
This manifests itself in several ways:
The designers put mosteffort into the technical
aspects of the system, such as screen dialogues,
communications protocols, performance prediction, and so on.

When deadlinesaretight and corners have to be
cut, the human aspects are often the last items
in the plannedlist of activities that are considered.
These activities are concerned with testing, training and other user-related tasks and, although last
in planning lists, are essential to ultimate success.

Existing work organization and job content are not
seriously challenged. Manual proceduresin offices
have a tendency to become more complex over
time, and the exceptions that gave rise to the complexities in the first place have been long forgotten, while the procedures, forms and methodslive
on. The result is that the new systems are
expected to fit the organization without any
changes. Moreover, users often ask for 100 per
cent automation, not realizing that automating the
20 per cent of the work that requires 80 per cent
of the effort is often the best approach.

Systems are not consciously planned to provide
feedback and to permit change if necessary. Plans
are rigid andinflexible and only allow for one possible outcome.

Training and education arelimited to one-way communication from designer to user.
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Involving people in the process of change

Despite the shortcomingsofthetraditional approach,
designers and planners have usually paid at leastlipserviceto involving users in the process of design
and implementation. These users are normally the
managers and supervisorsin the offices concerned.
But even whereothertypes of employee are involved,
this involvementhasoften just taken the form of interviewsto ascertain out how the job is done today, not
how the job is to be redesigned. This is perhaps an
extreme view, but most managerswill recognize the
familiar elements of the traditional analyst s approach
in this description.

We now know thateffective technological change
requires the involvementof those affected. Change
then becomes something that they are part of, something that belongs to them, and something that they
want to succeed. Small problems then become
challenges, rather than insurmountable obstacles.
The end-user will become a source of ideas rather
than a source of complications. In practice, however,
involving users is seldom easy:
There are penalties to be paid in involving users,
mainly in time and cost increases. The discussions
take time, conflicts and disagreements need to be
resolved, and everybody involved needs time to
learn to work together positively and productively.
Users have a job to do, and working on planning
a new system, however exciting and interesting,
lessens the time they have to dotheir jobs, thus
increasing the pressure on them.

The user organization's values may run counter
to participative approachesof this kind. Not all
supervisors and managers will be comfortable with
a constructive approach to resolving difficulties
that arise.

User expectations may be raised too high.
Designers and planners may end up with a wishlist that is impossible to meet.

The short answer to thesedifficulties is that, despite
them, user involvementis essential to the success
of an office systems project and that new ways must
be found to overcome them.
Two available approaches

There are two approaches that meet the requirements outlined for user involvement. The first is what
might be called the participative approach, where end
users and their managers and supervisors are
included in the design process andin steering the
progressof planning and implementation. The overall aim is to encourage usersto participate throughout the design process, creating a window for user
contributions to the design. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18

Organizational learning in the typical
participative approach
Window for user
contributions to design
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® Design process: phased(typically into feasibility, design and
implementation).

@ Design mechanisms: user participates at design-team and
steering-group level.
® Organizational learning and adaptation processes: throughout
the design process.
(Source: Adapted from K. D. Eason, Behaviour and Informatio
n Technology,
April-June 1982)

The second approach suggests that user involvement
should extend beyond the Participative appro
ach
described above and should also incorporate limited
use of small-scale systems that provide a learni
ng
environment for users, whose experienceis then
fed
back into the design process. This conceptisil
lustrated in Figure 3.19. Learning is then an evolut
ionary process, as a series of individual projects
allows
the organization to reduce the options gradually,
and
homein on the right kind of system for its needs.

The approach that is adopted depends on
the type
of application being considered. We recommen
d the
following guidelinesfor choosing between thes
e two
approaches:

For conventional (back-office) systems appli
cations
the degree of technological change demanded
of the
organization is not so great
and the impact on the
organization may well be limited. The
Participative
approach will function adequately in this
context, and
the involvementof usersatthis level shoul
d besufficient to achieve commitment. Provided
that the
changes are explained in terms of what
they are
going to dofor the organization and the
benefits to
the users, and by downplaying the
technology
aspects, it will be possible to motivate staff
to want
office systems.
Strategic or front-office systems, or syste
ms that
mean major changesin the waythe busin
ess objectives are to be achieved and the nature of the
work

EE
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Organizational learning in evolutionary
systems development
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@ Design process: an evolutionary process preservingflexibility
for change.

@ Design mechanisms: regular feedback from users to design
team

@ Organizational learning and adaptation processes: evolutionary
and continuous.

Source: Adapted from K. D. Eason, Behaviour and Information Technology,

April-June 1982

people do, will usually require the second, evolutionary approach. In this case the specific impact of the
office systems themselvesis unclear to most users.
The organization not only wants to gain the commitment and involvementof users; it needs to find out
what the systems are capable of, how they can best
be used, how theyfit in with existing systems, and
so on. We therefore believe that the evolutionary
approach can be an appropriate approachin this type
of situation.

A word of warning, however. Trial systems and pilot
systems can be used as an excuse to bypass normal business investment rules. The organization
becomes gradually and unknowingly involved in a
project that grows and grows, and it suddenly finds
itself irrevocably committed, financially at least, to a
major office systemsproject. Therefore, although the
learning elementin initial office systems projects
needs to be acknowledged, such projects should
haveother, clear, objectives as well. They should be
carefully controlled, have a clear start and end, be
designedto achieve specific goals, be of short duration, and be evaluated formally so that the lessons
can be learned and applied to subsequent projects.

GETTING STARTED
CONFERENCE

THE OFFICE SYSTEMS

It is our intention that this section of our report should
be as practical in flavor as possible, leading directly
to improvements in the planning and implementation
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processes. If an individual manager or group of
managers is enthusiastic about the proposed
approach, how should the next steps be taken?
One possibility is to run an internal office systems
seminar or conference. This is a device for focusing
attention on the issues and presenting a range of
options to decision makers. Suitably modified, this is
a valuable starting point for even the smaller organization or for a department in a larger organization.
The ground for such an internal meeting needs to be
very carefully prepared, since otherwise the event
may do more harm than good. Suppliers will, if
requested, provide demonstrationfacilities. Outside
consultants will provide a guest speaker if needed.
But the host organization must retain full control of
the event. Think through the objectives of the seminar carefully. What decisions (if any) need to be
taken? Whichattitudes need to be challenged? Which
strengthened? Very careful preparation is required for
such a meeting. In terms ofinternal public relations,
it must be seen as a serious and systematic policy
review, possibly leading to an important change in
pace and direction.
There are two criteria by which the seriousness of
the event will be judged. Does senior management,
at an appropriate decision-makinglevel, support and
attend? And have the membersof the team sponsoring the event (whether from MIS or elsewhere) put
in sufficient preparatory effort? Those sponsoring the
event should present clear, well-thought-out papers
on the key topics, with good visual aids and summary
notes handed out after the event. The papers sent
Figure 3.20
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out before the event should clearly indicate the scope
and purpose of the event, but should not include
masses of preparatory reading. It will not be read.
The role of the outside speaker is limited. An industry guru maydoa useful job in raising awareness and
widening horizons, but he or she will contributelittle
to establishing a basefor new policies, just as a result
of onetalk.
Figure 3.20 sets out a draft agenda for a two-day
seminar, which should be taken only as a starting
point for adaptation.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we havedescribed a flexible approach
to planning the implementation of office systems. It
is designed to provide room for growth andinitiative
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at the individual office level. At the sametime, through
the mechanism of a master plan, as we have chosen
to call it, the organization can focusits efforts on the
areas of greatest payoff, and set out the norms and
policies that will govern office systems development.
Detailed advice has been given on specific aspects
of planning and implementation. On the human factors side, we supportedthe idea of user involvement
through participation in the design process, and we
have argued that some office systemsprojects, particularly those involving major organizational change
or strategically important systems, may require an
evolutionary approach. This involves setting up smallscale initial systems that enable the organization to
assess the potential impact andfulfil a role in helping people in the organization to learn about the technology, to come to terms with it and to useit effectively.
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CHAPTER 4
MONITORING AND AUDITING THE USE OF OFFICE SYSTEMS

Office systems present a challenge to any organization that wants to monitor and control their use. This
challenge arises from the inherent characteristics of
office systems themselves, and from the office
environment in which they operate:

Becauseoffice systems are distributed on desktops throughout the organization, responsibility for
their efficient operation tends to be diffused.
Office systems costs include a large fixed component, and as a result management attention
tends to be focused on the acquisition costs.
Exceptin large-scale clerical operations (such as
those in banks and insurance companies) work
measurement and predetermined work standards
are rare in offices. Versatility is encouraged, and
the organizational relationships are more dynamic
than they would be in a factory, for example.
Therefore any measurementis moredifficult, and
the results limited in applicability.
Office system users, particularly managers and
professional users, have a good deal of discretion
in when and how they use a system.

This chapter presents an approach that takes these
characteristics into account and suggests how
monitoring and control methods can be applied to
existing office system installations.

In this context, we also consider the task ofthe internal auditor who is given the task of evaluating
management s performance with regard to office systems, and the type of audit criteria that might be
applied.

It should be emphasized that in many instances comprehensive methodsare not required and there may
be a danger of using overmeasurement as a substitute for clear, well-defined objectives. Setting clear
objectives and measuring limited but relevant set
of criteria is important despite the fact that for most
user organizations, the useof office systems is still
in its early stages. But this very newnessofoffice systems makesit all the more important to learn from
any experience gained already, however limited.
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THE PROBLEM OF CONTROLLING OFFICE
SYSTEMS
Controlling the acquisition process and work measurement are both valid approaches to controlling
office systems, but they do notfully addressall the
control requirements normally specified by management, namely:
Effectiveness
Efficiency

Economic acquisition

These requirementsareillustrated in Figure 4.1 and
summarized below, together with the control methods
appropriate to each.
Effectiveness

Effectiveness is concerned with the contribution of
the office systems to the goals of the organization.
Does the system meetits objectives? Is the value
received consistent with the cost of the system
investment?

The control requirements for effectiveness can be
subdivided into two groups: strategic goals and
operational goals, asillustrated in Figure 4.1. The
strategic goals are the business goals to which the
system is to contribute: increased share of a customer s orders, improved clerical productivity, and
so on. The operational goals are related to more
immediate system parameters such as the backlog
of documents for word processing, electronic mail
messages sent/received and time spent on different
system tasks.

The control methodsfor effectiveness are:

Assessment of system rationale: A periodic
review that examines the basic rationale for the
continuing existence of the system in relation to
the strategic goals set by the organization.

Assessment of effectiveness: This form of
assessment, which may be periodic or on-going,
monitors the performance of the system. Performance standards need to be established for this
purpose. Thesewill be baseline standards, established ideally when the system wasfirst installed,
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to published standards.

Efficiency

This requirement is concernedwith the efficiency of
the system. Could the same results be achieved at
lower cost? Is the system properly utilized?
The control method here, assessmentof efficiency
of office systems operation, is concerned with
access to the system (are some of the workstations
underutilized?), with system operational practices
(backupoffiles, hours of operation), and with the cost
and effectiveness of maintenance services, technical support, training, and so on.

Economic acquisition

Economic acquisition requires correct management
of the office system life cycle, and acquisition of
equipment, software and related services under
terms and conditions favorable to the user organization. Is the need for the system clearly identified,
and are the specifications defined in such a way that
the acquired system will meet user needs in an
economical manner? Is the maintenance service
cost-effective?
The appropriate control method is /ife cycle management. This is an on-going process that begins with
theinitial identification of the need for a system and
endswith disposal of the system at the end of its usefullife. Current managementpractice focuses on two
aspectsoflife cycle management, the feasibility study
(which establishes the economic and technicaljustifi-
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cation for the system) and preferred vendor lists
(which is the visible part of a policy that seeks to
ensure compatibility between systems, and to simplify and improve the purchasing -procedures for
office systems). We have shown these in dotted
boxes in Figure 4.1.
Each of the control methodsis described in detail in
the following sections.

ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM RATIONALE
BALANCING COST AGAINST VALUE

In this type of assessment a general view of the system is taken, in an attempt to decideif the benefits
received are worth the cost to the organization.
Figure 4.2 summarizes the issues involved and the
basic questions to be asked.

This type of assessmentis usually carried out periodically, and maybetriggered in a number of ways.
A reorganization, replacement of obsolete equipment,

a cost-cutting exercise, new management

these

are all circumstances that may lead to the reexamination of the basic rationale for the continuing
existence of the system.

In many ways, this kind of exercise can be looked
at as a reverse planning exercise. In Chapter 3 we
described in some detail the steps required to prepare an office systems plan. Thesesteps included the
identification of potential opportunities and the
developmentofthe supporting business case. Here,
the system is already in place. We are attempting to
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System rationale issues

Type of issues

Basic assessment questions |

Systems rationale

Are the original reasons for
the system still valid? Are the
results achieved by the
system consistent with the
original intentions and the
intended impacts and

(Is the value received worth
the cost?)

effects?

Impacts

What has happened as a

achieved?)

system? Does it duplicate,
overlap or work at crosspurposes with other systems?

(What results have been

Goals achievement

(Has the system performed
as expected?)

Alternatives
(Is there somedifferent

approach that is less costly
or better for doing the job?)

result of installing the

Did the system meetits
original objectives?

Are there more cost-effective
alternative systems? Is there
a non-systems alternative?

construct a business casethatwill either justify the
continued existence of the system or suggest an
alternative, should the result of our assessment be
unfavorable.

The steps involved in an assessmentofthis type are
listed in Figure 4.3. It should be emphasized that the
concern of this assessment is not with current operational practices, but with questioning whether the
whole effect of the system is beneficial. The reason
thereis less concern withdetailed improvements but
that if the whole operation is questionable, then its
day-to-day efficiency (no matter how high)is irrelevant. Andif an alternative is to be adopted, the existing procedures may be superseded in any case.

The steps involved in the assessment are described
in more detail below.
Understanding the system
Thefirst step is developing a good understanding of
the system and the office environment in which it
operates. This process involves (a) identifying the
background and general structure of the system, (b)
checking the general consistency of the system with
its objectives, (c) determining the relationships
between the system and the business results it is
intended to produce, and (d) confirming these details
with the responsible manager(s).

Identifying the purposes of the assessment
The users, the purposes and the triggering factors
for the assessmentall influence the focus of the work.
For example, some users mayrequire a greater level
of precision and more tangible evidenceof the results
than others.
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Figure 4.3

Steps in conducting an assessment of system
rationale

1. Understand the system and the environment in which it

operates.

2. Identify the purposes of the assessment and the factors
which have triggered it; identify the intended users of any

recommendations.

3. Establish the assessmentcriteria.
4. Determine the measures to be used, the data available, and
the need for any additional data collection.
5. Collect data, and summarize and analyze the results of
comparisons and assessments.
6. Examine alternatives to the system.
7. Formulaie conclusions, qualify these in terms of the conditions thatlimit their applicability, and discuss and review the

conclusions with the users.

8.

Develop recommendations.

Establishing the assessment criteria
Ideally this step should comprise two stages. In the
first stage the concerns expressed by the various
usersor recipients of the assessmentresults, as they
relate to the value of the system andits cost to the
organization, are translated into specific criteria. In
the second stage thesecriteria are discussed with
the users sothat priorities can be assigned and the
relative importance of the criteria established.

Determining the measures to be used
Atthis point the way the contribution of the system
is to be assessed needsto be determined. If the original purpose wasto, say, increase the success rate
of customer quotations, or to reduce the effort
required to produce monthlystatistical reports, then
the need is to know how results can be measured,
or in the absence of direct measures, what proxy
measures can be used. Thelatter may take the form
of operational measures (eg time now taken to turn
around a quotation, compared to the pre-system conditions) if the impact on the businessis too difficult
to measure, or where a direct cause-and-effectrelationship between the system andits intended effect
is too difficult to establish. If such data are not readily available, then a data collection program may need
to be set up. This will usually take the form of a snapshot of the current performance andcosts. In the
absenceof any normsor previously established standards(andthisis a typical situation), the performance
will have to be assessed against current needs.

Analyzing the information

Once the information has been collected and any
additional survey completed, it must be analyzed to
provide answers to the questions addressed by the

assessment.
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This analysis mayinclude thefollowing typesof issue:
Describing the office workers and sites included.

Referring to the sourcesof information used and
their reliability.

Specifying the assessment criteria, which might
be in tangible or intangible terms.

Relating the system to the impact it has achieved
(intended or unintended) andtoits original goals.
Estimating the effects of the system andits value.

Identifying the reasons for the effects achieved (or
the failure to achieve effects).
Relating the costs to the value received from the

system.

Generalizing the results to the total set of workstations/systems, if only a sample was looked at
in detail.
Examining alternatives
Wherethe balance of cost and value is unfavorable,
alternatives needto beidentified. Specific questions
that need to be considered here include:
Can the system beeliminated altogether?

Doesit do more than is necessary for its basic
Purpose?

Arethe standards achieved really necessary?

Could the system be replaced by an external service or be combined with a system elsewherein
the organization?
Doesthe system duplicate an activity carried out
elsewhere?

Formulating conclusions

The results of the assessment are assembled and
documented. They are reviewed and discussed with
the users of the assessment.

Developing recommendations

The typical assessmentof system rationale provides
recommendationsfor further action where necessary.
In particular, a study of the effectiveness of system
operations may be suggested. This is the subject of
the next section.

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS
The assessmentof effectiveness is designed to determine how well the operational goals of the system
are being met. Any assessmentof effectiveness and
productivity will be concerned with performance
measurement and with establishing performance
standards.
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As a general rule, the scale of benefits expected
should considerably exceed the cost of undertaking
the assessment of effectiveness, which can be

substantial.

Steps to be followed in assessing effectiveness

The steps in the assessmentfollow logical pattern,
but it must be emphasized they mayleadto setting
up permanent systems for measuring performance,
and they may therefore represent an on-going commitment. The steps are summarized below;Figure 4.4
illustrates the relationship of these steps.

Understanding the system

The system s role in the user organizationis clarified.
The organizational relationships and paper flow are
documented. Forms and sample inputs and outputs
are collected.
Establishing the operational goals
User goals are identified and translated into operational goals. These are verified against the original
system objectives.

Determining which operations to measure and
what parameters to use
A choice of measures is made which bestreflect the
operational goals. This means deciding what operations shall be measured andidentifying units of work
that caneasily be counted. Figure 4.5 provides a sample of parameters that could be used.

Selecting a standard

A standard is required for each operation. Service
levels, productivity and quality controlall require that
norms be established. Where such norms were not
established at the time the system wasset up, there
are two choices available: Predetermined standards
can be used (based on data for several hundred
offices that provide standardsfor typical office Operations
these have been developed by several
office systems consultants), or standards based on
estimates or post-production measurements can be
used (this requires that a baseline study be made to
accumulate performance data).

Collecting performance data
Survey formsandinterviews are usedto collect performancedata for each of the parameters. Thesize
of the sample andthe length of time over which data
are collected depend on the reliability required and
the scope of the assessment.

Setting up a reporting system

Supervisorsof large operations may wanta continuing means of measuring how well staff are performing against the standards, or compared with previousperiods. This requires regular production reports
normally limited to a few key parameters. Thiswill
not be requiredin all cases.
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Assessing the effectiveness of an office
system

Understand the
system

Analyzing the results
The result of an analysis of performancedata andof
standard performance levels are assessed. Significant differences are analyzedin detail so that explanations for variances can be prepared. Actualdetails
of the analysis will vary with the operational goals and
parameters used. Three subsequent steps may
follow.

Establish the

operational goals
Determine which
operations to
measure, what

parameters to use

Select a
standard

aS

Collect
performance

optional

data
{

Set up a

Adjust the

reporting

standard

y

system

Analyze the
results

te

Set budget

for future

nl

Propose

improvements

operating
periods

Adjusting the standard
Before using the standard, allowances need to be
made for personaltime and other variations peculiar
to the office or organization being measured.

Set standards

for other users
departments

Setting targets for future operating periods. The
results of the assessment can be used toset targets for future operating periods, either to maintain existing performance or to improve performance.

Proposing improvements. Detailed analysis may
reveal ways in which the system could be
improved, either through new equipmentand software or by changing user procedures.

Setting standards for other users or departments.
The assessment provides the basis for new or
revized standards. These can be usedfor planning
purposes or for assessing other users and
departments.

ASSESSMENT OF EFFICIENCY

The emphasis of an assessmentofoffice system efficiency will be on:
The cost and effectiveness of support services.

Figure 4.5

Sample parametersofoffice systems
effectiveness

Productivity
@ Hours worked per activity

@ Documents completed
@
@
@
@

Requests for information handled
Number of records processed
Revisions to spreadsheetfile
Client contacts in period

@ Overtime worked
@ Idle times

Servicelevels

@ Work backlogs, work in process at key points
@ Time to process transactions

@ Hours of the day whenservice provided
@ Ratio of worst delay to average delay
@ Time to handle priority cases

Quality control
@ Numberof recycled transactions

® Proportion of spot-checked transactions
@ Number of spot-checked transactions with errors
@ Complaints received
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Theefficiency of operational practices.
The provision of access to the system.

The benefits are notlikely to be major in terms of
financial savings, but improvements could affect
effectiveness quite significantly.

Actual levels of equipmentutilization are frequently
a secondary issue in assessing the efficiencyof office
systems, unlike the data processing environment,
wherethis is a major concern.
The issues typically to be considered when assessing office system efficiency are listed in Figure 4.6.

LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
Any individual office system can be considered to
have life cycle consisting of five stages, asillustrated in Figure 4.7. Each of these stages must be
properly managed, and decisions must be supported
by good information if value is to be obtained when
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Checklist

will be required, where they will be located, the
software (standard and nonstandard), on-going
support, and so on.

Points to consider in reviewing

system efficiency

Support services

Acauisition

Are systems adequately documented?
What are the training policies for new staff?
What maintenance services are provided?
Is technical support available to users?

This stage covers the acquisition of the equipment,
software and services, including purchase, lease

and rental.

Are tests made of new software packages before distribution
to users?
Whatis the cost of support services?

In-service

Could it be reduced?

\s the level of support services consistent with real user

During the servicelife of the system, maintenance
and supportwill be required, software and equipmentwill be updated, and managementwill need
to keep track of equipment performance, how it
is used and whereit is located.

needs?

Operational practices
Are file back-up procedures in place?
Have security needs been addressed?

Whatarrangements have been made for emergency repair,
or provision of replacement equipment?
ls equipment insured?

Disposal

Provision of system access
Are there sufficient workstations to meet user needs?

Are they convenient to user work locations?
Whatare the hours of operation for common services (electronic mail, voice mail, and so on)?
Whataboutaccessto printers, other peripherals?
Are there superfluous workstations?
Could alternative access be provided at less cost?

acquiring equipment and software. Each of these
stages is described below.
Definition of needs

The basic need for the system should be clearly
defined in terms of whatit is going to do for the
organization. The level of the need must also be
defined (how manyoffices will be affected, for
instance).
Specifications

The specifications translate the needs into a
description of the system that is required to meet
those needs. They define how manyworkstations
Figure 4.7

This step covers the sale, trade-in or other disposal
of the equipment whenit is obsolete, unserviceable or no longer needed.

An important aspectoflife-cycle management, especially with large numbersofuser sites, is the regular
gathering of information on usage, user profiles and
user problemsto help with the decisions that need
to be made at each stageofthelife cycle.

Our research showsthat mostuser organizations are
very consciousof the need to manage thefirst three
stagesof this life cycle. This is consistent with the
wayin which office systems costs are incurred, with
a high fixed cost at the acquisition stage. The areas
most in need of attention are the provision of repair
and maintenance services, and keeping records of
the performance andutilization of systems, Particularly personal computer-based systems.

Howcan control be exercized effectively over the system life cycle? The answer is straightforward: the
organization needsto recognizethe existenceof the
stages we have described, and to take steps to

Life cycle of office systems

Definition
of needs

Specifications

Acquisitions

In-service

>|

Disposal

Information gathering and record keeping
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ensure that procedures are in place to govern the
managementof each stage. These could be as sim-

ple as a requirement that the conclusion of each

stageis signed-off, with a standard checklist to be
completed in each case.

SETTING UP CONTROL SYSTEMS
Our discussion in this chapter has so far centered
on the objectives of management control and the
meansof achieving them. In this section we describe
specific aspects of gathering information on the performance and value of installed office systems.

Ensuring that benefits are achieved

A reporting system can be of great assistance in
ensuring that planned-for benefits are achieved,
because of the feedback to the responsible
managers. Setting up such a system can be formidable task, depending onthe nature of the intended
benefits and how they werestatedin the first place.
The more strategic benefits can be especially difficult
to assess in retrospect, which is why organizations
frequently abandon any attempt to assess them. It
might also be argued that the moneyis already spent
on the system and no amountof reporting will help
matters. This latter argument misses the point that
the system may be costing money, or that adjustments might bring greater benefits.
At the heart of management s difficulty in these cases
is the way in which the system was justified and
plannedin thefirst place. If the prime system benefit
wasstated in such general termsas improving customer service levels, then management faces a
difficult task indeed. A proxy, or substitute measure
such as number of messagessent/receivedvia the
electronic mail system would be more readily
assessable. Therefore, the answer lies in expressing
the system objectives in precise terms. Thesewill not
always be measurablein a strict numerical sense, but
should certainly be visible, or capable of being
assessed, even if only subjectively.
The manager seeking to set up a reporting system
to ensure that benefits are being achieved has two
options (which may both be applied):

Periodic surveys of (say) customers or staff to
determine whether improvements have been
observed in the target areas. These surveys can
be on a sample, and can ask respondents to rate
the results using a scale. By compiling the results
and comparing the results for each period, the
responsible managers can determine if the
planned-for benefits are being achieved.

Direct measurementof results or, where appropriate, use of an operational measure such as work
backlogs.
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Formal performance measurement exercises. As
an example, weillustrate in Figure 4.8 the steps
that are normally undertaken where an external
team carries out the study. In this case measurement is concerned with secretarial and clerical
activities. The range of data collection methods
that may be used is shown in Figure 4.9 and the
results that may be achieved are described in
Figure 4.10. Such a study would normally lead to
recommendations for remedial action and might
lead to major changes in the system or its
replacement.

Quality control

Quality control is normally intended to controlthe incidence of errors. For example, in office paperwork
there are several ways in which errors can arise. The
frequencyof occurrence will vary, and there may be
a question about exactly what constitutes an error
in a particular office operation. For example, the
impact of spelling errors might be relatively minor in
an invoice, whereas a numerical error might be very
significant indeed.
There are three partsto any effort to control quality:

A decision must be made on what is to be
checked. This poses a question of the impact of
errors. If the impact of errors is very great then
a large sample (perhaps even 100 per cent) needs
to be checked. Few quality control reviews cover
100 per centofthe items processed, and a sample
is nearly always used.

Work needs to be spot-checked. This is normally
done by the supervisor, in accordance with a predetermined frequency.

A formal quality audit of work may be carried out,
usually by the internal auditor or the organizationand-methods group. If financial records are
involved, the external auditors may audit a transaction sample and review system controls.

The need for quality control can be much reduced
in an office systems environment, particularly for
applications that involve numerical data. By designing appropriate transaction controls into the system
(eg using batch controls) errors in key fields can be
detected uponinput. The system could maintain price
lists and customer address details, reducing the
possibility of error. Such controls are commonplace
in data processing systems.

Because office systems are not always formally
designed in the same way as data processing systems, managers should be sensitive to the possible
lack of these controls and the consequentpotential
for error. For example, clerical staff may use a
microcomputer-based data management package
(such as dBaseII) to maintain records aboutclients.
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Figure 4.8

Carrying out a sample study of office system performance
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Figure 4.9

Summary of forms used in a typical performance measurement

Use
Data collection

Name
Principal
questionnaire

Secretarial/
clerical staff
questionnaire
Task estimate
sheet
Daily task log

Typing slip

Observation

Tabulation
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Purpose
Obtains qualifiable and quantifiable data regarding the
services provided by secretaries andclerical staff

Solicits secretaries and clerical staff observations and
comments about their daily work activities

Completed by

Frequency

Professionals

One time

Secretaries/

Onetime

clerical staff

Determines, a priori, how the secretaries and clerical
Staff estimate their workweek is spent

"

One time

Records time spent on tasks each day

&

Daily

Records time, volume, priority, document type, and input

source ofall typed material for establishing document

profile and productivity

Records observed activity of secretaries and clerical staff

f

Study team

sheet

according to established schedule

Interview guides

Provide a standard structure for obtaining specific
information from interviews with secretaries, supervisory

"

Summary sheets Data submitted by survey participants for summarization

4

staff

and tabulation

Daily for each

document typed
Daily
Each interview
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Typical results of a performance measurement
study

© Staffing allocations andcosts: derived from salary and staff
information provided by the departmentliaisons. Other target
areas analyzed/developed from this information could be:
Overall department support costs
Professional-to-secretary and clerical staff ratio

Cost per professional

Average annual salary
Profile of permanent/temporary help.

@ Distribution of secretarial andclerical staff time: derived

from the daily task logs. Staff equivalents and costs for the
distribution of time are derived by analyzing/comparingstaff
costs with time distribution. In addition, the following subject
areas are highlighted under this heading:
Breakdown ofactivities, eg, clerical, secretarial, document

production, other, etc, and definitions
Unit costs by activity

Allocation of staff by time distribution (number of workers
by activity).

@ Professional/secretarial and clerical staff time estimates:

derived from the task estimate sectionsofthe staff question-

naires. This can be used to comparestaff estimates to actual distribution of time from daily task logs. Also included
under this heading are:

Comparison of task logs and estimates
Professional/secretarial perception of how time is spent
Agreement/disagreement and validation of task log data
Any perceptions which directly apply from interviews.

@ Servicelevels: derived from the task logs. Typical areas that

would be highlighted are:

Backlog of work (average, daily variations)
Turnaround time to respond to external requests for information, and to complete support tasks(e.g., typing). This
will be classified by type of work and priorities.

@ Profile of typed documents: derived from a typing slip summary. It provides an overview ofall documents produced. It

is used to assess:

Turnaround requirements (from professional question-

naires)

Volumesof high/standard/low priority work
Satisfaction with typing support (from questionnaires)

® Observeddistribution of time: derived from an observation

summary. It provides observations on time distribution and
identifies idle/away from desk time. Areas under this heading

would include:
Cost of away from desk/idle time

Validation of results from task logs.

The only verification may be visual inspection of the
screen asinformation is entered, or an inspection of
a printoutofthe file contents. Spot checks by a supervisor may therefore be desirable sothatthe likelihood
of errors can be assessed, and reduced.
Policies and procedures andtheir limitations

The institution of organizational policies and procedures is designed to set out the ground rules for
certain aspects of the management ofoffice systems.
Thus, one of the most frequently used such policies
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wefound in the course of research was the use of
preferred vendor lists. The intention of the organization in this case is usually to enable office systems
to be mutually compatible. For example, a policy we
have frequently encountered prescribes that only personal computers compatible with the IBM Personal
Computer may be acquired. To ensure that such a
policy is carried out, the purchasing department may
have instructions to review all purchase orders, and
to refer purchase orders for other types of personal
computer to the MIS manager. This procedure is
designed to implement one componentof the organization s office system policies.

The useof formal procedures is well suited to ensuring that system life cycle managementis effective,
particularly in the early stages of needsidentification,
specification of the equipment, and acquisition. Later
stagesofthelife cycle are less visible, and any procedures are correspondingly difficult to enforce.
On the question of effectiveness andefficiency controls, formal procedures can be used to specify the
circumstances under which assessments will take
place and their frequency and scope.
There are, however, limitations in the use of such
procedures:
Theyare applicable only to certain aspects of the

control of office systems, as we explained above.

Procedures depend on cooperation in all parts of
the organization, and their effectiveness may well
be highly dependent on the status and power of
the departmentthat issues them or is responsible
for seeing that they are enforced.

The procedures may be seen by departmental
managers as conflicting with their own objectives.
With office systems, individual expenditures on
items such as personal computers can berelatively small. Therefore departmental managers
may decide to bypass normal purchasing procedures to achieve an immediate short-term
objective.

Managementis usually aware that there is a risk
that general policies concerning the effective use
of applications or the economical acquisition of
office systems mayresult in specific procedures
that are counterproductive if rigorously applied in
every circumstance. Unfortunately, the response
to this problem tends to lead to bureaucracy by
making the procedure more complex, with various
exceptions and eventualities taken care of by subclauses, footnotes, and so on.
The use of budgets for control

A budgetis a specific plan of action against which
progress can be measured over the period the budget
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applies to. The focus of the budgetis on the costof
the office system rather than on the results.
However, it is possible, by dividing up the costs by
project or by program, to determine how costs are
being incurred, andto usecosttargets for these items
as a meansof control. In reality this will only work
fairly if all office expenses (including staff) are
included in the budget and the cost calculations.
Thus, the impact of the office system on total office
costs can be assessed. If certain goals are
associated with different office system projects,
progress towards these goals can be assessed,
usually qualitatively, providing input for a management decision on the value received.
Figure 4.11 shows two examples of such a budget.
One of the projects shownin the example is document production. A target for monthly costs is set
at the beginning of the budgetperiod, and in the first
example, these costs have been exceeded. However,
the results column showsthat two-thirds of documents are being turned aroundin less than one day,
which provides management with feedback on the
results achieved in non-monetary terms.
The key rationale behind the use of budgets for control purposes is that a budget focuses on costs. If
someof the desired results can be expressedin the
sameterms (e.g. staff savings and expense reductions), then this is very helpful. However, simply
categorising costs into meaningfulline items can help
by making these items more visible. Managementis
then in a better position to examine what has been
achieved.
As an alternative, an office system budget can be
used in conjunction with work measurement, with the
work items set out as targets to be achieved (usually
Figure 4.11

in terms of volumes to be processed), as in item B
in Figure 4.11. Cost may not even beincluded in this

case.

ISSUES FOR THE INTERNAL AUDITOR

In this last section we consider the issues facing the

internal auditor (or external consultant) who is to
review the managementof office systems in a user
organization.
Such audits are commonplacein the data processing environment. Top managementrelies on an internal audit to verify the effectiveness of internal controls and thereliability of data processing results. This
role is a logical extension of the internal auditor's
traditional role. However, the job ofthe internal auditor has changed. Internal auditors can no longer audit
around the computer because so manyof the controls that ensure the accuracy and completenessof
data processing are built into the systems and cannot be viewed andverified through direct observation. Many organizations now routinely involve internal auditors in the design and evaluation of these data
processing systems and controls and standard
approaches and techniques have been evolved for
this purpose. Auditors (and their management consulting offshoots) typically rely on computer audit
specialists to advise organizations in these matters.
Many computer audit techniques aredirectly applicable to office systems, particularly where numerical
data or accounting data are to be processed.
Becauseof the packaged nature of mostoffice systemsapplications, controls cannot be readily built into
the systems themselves, and reliance may have to
be placed on controls incorporated in manual procedures.

Exampleof a project or program budget

Item
Projects/Programs

A. Documentproduction
B. Monthly sales reports

Ig:
Budget
$10000
$3000

Current month

Actual

Over
(Under)

Budget
judg

$11500

$1500,

$2500

($500)

Year to date

Actual

Over
(Under)

$50000

$58000

$8000

$15000

$12500

($2500)

Results
ie
Achieved
2/8rds of documents

turned around in
less than 1 day.

Readybythird
working day etc.

. .. other items

Total
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The internal auditor s workin this area can be summarized as the appraisal of checks and controls used
in office systems for processing financial data.
These are the processing controls, and the classic
statement of audit objectives is as follows:

To ensure the completenessof data processed by
the system.

To ensure the accuracyof data processed by the
system.

Toensure that all data processed by the system
are authorized.
To ensure the adequacy of audit trails.

Internal audit departments have also traditionally
checked many other aspects of the organization's
activities, which are neither strictly financial nor connected with the assets of the organization in the
accounting system. Therefore the financial/accounting audit may be a prelude to formulating a case for
reorganization, or it may follow a major reorganization to determine whether the sought-for benefits
have been achieved. Such an audit typically includes:
Checks on the effectiveness of managers.

Checks on their compliance with company or
professional standards.

Figure 4.12

Phasesof an office systems audit
Activity

sills

Preliminary
survey

Planning

Vv
y

Audit
plan

aha Pa
Field
work

Executing

Vv

Analysis and
confirmation

L

|

ae in Te}

of findings

Final
report

Results

@ Understanding of system

@ Review of previous audits

© Identification of

significant issues

®@ Specific audit issues chosen

@ Schedules and resources

identified

® Choice of reporting method

@ Interviews
@ Administration of questionnaires

@ Measurement of sample
activities
@ Interim report

© Conclusions and

. aaia

@ Confirmation with responsible

managers

@ Clear up differences

@ Final report

Evaluation of the reliability of management data.

Evaluation of the quality of performance of duties.
Recommendations for improvements.

This type of examination is variously called a managementaudit, an administration audit or an operations
audit.

A recent development of this type of audit has
achieved prominence in public sector organizations.
This is knownas the value-for-money audit, and in
very simplistic terms, it can be described asthe public
sector s substitute for a profit-and-loss sheet,
becauseit attempts to assess directly the management of the organization.

The ideas behind value-for-money auditing are
applicable to office systems for this very reason, in
that it can be difficult to draw up a profit-and-loss
sheet for the office system. Therefore the audit
approach we describe here draws extensively on the
conceptsof value-for-money auditing. Our emphasis
is on the audit of management and administration of
the office systems.
Phases of an office systems audit

The overall audit of the office system described here
consists of five phases. Figure 4.12 illustrates these
five phases and the results of each phase.
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Preliminary survey
The first phase of the audit is the preliminary survey.
This is intended to produce an understanding of the
office system objectives, working methods and procedures, any previous reviews andaudits, and the financial and organizational aspects (costs, users,
documentation, manager responsible, technical support, and so on). The survey results in a summary of
the main audit issues, their scope, and their relative
importance. Theseissues arethe criteria that will be
used to judge whether the office system is being
managedproperly.
Audit plan
The audit plan sets out the detailed approach to
examining the audit issues. The scopeof the audit
examination has been narrowed down atthis point
and all subsequent effort should concentrate on the
specific audit issues. The audit plan specifies tasks,
schedules, interviewees, sampling schemes, and
dates and choice of reporting method.
Field work
In the third phase, the members of the audit team
examinethe issues selected. Typically, the audit team
is working to gather evidence to support any
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Figure 4.13 summarizesthekinds of audit issues that
arise with respectto the three control objectivesthat
we described earlier: effectiveness, efficiency and
economic acquisition.

(quite naturally and legitimately) use anyerrors of fact
to invalidate the overall findings. Thus it is essential
to meet this problem head-on by ensuring that the
basic facts are right before the final report is prepared. The managers whoare being criticized may
well still disagree with the conclusions drawn from
the evidence, but at least the evidencewill not be in
dispute.

The fourth phase revolves around the consolidation
of the reports on the various audit issues. A most
important part of this phase is the review of the conclusions with the responsible managers and supervisors. Often their reaction to anycriticism will be to
attack the final report at the detail level, and theywill

Final report
This phaseincludesthe final presentation of the audit
findings and recommendations for any remedial
action. It will also include any follow-on work required
to respond to the comments of the person or persons
who commissioned the audit (usually top management).

commentsthat will be made at the reporting stage,
andto further clarify the audit issues and the impact
of any shortcomings in managementcontrols.

Analysis and confirmation of findings

Control techniques

Figure 4.13

Types of audit issues arising with office
systems

Management

control objectives

Effectiveness

Typical audit issues

Availability of data to assess system
impact
Impact on productivity
Attainment of business objectives

Service levels

Quality control

Efficiency

Utilization of equipment
Back-up procedures
Access to equipment
Time taken to effect repairs, remedy
software problems

Economic
acquisition

Managementof the system life cycle
Definition of why the system is

needed

Howsuppliers are selected

Provision oftraining and maintenance

Figure 4.14

Audit issues

Audit issues

Effective office systems

It is perhaps stating the obviousto say that the auditor is concerned with learning lessons from what has
happenedrather than with pointing the finger at the
guilty. If, for example, theré are surplus microcomputers in the offices of the organization, the auditor
will be concernedto find out why this has happened.
It could be that the original need was overstated(in
which casethe planning procedures may need to be
corrected) or that there has been a reorganization (in
which case the equipment should have beenidentified as surplus and offered to other departments or
otherwise disposedof).

In short, the auditor is concerned with the control
techniques being used to ensure that the control
Objectives are being met. Although specific audit
issues will vary from organization to organization, in
Figures 4.14 to 4.17 we provide guidelinelists. These
cover the three areasof control objectives discussed
effectiveness, efficiency and economic acquisition, and a fourth which we havecalled management
of office systems, covering planning and organizational issues.

effectiveness
Control objectives

To ensurethat office systems meet
the needs of the organization

Appropriate contro! techniques

Specifications documented and
signed-off

Liaison with users throughout
development and implementation

Periodic review ofoffice systems

System rationale
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To ensurethat office systems are only
installed where justified by the relative

costs and benefits involved

alreadyinstalled

Cost-benefit analysis of office system

proposals

Management review of proposals
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efficiency

Audit issues

Control objectives

Operating practices

To ensurereliable andefficient

Appropriate contro! techniques

operation of equipment, software and

telecommunications

Problem log

Configuration control

Maintenance procedures

Clear assignmentof responsibilities for

remedial action

Quality assurance

To maintain quality control over output,
files, procedures, back-up
To ensure effective operation of

End-user operations

Figure 4.16

Audit issues

systems by end-users

Software change control

Periodic review of system controls

Quality control responsibilities

assigned to an individual/group

Documented operating procedures

Technical assistance readily accessible

Training courses for end-users

economic acquisition

Audit issues

Control objectives

To ensure economic acquisition of

Equipment and software

equipment and software

Appropriate control techniques

Use of competitive bids and/or
negotiation

Use of bulk purchasesto obtain

discounts
Maintenance

To ensure economic provision of

maintenance services

Support services (training, consultants, etc)

Telecommunications services

Figure 4.17

Audit issues

Life cycle management

Periodic review of maintenance
contracts

Analysis of need for maintenance

contracts for all equipment

To ensure economic provision of
support services

Specification of work in terms of

To ensure economic provision of

Periodic review of telecommunication
needs and service contracts

telecommunications

results to be achieved

Use offixed-price contracts

management of office systems

Audit issues

Control objectives

Office systems planning

To ensure that plans are in place

Organization of office systems support

To provide adequate resources

Office systems administration
Office systems standards

Audit and evaluation
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To provide criteria for selecting
projects

To provide control over projects and
visibility of office systems costs

To ensurethat effective methods are
followed in the development,

implementation and operation of office

systems

To ensure periodic assessment of

office systems activities

Appropriate control techniques
Long-term plans

Office system investment criteria
Office systems budgets included in
departmental budgets
Support skills requirements
periodically assessed
Costing system

Personnel time reporting andallocation
Formalized project management

process

Documented policies
Post facto audit of new systems

Periodic reviews
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In this chapter we present a selection of case histories of user experiences with office systems.

The chapter comprises four sections. First, we summarise the lessons that can be learned from the
experiences of the users whosecase histories are
described in the remainder of the chapter. In the first
set of case histories we describe how the use of
office systems has evolved in leading-edge organizations, and how the management structure has
developedin parallel. We then considercasehistories
that shed light on the issue of benefits and the
associated problems of benefit measurement. And
finally, we focus on the area of applications in the
communications area, where much current new
development and thinking is taking place.
This chapter contains thirteen case studies and a
report on a national government s program to
encourageinnovationin offices. Some overall lessons

emerge.

Progress involves change

Organizations may need to change both currentpolicies and managementresponsibilities to achieve controlled progress in the office.
In the early stages of development, departmental
managers andstaff set the pace in developing new
systems. They also acceptresponsibility for the costs
and benefits. As this process gathers momentum in
different departments, the level of aggregate cost and
the risks of proliferating, incompatible sub-systems
both become obvious. One crucial lesson from.our
casestudies is that management action to dealwith
this problem needs to beearly, decisive and firm. In
most cases the task of generating the necessary policies is given to the MIS or DP function.
Users need support
In all but the most insignificant implementations,
users need support groups. This support may be
much more basic and fundamental than is often supposed. Ad hoc support teams are still used, but
increasing use is made of information center personnel.
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Progress takes longer than expected

The process by which managersand staff absorb systems and make them their own is complex and much
moretime-consuming than systems people expect.
Managers and professionals often have discretion
over what they actually use, and cannoteasily be hur-

ried or harried. In someinstallations we have studied,

fast-track methods have been tried. Large numbers
of devices are deployed on desktops. In the evidence
we have collected, there is no basis for concluding
that such technology-push" methodsachievefaster
results than the user-pull approach.

Cost displacement is irrelevant to some appli-

cations

Wehave demonstrated that different kindsofoffice
system applications generate radically different costbenefit patterns. It therefore follows that no single
yardstick of cost-benefit appraisal is useful in every
case. Applications with a specific functionaltarget,
such as word processing or document production,
usually fall into the back-office category. They often
produceclearly identified cost reductions.
In other application areas, such as electronic mail,
tangible cost savings have been harder to pinpoint
and may in any case be somewhatirrelevant to the
main purpose. Certain savings may be achieved by
reduced useoftraditional telex, telephone or facsi-

mile. But the real benefits of electronic mail lie else-

where, in such fields as better decision-making or
faster responseto clients.

Communication is a big problem

The inherent incompatibilities of hardware andsoftware
not only between different suppliers but also
within one supplier s product range
becomeapparent when theyare to belinked.
The most widespread tactic to deal with linkage
problems is to limit, by means of approved supplier
lists, the number of vendors whose products can be
acquired. But even where suchlists are created and

respected, communications problemsstill arise. The

continued growth of the office systems market
depends more heavily upon the availability of
adequate communication facilities than upon any
other product factor.
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Every answer creates new questions
Once embarked upon the huntfor profitable office
systems, user organizationsfind that the trail is neverending. A proportion of the planning team s time
needs, therefore, to be devoted to scanning a very
distant horizon. Short-term actions need, as far as

possible, to ease rather than obstructtransition to

longer-term objectives. Even a dim perception of the
distant goals is better than none.

Believe only half the promises
Notall technical solutions are equal to the task. Suppliers still overreach themselvesandfail to deliver as
promised. The technical capabilities required within
the customer s organization in order to make
progressare still considerable, and are designed to
compensate for skills lacking in the suppliers
repertoire.
There is no universal solution
No single method of planning, developing and
implementing office systemsis right for all cases. The
individual enterprise, with its own organization, markets, products and culture, faces problems which are
distinctive to itself. Nevertheless, a planning framework(such as that described in Chapter 3) can form
the nucleus of a successful approach.

THE EVOLUTION OF OFFICE SYSTEMS IN
LEADING-EDGE ORGANIZATIONS
In this section we present casehistories that show
how office systems applications evolve and how the
organization's policies and management structures
develop to meet the changing circumstances. The
applications described here are encountered in many
organizations, but each organization has its own
approach. We first present three contrasting
approachesto strategy development: a formaloffice
systems strategy, a multilevel strategy and a userpull strategy.

A formal office systems strategy
Brothers

Pilkington

This casestudyillustrates how a formal strategy can
be used to guide the development ofoffice systems.

The head office of Pilkington Brothers plc is at St
Helens, Merseyside, UK. The main business activities are the manufacture of glass and associated
products. The major operating divisions are Pilkington Glass Ltd (including Triplex Safety Glass and Flat
Glass), Fibreglass Insulation, Fibreglass Reinforcements, Opthalmic and Electro-Optical. The Electrooptical division includes Leenshire Ltd (Winchester),
suppliers of color display and process systems
products, while Pilkington Fibreoptic Technology(St
Asaph) manufactures optical fiber cable and electronic interfaces.
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In early 1982 Pilkington, having monitored new
product developments for a year, published a strategy
for company office automation. The key features of
the strategy included:

A building block approach, giving each department
flexibility to progress according to its needs and

resources.

The useof standard products, eg word processors,
facsimile and videotex, that do not need programming, customizing or large specialist support
functions.
Avoidance of reliance on any one manufacturer.

The use of shared resources, such as electronic
filing.

The use of local area networks for communicating within and between groups.

Essentially, the strategy was designed to enable
management in the divisions to take responsibility for
the developmentof their own office systems.

Oneof the first steps was to set up working groups
and managementgroups within each department, as
well as central resources. A central Office Systems
Development Unit was created, to provide day-to-day
guidanceand assistance in evaluating, selecting and
installing equipment.
Development of current office system
applications
The major current system under implementation is
the Datapoint ARCNET Local Area Network (LAN)
in the headquarters of Pilkington Glass Ltd at St.
Helens. Pilkington have been developing and using
office system facilities for a number of years and in
September 1984 Pilkington Glass began the implementation of an integrated LAN with a whole range
of networked applications, such as personal computing services, word processing, electronic messaging
and mail, information retrieval, telex, interlinking personal computers and electronic communications with
other information sources and locations.

The developmentof the system is broadly divided into
the provision of two distinctfacilities. One is the network of shared personal computing resources with
each individual workstation providing for the requirements ofindividual users. The other is the provision
of stand-alone micros and applications packages
where the main requirement is for powerful desk
top ? computing by accountants, planners, etc, but
linked to the network resource for occasional use;
information retrieval, messaging, and so on.

The networkedfacilities encompass access to both
shared spreadsheet-type applications software and
to corporate data residing on the mainframe systems.
The users requirements vary considerably both in
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type of information and in the method of presenta-

tion. The Chief Executive, for example, has indicated

that he would like access to seven graphical representations of the company s performanceashis prin-

cipal control information. Providing that information

from mainframe databases and programs presents

difficult problems of data manipulation and transfer
to the network.

Software such as Focus hasproved to be a productivity tool of immense power, enabling exchange programs to be completed, in some cases, in just two
hours.
The office systems team continues to work closely
with the users to determine the specific design
requirements and mostappropriate on-line access to
corporate data: for example, snapshots of pages of
data versus the downloading offile segments.

Factors which have contributed to success

Pilkington Glass regardsthe office automation project
as a major success within the systems development
program. Theyattribute this success to a series of
factors:

Organization: The project has benefited from a
desire for total involvement and control by the
headquarters managementteam. This desire has
led to the formation of a Pilkington Glass Limited
Office Automation Steering Committee under the
chairmanship ofthe Personnel Director andinvolving management from the related user departments. Technical and implementation support was
provided by the Office Systems DevelopmentUnit
and other specialist functions of the Group
Management Services Department.

Requirements definition: The next key factor was
the methodology andattention to detail given to
the requirements definition. The methodology was

The system hasbeen costed in two phases. Phase I,
which is already implemented and includes 24 workstations cost approximately $160,000 and is aimed
predominantly at the secretarial/typing functions in
order to establish an electronic culture within the

organization. It does however include selected pilot

Management and professional users.

The second phase scheduled for installation in the
current year will comprise a further 30 workstations
of varying capability across the range of users.

Thejustification for Phase | was based on a planned
benefits return of $60,000 per annum. One typical
example of the kind of savings planned was the
decentralization of the telex function which should
result in a saving of $20,000 per annum. Further hard
cash savings are achievable from word processing
productivity and the avoidance of central bureau facilities for overflow work.

A half-year audit has recently been carried out (using
questionnairesto all current users) resulting in favorable indicators of actual and potential achievement.
The total savings are not achievable until sufficient
workstations are installed (critical mass) and all the

designed and implementedby the office systems

Office system facilities are being effectively used.

cation was a fully documented account of the

The company agreed upon a setof management
objectives that would act as a yardstick for measuring both quantifiable and unquantifiable returns from
office system projects. Office systems is now consciously being applied to achieve the following:

team. It comprised a requirements survey which
was divided according to job function, that is,
secretarial, professional, manager or executive
support. The output of the requirements specififunctionalities of the system indicating the user
priorities. This was broken down to the most

appropriate technologythat Pilkington considered

met the business need. The users were able to
make significant contribution to the technology
selection, because of a major effort by the office
systems team to inform and to market internally
the technologiesavailable. They believe that sup-

plier demonstrations would not have brought about

the same success due to an implicit disbelief of

suppliers claims related to their own products.

Selection of equipment: Thefinal factor that made
a significant impact was the structured approach
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taken in the equipmentselection procedure. It was
felt that the majority of office systems selections |
were supplier driven, rather than requirements
driven. The office systems team wasable to measure each facility against the supplier s solution.
They began with nine manufacturers and performed an exerciserelated to must meet criteria
suchas function and usability. Finally, the remaining suppliers made both technical and useroriented presentations to the office systems team
and Divisional Committees respectively. This
resulted in the selection of the Datapoint ARCNET
solution.

To expand the effective office location to include
home, hotel or customer's office.

To makefacilities available for 24 hours rather than
eight hours a day.

To permit high-speed accessto information held
on computer files, rather than in locked filing
cabinets.

To makebetter use of executive management
resources by automatingthe routine functions:this
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allows these users to spend moreoftheir time on
work that directly affects the business.

To improve communications, response to customer queries, managementcontrol information

upwards, and decision support information.

To provide a better understanding of available
options, allowing time to experiment with variables
to reach improved decisions.
Cost benefits in the above areas have not been meas-

ured but there is confidence that the project will make

a significant contribution to each of the objectives.
PhaseII will permit a better quantification and qualification of these benefits.
The experience gained in Phase| has identified the
type of problems that can arise. Some are specific
to the office system project, others of a more general
nature. For example:

The complexity of mainframe-network information
transfer was underestimated.

Thetime neededto train usersto a sufficiently high
level to benefit from the newfacilities was also
underestimated.

Finally, the analysis of the existing environment
wasinsufficient both in terms of method and physical ergonomic factors eg noise and space factors.

To maximize the return from the office system facilities a critical mass of users is needed. For instance,
the electronic mail facility will not be used until sufficient numbers of workstationsareinstalled. This will
occur during Phase| of the office systemsproject.
A multi-level strategy

Chase Manhattan Bank

This case study describes how a major office systems
user set up different levels of planning and decisionmaking, consistent with the scopeofthe office systems involved.

With 36,000 employees and $81 billion of assets,
Chase Manhattan is the third largest bank in the US.
It has over 300 branches, 50 major international subsidiaries and 600 correspondent bankers.

In 1979, Chase Manhattan made a commitment to
developits office automation arenato the extentthat
in 1983, it invested $40 million in office automation.

By October 1982, Chase Manhattan had developed
a strategy which described office automation as a
means to an end, the end being a streamlined and
improved business environment. People, information
and resources are Clearly the core resources for
Chaseoffice work.
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The first issue to be addressed was whether to centralize or decentralize office systems decisionmaking. The companyresolvedthis issue by developing an innovative tier-system approach, whichdirectly
involvedindividuals contemplating automation of their
departments. It was structured as follows:

Tier 1: Projects needing a corporate-wide strategy
and corporate-level implementation.

Tier 2: Projects needing corporate-widestrategy,
but which are implementedat the sector level, eg
arranging access to databases.

Tier 3: Projects needing only corporate guidelines
and standards, with their implementation accomplished independently by the user sectors, eg
individual professional workstations.

This approachprovidedthe foundation for widespread
and rapid office systems penetration in the bank.
Chase Manhattan considered several areas to be
crucial to success, including:
Interpersonal communications.

Executive, professional and administrative support.
Environmental and human factors.
Networking access.

The company also placed a great emphasis on
projects that provided the earliest productivity gains,
namely:
Expanding administrative support.

Developing an electronic mail system with a high
level of penetration among users.

Tailoring executive support to unique business
needs.

Today Chase Manhattan s office system base is substantial. It embraces both Wang and IBM systems,
with 1,700-2,000 personal computersfrom these suppliers; a Wang OIS and a Wang VS; a Wang Mailway
electronic mail system with 3,000-4,000 mailboxes;
and a Wang network.

Four areas in particular are worthy of note: word
processing, electronic mail, videoconferencing and
personal computing.

Word processing

Originally the precursor to Chase Manhattan s office
systems effort, the word processing system is the
second largest Wang system in the US. The word
processing program is now complete.

Electronic mail
Chase Manhattan installed electronic mail facilities
to overcome communications problems between
Chase s overseas operations, especially the
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US-Europe link. Originally the bank used a pouch mail
system with a four-day turnaround period. The
present system, based on Wang s Mailwayelectronic
mail package, provides overnight turnaround. The
electronic mail strategy is 30 to 40 per cent completed with 3000 to 4000 mailboxes in place, some
of which are used by more than one person. For
example, in smaller subsidiaries, such as in Sweden,
12 to 15 people share one mailbox.
Videoconferencing
The company hasinvesteda lotof effort in investigating the potential of videoconferencing. This technology was extremely expensive, however, at $500,000
per room in 1983. According to Chase Manhattan, it
is not really a technology where there is room for
experimentation, becauseof the high costs involved.
The project did not go ahead as planned in 1983

because:

Thecostof $1 million for two rooms was perceived
as being too high.

Theexecutives who use videoconferencing are at
a higher level than, for example, those who use
electronic mail. Videoconferencing would have
required changesin the way in which the bankcarries outits business atthis level, and consequently
a great dealof detailed planning was required that
could not be undertaken at the time.

In the last two years, however, the bank has begun
to understand these issues much better. Also, costs
of this technology have dropped. As a result, the bank
is again investigating its use.

Personal computing
The bank waswell placed for the 1984 personal computer boom. It developed a Computer Store , which
had the task of installing recommended personal
computers in user sites and providing service only
for these.
Atfirst, selected key staff from each sector were
given a demonstration of the personal computers and
a range of software packages.
Since Chaseis large in size and buying power, personal computer suppliers were able to grant volume
discounts. Also, by buying in volume the bank was
able to channel theinterest of its staff into the personal computers it wished to support, rather than
allowing its employees to buy anyof the wide range
of potentially incompatible units. Today, Chase Manhattan has 1,700 to 2,000 personal computers
installed.
Chase Manhattan is now looking at integrated
voice/data terminals, has made someinvestmentin
voice store-and-forward systems, and hasestablished
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a local area networklinking four of the bank's downtown Manhattan facilities.
A

user-pull strategy

Lederle Laboratories

This case studyillustrates how a user organization
relied on
user pull to develop its office systems
facilities, and describes an interesting voice-mail
application.

Lederle Laboratories, located in Pearl River, New

York, is a manufacturer of pharmaceuticals and overthe-counter drug products. With revenues of nearly
$1 billion, it is the largest subsidiary of American
Cyanamid. Approximately 4000 people are employed
at the Pearl River site, with roughly 1000 of them
involved in office work.
Lederle s Medical Research Division (MRD) has led
the corporation in computer technology and applications ever since 1977, whenit bought a Digital mainframe and a five VAX super-minicomputers. In 1978
MRD bought DECMATESfor its word processing
center. The early 1980s saw the widespread adoption of desktop microcomputers in the division, as
these became commercially available and desirable.
The personal computer influx allowed end users to
develop their own applications. But it soon became
clear that the personal computer spread held the
potential for unnecessary duplication
ofbothinformation and processing resources. A mechanism was
needed for central control of information systems,
that would at the same time allow the business
groups autonomy to develop and implementtheir own
office system applications.
Lederle s response to managing theproliferation of
personal computers is indicative of the company s
philosophy, andreflects how the companyhas since
organized to meetits information requirements. The
corporate Information Services group issued vendorof-choice lists for personal computers and word
processors. These included the vendors with whom
Lederle was already doing business; microcomputers
that could interface with the installed base of equipment; and the names of vendors who could reasonably be expected to remain in business after the
expected shakeout in personal computer manufacture. The lists included IBM, Digital and HewlettPackard for personal computers and IBM, Digital,
Micom, Wang and Xerox for word processors. The
list for personal computers has since been amended
to include Wang and Compaq.

In 1981, managementconsultants wereretained to
conduct a strategic planning study for information
systems within the Cyanamid Group. This study
helped toinitiate the thrust toward further decentralizing Information Services (IS) functions. Each of
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Cyanamid s business groups was given its own |S
group, who had responsibility for implementing its
own programs. Central control for IS planning and
administration was placed in the corporate IS group.
An office automation committee was established in
1982, consisting of members from Information Services and some end users.
No single body has responsibility for the full range
of office automation activities and applications at
Lederle. Telex and facsimile services are provided
through a corporate services wire room, while print
and photographic services are handled through a corporate service center. The company has not yet
integrated data and voice systems, but it plans to
introduce digital switching for voice and data communications in the near future.
Like many organizations, Lederle has had to reexamine its approachto providing office services in
the light of technological developments. In the case
of word processing, an office services group, reporting to the company s manufacturing arm, has traditionally maintained responsibility for typewriters and
general-purposeoffice equipment. Yet the developmentof high-level electronic typewriters has blurred
the distinction between these devices and word
processors, which fall into the domain of the corporate Information Services group. Toclarify the distinction, Lederle has adoptedthe policy that all typewriters with communicating capabilities should be
considered word processors.
This provides a sensible criterion for distinguishing
between components that can and those that cannot be linked to office systems. However, because
purchaseorders for different types of typewriters are
sent to different offices, thereis still the potential for
uncoordinated equipment purchases. Lederle has
established a document management advisory committee to help resolve these issues.

Generally, the decentralized approach to office systems has worked well for Lederle, especially in the
research areas, where end users and Information
Systems staff work together developing and testing
new applications. At present Lederle uses a variety
of office systems, including an automated project
management system, a word processing center with
twosatellite systems, distributed word processing and
personal computing, electronic mail and computerassisted information retrieval. Preliminary trials have
been conducted in new applications such as voice
mail and local area networking.
Voice mail applications
Pharmaceutical companies have been leading users
of voice mail, especially in field sales, where traveling agents need goodlinks with their base. In September 1983, Lederle conducted pilot study in voice
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mail. Users were provided with access to a timesharing service through their standard pushbutton
telephones.
Each user has a voice mailbox, which can send,
receive, reply to and redirect voice messages. Messages may be sent with a single call to one voice mailbox at time or to a group of voice mailboxes. When
a user receives voice messages, he has the option
of discarding them, saving them, replying immediately
or redirecting them to others who may needtheinformation.
The users have responded in various ways to the
voice-mail system. The field sales support staff was
highly enthusiastic about the system. These agents
had previously relied on telephone and written messages for communications with their homeoffice, with
delays resulting from telephone tag. Voice mail
allowed them to keepinformed without reducing time
spent on sales activities. Clinical field agents were
equally positive about the application, which they
used for communicating between hospitals or universities where clinical studies were being conducted
and the Pearl River research offices.
Outside the field sales and clinical area, however,
user responseto voice mail at Lederle was more restrained. Since about half of Lederle s incomeis derived from international sales, MRD relies on a high
volume of international communications. These are
currently handled through long-distance telephone
communications, written messages sent by special
couriers and electronic mail (using Tymnet and VACMail). Voice mail has not yet been linkedto international telephone systems, which limits its applicability for this group.
Even so, Lederle s information system management
hopes to bring the voice-mail system in-house,
because of the applications successin the clinical
and field sales areas. TheIS staff is also exploring
the possibility of linking voice mail to the PBX, once
the company upgrades from their current AT&T
Dimension to digital switching.

ASSESSING AND SUPPORTING USER NEEDS

The three preceding case studies described how
organizations adapttheir strategy to meettheir needs
for control and management of office systems
development. Equally importantis the establishment
of user needs andtheprovision of effective user support for development. Organizations are increasingly
looking to their MIS/DP departmentsto provide this

support.

A favored channel for support is the Information
Center, and we have chosen case studies of Gulf
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Research and Development and the Midland Bank
Group to illustrate how this form of support works.
But we begin by describing how the Netherlands
government approachedthe problem of establishing
user needs.

Establishing user needs
Government

Netherlands

This case study describes how a user participation
method wasapplied to the identification of office system user needs. Office systems present unique
problems for the analyst, as standard data analysis
techniques used by systems analysts for data
processing applications are not always readily applicable. One of the reasonsfor this is that office systems handle both text and data (and in some
instances, voice and graphics, too). Another reason
is that the functions performedby office workers are
oftenill-defined and involve a certain amountofdiscretion on their part as to how the functions of the
job are carried out. This case study describes how
the Dutch government has approachedthe issue.
In the Netherlands, the Ministerie van Binnenlandse
Zaken (Ministry of the Interior) is responsible for automation throughout the Government. The ministry is
involved in coordinating information technology as
well as being responsible for operating two large computer centers. Initial efforts in the office systems area
were undertaken on a pilot basis, the objective being
to transfer experience and systems to other areas,
oncethe pilot efforts were complete.
One major project was the developmentof a specially
designed system for document handling, a major
activity in many larger public sector organizations,
as well as in large private sector organizations which
have wide dealings with the public, such as insurance
companies.
To give an ideaof the scale of the project, about 6000
letters are received daily by the Ministry of Housing
and Physical Planning, and a budget of about $6 million was established for the project.
The pilot project, which was called DOCSYST, was
undertaken by the Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting,
Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer (Ministry of
Housing and Physical Planning). A major supplier
(Philips) was involved in the project, as well as the
Ministry of the Interior.
The scope of the document handling system was
quite broad:
Registration of incoming and outgoing mail.
Document production.

Documenttransfer.
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Documentarchiving.

Managementof text production.

The basic approach to analyzing user requirements
involved the setting-up of working groups for each
class of application. These included one or two systems analysts and a representative group of office
workers familiar with the requirements. The forum for
developmentof the user needs wasa series of short
courses andthe simplified definitions of the requirements were employed. The latter was done in such
a waythat the resulting requirements definition could
be applied to other organizations subsequently
that
is, the requirements definitions had to be kept
general.
The main findings were:

User participation worked very well in defining the
functional needs, but not much more than that.
Manyofthe details and technical issues still need
to be resolved, especially the question of how systems will be inter-linked.

The user participation resulted in a critical look at
all aspects of their work and resulted in improvements not directly related to the system.

lIt is virtually impossible to foresee the time that
will be taken by users to understand andlearn; this
madeit difficult to plan activities in which users
were involved.
Problems of internal rivalry emerged, as some
users were better than othersat this type of work,
and at taking advantage of the system facilities.

The user s everydaytasksstill needed to be undertaken in parallel with their work on the working
groups, and this created conflicts in priorities.
Gulf Research and Development Company

Gulf Research and Development Company (Gulf R&D)
in Pennsylvania, is the wholly-owned research and
development company of Gulf Oil, which recently
merged with Chevron.

The company employs over 1000 people, around 70
per cent of whom are professionals
engineers,
geologists and other scientists. The microcomputer
population is almost as large, with 1000 mostly IBM
Personal Computers and plug-compatibles. Some of
the micros are front-end dedicated terminals for
Hewlett-Packard (HP) machines; the staff use these
for specialist research. The personal computers are
configured on a Syteklocal area network and terminals link in via IBM s System Network Architecture
(SNA). About 90 to 95 percent of the personal computers are linked by a gateway to mainframes.

Responsibilities of the Information Center
Gulf R&D s Research Information Center wasset up
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in 1980. About two-and-a-half yearslater it introduced
personal computers to the company and started
developing an office systems strategy. The Information Center also supports an in-house time-sharing
service.
The Information Center was started as a group of
seven people
a small andself-sufficient group,
intentionally so. The group acts as a rather
democratic advisor: users put their business case forward to their own managers, and the Information
Center provides technical advice and approval (or
veto on technical grounds).
In December 1983, there were only 100 personal
computers, one-tenth of the number installed today.
With an IBM-HP policy, there is now only a sprinkling
of other manufacturers equipment. The most commonly used software packages are Lotus 1-2-3, WP
and dBase||. Gulf R&D hasinstalled IBM s Professional Office System (PROFS), which incorporates an
electronic mail facility.
Midland Bank Group

The Midland Bank Group is oneof the principal commercial banks in the UK. The group has almost 50,000
employeesin the Midland Bank ple and almost 20,000
in other companies. As a groupit has invested heavily
in telecommunications and computing to provide
improved service to customers
corporate, peras well as achieving
sonal and international
greater operating efficiency and lower costs. A
notable example has been the developmentof its own
voice and data telecommunications network: MIDNET
is a private fully integrated digital network for voice
and data. It supports banking and other Group networking requirements, both in the UK and internationally via gateways.

Midland Bank Group recognized the need to treat
word processors, standalone microcomputers and
mainframe personal computing tools as one user
facility. A section called Personal Computing was
set up to managethis area. Personal Computing deals
with personal computers and other means of providing computing facilities to managers, professionals
and other end-users within the Midland Bank. Its role
is that traditionally associated with an information
center butit also provides users with a service called
Microguide created in late 1982. Microguide is
designedto:
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Consider and prepare for the implications of
microcomputers for users.

The size of the Microguide support group is quite
modest. It started with one staff member and
expanded to four plus an external consultant within

two years.

Essentially, Personal Computing is organized along
the lines of the products and technology supported,
with a distinction made between the mainframe data
access, microcomputers and their associated software tools, and the provision of electronic mail services through local office system clusters (based on
Burroughs equipment) and via international services.

ACHIEVING BENEFITS

In this section we describe three casehistories of
organizations whose experience sheds light on the
issue of where and how the benefits of office systems
can be achieved and measured.
Productivity in document production
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

This case study illustrates how in-house publishing
techniques made a major difference in productivity
and speededup revisions and changes to technical
documentation.
The Technical Data and Training Systems Department of WestinghouseElectric Corporation produces
250 technical manuals each year. These support
advanced weapons systems and other hightechnology products, primarily for the US Department
of Defense.
Until 1984 the manuals were preparedin a highly
labor-intensive fashion: engineers prepared handwritten manuscripts, which were then passed on to other
employees for production
typing, editing, illustrating, proofreading and so on. These 200,000 pages
annually involved over 250 people.

Develop packages and models as required by

A major problem wasthat the work took place at the
same time as the products were developed. As a
result, product engineering changes often forced
major revision of the manuals. In addition, specification guidelines laid down by the US Department of
Defense neededto be adheredto. For these reasons
technical changes wereintroduced in 1984 to automate the production of manuals, and the department
installed Xerox (8010) Star Information Systems and
Xeroxlaser printers. The systems are linked through
an Ethernet local area network.

Produce new policy statements on hardware and
operating systems.

Several factors contributed to the decision to
automate:

Give advice and guidance to users.

users.
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The need to reduce the number ofstaff involved
in preparing documents.

The need to incorporate engineering changes
quickly into the text and still meet schedules.
The requirement to produce text and graphics on
one system.

The need for both authors and editors to edit text
and graphics on an ongoing basis.

The desire to remain competitive both by improving product quality and by satisfying customers
long-term needs.

Westinghouse required professional workstations,
with sufficient capacity for the high volume of production and with sophisticated graphics and text
software.

A pilot trial was carried out in two phases. First a
basic system wastested in a controlled research
environment. The results were satisfactory, and the
trial was extended with 22 Xerox Star systems. These
proved highly successful and therest of the department was equipped in subsequent phases.
At the time of writing the Technical Data and Training Systems Department had 57 Star systems, with
around 80 more on order for the near future. (This
will be the equivalentof one Star unit for every three
engineers.) Three separate Ethernets have been set
up, and thereislittle downtime
the system is available 99 per centof the time.
The Westinghouse engineers are mostly well satisfied with their system. Oddly, the older engineers
werethe first to become enthusiastic.
The benefits of the Westinghouse department s automation are seen as follows:
A reduction in manualactivities and staff overhead.
Major productivity improvements, measured in
pages produced per employee. The company
expected only six per cent improvement; the actual
improvementis an impressive 40 per cent, which
will save millions of dollars over the next five years.

Seventy per cent of all graphics can now be
producedonthe system, with another 30 per cent
coming from a sophisticated CAD system, which
is merged into the Xerox network.

Paper flow is mucheasier to control. Revisions can
be madeeasily, as the author records all changes
and is muchhelpedby a global word search capa-

bility.

According to Westinghouse, a systematic, structured

approach was the key to success. The team had
carefully planned theshift to automation
the activities, timeframes and any ramifications. An integral
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part of this plan wasthe phasedintroduction of equipment and a steady monitoring of each phase. Another
key factor was the selection of hardware that was

right for their particular requirements. Finally, stan-

dardized approachesatall stages were another major
factor for success.
Successful data processing maylimit office

systemspotential
Mutuelle d Assurances de
Commergantset Industriels de France (MACIF)

This case study shows that a successful data
processing installation in a highly clerical office operation maylimit the immediate potential for office systems technology.
MACIF is a large French insurance company
specializing in insuring businesses and_ their
employees. It employs some 3500 people, scattered
across Francein its 11 regional centers andits 250
offices. MACIF is a mutual insurance company and
so does not operate a network of agents: all its
employeesare full-time membersof staff and are paid
directly by the company.
The company s data processing department uses
only IBM equipment
eight IBM 4341, one IBM 3083
and one IBM 4381, all at the head office level. Most
of the software is developed in-house by the central
data processing staff and is then offered to the
regional centers.

MACIF s policy is to set an upper limit for data
processing expenditures. At present, this limit is 10
per centof general overheadsor two per centof the
company s annual turnover.

Forthe currentyear, the total data processing budget
represents some 1.7 per cent of the projected annual
turnover, and 8.5 per cent of general overheads.

The regional centers are linked to the individual
regional offices through a private network plus
TRANSPAC(the French packet-switching service).

The company s employees use the mainframe host
computers directly by means of computer terminals.
This obviously reduces the need for stand-alone
micros and word processing equipment. Soit is not
very surprising that office automation systems have
a low profile. The company has, nonetheless, some
word processing equipment, some 27 videotexterminals and just two personal computers (IBM PCs).
The company has, however, some 2500 computer
terminals in total; 2400 of these are in the regional
offices, with IBM, Thomson, ITT, Memorex andOlivetti
being the predominant suppliers. Most of the company s applications are in the areas of administration
and text processing.
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The personal computers, purchased in December
1984, are usedby senior statisticians at head office
level. Their applications include LOTUS 1-2-3, database access and wordprocessing.

MACIF has been focusing its attention on developing its mainframe computing facilities, rather than
office systems and is at present undertaking a study
of the feasibility for installing printers in all local
Offices. It also aims to reach a penetration, within the
next two to three years, of one terminal per employee.
The companyis, however, planning to run an office
systemspilot scheme with the ultimate objective of
installing just one workstation per regional center.
MACIF has set up a data processing and an office
systems study group, which include union representatives and which develop andrevisethe plan informatique (information technology plan)
the company s twice-yearly assessmentofits data processing
and office system policies.
Overall, the companyrelies heavily on its mainframe
computing facilities, which cover all ofits major applications, andit is likely to continue along this path for
the time being. MACIF realizes that office systems
are seen to be important to many companies. But
they also believe that the nature of MACIF and the
small number of applications needed will mean that
office automation will not becomea significant part
of the company s activities, at least for the immediate future.

A large-scale effort to determine benefits and

the UK Departmentof Trade and Industry
costs
pilottrials

A milestoneeffort to determine the benefits and costs
of office systems is currently nearing completion in
the UK, in the form of 21 pilot projects supported by
the Departmentof Trade and Industry (DTI). In this
case study webriefly summarize some of the results
of thesetrials and describethe interesting approach
taken by one of the pilot system users, the Export
Credits Guarantee Department, to use low-cost videotex technology as a vehicle for office systems applications.

The objective of the trials was to stimulate the
advanceofoffice systems in the UK. The scheme
wasoriginally announced in mid-1981, and the first
trials started in March 1982. Each trial was scheduled to last 24 months, and on the present schedule
the latest-startingtrials finish about December 1985,
the final assessment of results will take until
mid-1986. Thus the duration of the entire schemeis
about five years.

For each trial, the DTI provided about $350,000 to
cover the loan of hardware and software, consul-
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tancy, evaluation of results, and so on. The trials have
all been in the public sector and include government
departments, local government, utilities (gas, electricity, telephone), and other public bodies (such as the

BBC, the Science and Engineering Research Council and the Leicestershire Constabulary).

Thetrials have been the subject of extensive reporting in the UK trade press, and conferences have been
held periodically to report on the results.

Before summarizing the lessons learned about the
costs-and-benefits question the trials were intended
to answer, it is worthwhile making the following
general comments:

Thefocus ofthe pilot trials has been on equipment
that suppliers can deliver today, not on state-ofthe-art.

Today s products in this context include word
processing; electronic mail; document storage,
retrieval and filing; and a mix of minicomputer,
mainframe, videotex and microcomputer technology.

Sincethepilot trials began in 1982 there have been
many developmentsin office systems, and what
was newthen is often quite widely used now.

Manyof the products supplied wereinitially found
to be inadequate for use in an end-user environment because of unreliability, exacerbated by
delays in delivering equipment and inadequate
design and testing, although there were exceptions, of course. One of the conclusions reached
by a reportonsix of the trials was that, apart from
word processors, office system products arestill

immature and cannot yet be tailored closely

enough to the needsof individual users.

The environmentof a subsidizedpilottrial is clearly
an unrealistic one in many respects. Both supplier
and user are learning, and mistakeswill inevitably be
made. Also, the pilot trials were, to some extent,
about exploring new ideas; therefore, there were
boundto befailures and difficulties. In addition, the
large amount of subsidy provided probably means
that projects of only marginal potential benefit will
have gone ahead that would not have been undertaken in the stricter commercial environment.

Bearing in mind the comments made above, the
lessons learned from thesepilot trials may be summarized as follows:
Cost benefits through savings in clerical staff are
likely to be realized only after three to five years.

User organizations foundit hard to put a price on
such intangible benefits as high quality documentation produced according to a given schedule .
Becausethe trials were in the public sector, it was
inevitably very difficult to quantify benefits.
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Training users takes time and costs money, but
extensive user involvement from the early stages
of introduction is vital if commitment is to be
achieved.

Links to mainframe computers and databases are
very important. The investmentin existing mainframe software should not be ignored; indeed, it
should be taken advantage of wherever possible.

Although productivity levels did improve in general,
word processing was a notable successin this

respect. However, there appears to have been an

unintended emphasis on word processing applications in the pilot systems, probably because of
difficulties in implementing more
advanced
applications.

User project teams and user support teams were
perceived to be expensive to run. In all but the
smallest installations, support teamsof upto three
people were common, and costs of support were
put at about $1100 per user per year.

Other hidden costs were also incurred, such as
additional terminals, extra software development,
cabling, air conditioning and supplier support and
training.

There was a marked shortage of available skills
in the office systems field.

It was unclear from the trials whether office systemsincreasedjob interest or actually reducedit.

Despite the pitfalls, the pilot trials are perceived to
have been valuable by most of the suppliers and
users whoparticipated. They have stimulated interest
in the UK in office systems, but perhaps the unique
environment in which they operated (public sector,
heavily subsidized, very long time frames)limit the
lessons that can be learned. Nevertheless, the points
made above do reflect points we have made elsewherein this report about the need for new methods
of assessing benefits.
Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD)

This case study of an individual UK Departmentof
Trade and Industry pilot trial shows how low-cost
videotex technology wasused for an office system
application.
The case study is also of interest because it
emphasizes the need to build on the existing mainframe systemsinvestment. In this case, a failure to
meet the requirementfor full linkage with the existing mainframeshasled the user organization to take
an alternative route for the subsequent development
of a department-wide office system.
The ECGD is a UK government department with 1800
staff at its nine regional offices and headquarters in
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both London and Cardiff. The department has two
main roles:
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lIt provides insurance cover to exporters which
reimburses them against nonpayment for goods
or services by overseas buyers.
lIt provides guarantees to banks that provide
finance to exporters.

The ECGD hasused data processing since 1965, first
with batch systems andthen, in the last seven years,
using on-line transaction processing systems.
In 1982, the ECGD installed a GEC videotex system
as part of the UK Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI) Office Automation Pilots Program. The DTI
provided about $350,000 and the ECGD purchased
additional hardware and providedthe staff to manage
and develop the system.
Two main groups of users wereidentified early on:
all senior managers (30) and the entire staff of a London Project Division (35 staff). Word processing operators and trade unions representatives also have
access to the system. All users have a personal
videotex set on or near their desk.
In January 1984, the ECGD extended the videotex
system beyond the scopeof the pilot project, even
installing a set in the office of the Minister of State
for Trade. There were soon over 100 videotex sets
and four word processors on the GEC system.
The most impressive aspects of this system are:

The responsibility given to users to maintain the
databases.

The automatic generation of frames from information residing on an IBM mainframe.

The use of a report generator to produce reports
held on videotex frames.

The small number of support staff needed to operate the system.

The main applications provided on the GEC system
are as follows:

Case control. Perhaps the most innovative feature
of the ECGD system is a database that contains information about overseas projects. Users have direct
control from their terminals over the definition of the
data structure: its input, maintenance and access.
Outside intervention comesin two forms:

The system operator provides videotex frames with
blank fields for new cases, and deletes lapsed

cases.

The project team provides specific software
needed for the calculation and the reports.
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A diary system. The diary system wasoriginally
intended for use by senior managers but was
extendedto other users. It was a particularly successful feature, with 50 to 60 sessions per month per user.
Departmental and country information. This database supplies the general terms and conditions under
which the department can provide cover for each of
220 overseas markets. It also contains a wealth of
statistics summarizing the department s financial performance in each market and the overall position.
A message facility. Simple message handling
between users is being upgraded to allow features
such as circulation of lists, acknowledgement of
receipt and an interface with telex and teletex.
Many of the features of the GEC system were
enhanced during 1984. For example, the word processing system waslinked to videotex so that documents (eg country policy notes) can be prepared on
a word processor and then automatically transferred
to videotex. Before, the country statistics could only
be transferred in batch.

However, a key requirement of the ECGD was the
ability to work the videotex terminals as a windowinto
the IBM mainframe, not by emulating standard IBM
terminals, but as full videotex terminals. This requirement could not be met by the GEC-based system as
it could not be used effectively for interactive communication with the IBM mainframes. Consequently,
the ECGD will not be expanding the videotex-based
system. The ECGD has decided that its existing
investment in IBM software (including System Network Architecture communications products) is so
greatthat it makes sense to standardize on this supplier s software. In summary, the pilot has performed
well, but it was too limited as a system for information gathering within the department because of the
difficulties in communicating with the mainframe
database.

COMMUNICATIONS AND OFFICE SYSTEMS

Manyapplications in office systems rely heavily on
communications. The following five case studies
describe interesting examples of what can be done
in this area, and the kinds of benefits that can be
achieved.

a West
Enhancing external communications
German law firm and Lincoln National

These two case studies show how electronic messaging can enhance communications with clients and
customers.
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A West Germanlaw firm
Although it is small in comparison with some of the
other organizations described in this report, the
experience of this West German law firm provides
useful lessons for any potential user of office systems. It is a particularly good example of how professional users can benefit from office systems.
The firm uses office systems extensively and successfully in running its legal practice. Because of
regulations governinglawfirms in Germany, this case
history must remain anonymous.
While the firm is smaller than some of the other
organizations discussed here, it is one of the largest
law firms in West Germany, with some 25 partners,
a number of associates and over 100 employees.
Thefirm has a strong commercial practice, and much
of its workis international. Its typical clients are the
German subsidiaries of large, multinational companies, which it advises and for which it executeslegal
transactions. The firm has few private clients.
In common with other law firms, this firm is very
information-intensive. Because of the nature of its
client base, efficiency and quality of work are particularly important, as are good communications
facilities.

In 1980, the firm installed its first system: a Wang
WP25 office system. Further systems were added
later and expanded as required. The hardware base
at present consists of the original WP25 with three
terminals, and an OIS 140 office system, also from
Wang, which has 21 workstations. The OIS 140 is now
the main system.
Standard Wang software is used for word processing, and the different applications are based on packages supplied by Wang. Theoffice systems are used
mainly for word processing and communications.

Some of the applications used involve sometailoring of the word processing system, and several standard text elements have been setup to be integrated
into word processed documents. However, significant
programming wasinvolved, but the work could be
carried out by a legal professional in the firm.
The firm has a digital telephone exchange, supplied
by Siemens, which allows the firm to keep sophisticated recordsof telephonecosts. It also uses a highspeed telefax system (by MDS)which transmits at 20
secondsper page, and at slower standard speeds as
well.

Each secretarial office has one word processingterminal, shared by two secretaries. The word processing facilities are used for long documents, for docu-
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ments that are required repeatedly andforall telex/
teletex documents. Ordinary typewriters are used for
other types of text. Someof the word processed text
segments have been used over 1000 times. One of
these segments has saved about 500 hours of lawyers time alone, not to mention the savings in
secretarial time for keying the text.
The secretaries usually enter and correct text, but
abouthalf of the legal professional staff also use the
word processing workstations themselves for minor
corrections, some occasionally and some on a regular basis.
The word processing system is closely integrated with
an electronic mail system. This law firm uses aninternal mailbox system, but, more importantly, it has also
linked its word processing system to the West German teletex system.
Theinternal mailbox system is not considered to be
very useful so far. To makeit so, a terminal would
be needed on every lawyer's desk, but for now such
a move cannot bejustified by the law firm.
The external link with the teletex system is far more
important and successful. Messages can be entered
and sent by a secretary directly from her desk
through the word processing system. This facility has
been used extensively:in thefirst five months of 1985,
3000 messages weresentin this way, to clients, colleagues and other business contacts. About one-third
of the recipients were within West Germany, one-third
in the US, and the remainder in other countries.
A survey of major law firms in West Germanyindicates that between 0.9 per cent and 3 per centof
their turnover is spent oninformation technology. The
expenditure of this law firm is within these limits. The
firm believes its investment has already been fully
justified, simply by the following factors:
As mentioned above, up to 500 lawyer-hours have
been saved by one standard text segmentalone.

There have also been important savings resulting
from thelink between the word processing stations
and teletex. Before the teletex link was introduced,
onetelex terminal was dedicated to outward-going
telexes and was busy sending telexes between
eight and twelve hours a day. Avoiding the rekeying of the texts of telex messages has released
time equivalent to about one-and-a-half secretaries for other, more important tasks. The law firm
estimates that the teletex facility has repaid its cost
after only two years.

However, as important as the commercial savings
are the benefits in quality and speed which have
been achieved. Both are important to a law firm
and are perhapsbestillustrated by an instance

where two lawyers, each in a different city, worked
together on a brief, each writing a part of the document and exchanging drafts via teletex. The lawyers were faced by a particularly tight deadline,
and the office systems allowed them to beat the
deadline by writing and editing thebrief, printing
it and getting it to court, all within a few hours.

This law firm has had a very good experience with
its office system and believes thatit has been a great
success. The firm has clearly identified four factors
which it believes have contributed to this success:
Theinherent quality of the chosen system.

The decision to deal with only one supplier for
hardware, software, maintenance and any other
aspects relating to the system.

The choice of a standard, well proven system,
rather than an exotic , technologically pioneering system.

The motivation and interest of those involved with
the system, which is so strong that even the training is now carried out by the law firm itself.
Lincoln National Corporation
This case studyillustrates how an externalelectronic
messaging service is usedto link a major insurance
companyto its clients.

Lincoln National is the fifteenth largest insurance
company in the US. It employs 35,000 staff at its
headquarters in Fort Wayne, Indiana, and a further
35,000 in other offices.
The company has broadenedits internal electronic
mail system to enable its manyclients to link into it
via a national private network.

Lincoln movedinto the office automation arena six
years ago. It started by developing an internal system encompassing word processing, electronic mail
and personal computing. This has evolvedinto the
present Prime-based system using standard dumb
terminals. Users are linked into the Prime system
using a local area network. The initial 30 terminals
have grownto 17,000in early 1985, and they are used
by 25,000staff.

Lincoln first used an internal electronic mail system
MC!
which provided either hard copiesor electronic transfer and receipt of information. Responding to requests by staff, the company then decided
to give users the chance to communicate externally
as well. For this purpose MCI Mail Link was used, a
specification developed by MCI Digital Information
Services. This is a forerunner of an electronic message network interface standard, known as X.400,
which is now under development. X.400 provides
access to other public and private message networks,
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and to TWX/telex terminals. It also links with laserdriven printers that output hard copy messages for
delivery to those without terminals. MCI agreed to use
Lincoln National as one of twotest sites (the other
was Citibank).
Users decide in what timeframe they want the mail
delivered
by normalpost, overnight, in four hours,
by telex or electronically. The costs vary according
to the choice.
Although mostuserslike the system's newability to
communicate outside the company, the cumulative
costs of sending letters at $2 to $8 each are quite
significant. However, an internal survey at Lincoln
suggests that productivity improvements of 12 to 20
per cent have been achieved. Also, using the electronic mail link is the only wayfor letters to be delivered within four hours.
The extended office

Stuart Pharmaceuticals

Stuart Pharmaceuticals uses office systems to
enhance the effectivenessof its field sales force.
The companyis a wholly owned subsidiary ofICI, the
largest industrial companyin the UK. Stuart has been
in existence for about 10 years, during which time
it has established itself as the second largest pharmaceutical company in the UK. Its products are
manufactured in ICI factories. Stuart has about 40
head office personnel and about 65 sales staff scattered through the UK.

Office systems applications at Stuart are principally
electronic mail, inter-office links and remote terminal/ mainframe ordering via videotex. But one of the
mostinteresting applications has been to provide the
field sales force with viewdata/microcomputer terminals for administrative support and for reporting back
to head office management. The project wasstarted
at the end of 1983 and was completed in June 1985,
several months ahead of schedule.

Stuart Pharmaceuticals decided to involve all the
potential users of the sales and marketing information system atthe earliest possible stage. To achieve
this objective a number of attitude surveys of all
the sales personnel were carried out. The first survey was aimedat identifying the user perception of
the usefulness of having a terminal available in the
home. Initially the users response was mixed: reaction varied from indifference to great enthusiasm.

Next, Stuart Pharmaceuticals created a project team,
which consisted of both less enthusiastic and
enthusiastic respondents. As the project developed,
someof those least enthusiastic at the outset became
champions of the system.
the genuine

The major investmentwasin the supply of terminals
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to the salespeople and the establishment of a system network.
As a result of introducing the new system, there has
been a noticeable improvement in communications
between head office and the sales force. However,
the initial phase affected only about one-eighth of the
field sales force. As the system is extendedto all the
planned users, benefits are expected to increase.
(This latter phase was completed in August 1985.)
Document transfer systems for internal

communications
company

a major US engineering

This case history describes how documenttransfer
technology can be applied to internal communications.

This company (which must remain anonymous for
confidentiality reasons) started its office systems
effort in 1980 with a projectin its information services group, which handles company-wide and scientific data processing services. The aims of the office
system project were to create documents, to send
mail electronically, to prepare schedules, to analyze
spreadsheets and to create personal files
all on

one system.

IBM s menu-driven Professional Office System
(PROFS) software was chosen because, at the time,
the companyfelt it had both the widest range of software and the greatest potential for expansion. It also
allowed the company to keep its existing terminal
base (over 2000)in place.
PROFSwasinstalled in a phased manner asfollows:

Thepre-prototype phase, which had eight users in
March 1982.

The prototype phase, lasting from October to
November 1982, which had 30 users.

Atfter that the system grew more rapidly until the
current level of nearly 3500 users was reached.

The company now uses IBM 3279 color terminals,
IBM 3287 dot matrix printers, IBM 7436letter-quality
printers, IBM 6670 laser printers running under the
VMICMS operating system and mainframes, which
were upgraded to the present IBM 3083 system.

There are, at present, 1400 users in the main office
and over 2000 across the corporation. The loading
system averages about 200 users at a time
and
it is strained at peak times.
PROFSis used for internal mail between different
departments within the corporation.
Each department wasgiven the chanceto assessthe
system, and then made requests to participate.
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During the prototype phase numbers werelimited
deliberately by a rigorous approval process. Later,
however, departments werefree to enter the system

if they wished.

Reportedly, one of the major barriers to the system s
successhasbeen the lackof direct involvement and
support by upper management. In particular, senior
managers in the finance and administration areas
resisted the introduction of new technology.
Another major problem waslack of coordination over
supplier selection. For example:
OnedepartmentusesDigital VAX equipment with
All-in-one software. An interface between the VAX
and IBM system waseffected later, through DEC

gateways.

There are a large number of Wangusersin the
company. PROFSuse is billed to each department
monthly, and is an expenseitem, whereas Wang
equipment is bought by each area, andis there-
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fore a capital cost, not an operating cost. This
policy makes PROFS more expensive for the user
and therefore affects the extent of its use. (The
company hopesto interface the Wang OIS system
with PROFS through the Wang VS systems and
two Wang VS have been bought for this purpose.
Software for the interface has only recently
become available.)

The company has not yet measured the detailed
benefits of PROFS and electronic mail. It has carried
out two preliminary assessments, however, with a
view to measuring benefits more precisely in the
future:
The collection of information on the activities and
benefits achieved by other companies office systems projects.

A surveyof all professional staff within the company, in line with Booz, Allen & Hamilton methodology (to measure the impact of the system on
users productivity).
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This chapter is concerned with issues of primary
interest to suppliers, but userswill also have a keen
interest in the future direction of the market for a
developing technologylike office systems. The future
of the user s office system investment depends on
whatsuppliers do next, and on what happensin the
marketplace, as this can affect the compatibility of
the user s systems, his choice of technology, as well
as other important decisions.

The chapter begins with a description of the methodology used in preparing the market forecasts we
have developed specially for this report. The forecasts
presenta picture of a steadily growing market in both
the US and Europe but with a gradual saturation of
the market around 1990. Welookat the implications
of these forecasts and trends. For example, what
must happen if projected growth rates are to be
achieved? Will installed office systems need communications capabilities? What will the revenue picture
look like? How will market saturation impact suppliers? The increasing penetration of office systems
in organizations will also have consequences in the
user environment, which could in turn impact suppliers. We look at these consequences. We then
review the leading suppliers and take a look at the
issues associated with IBM s current domination of
the office systems marketplace. We end the chapter
with a summary of our recommendations for suppliers.

There are, thus, seven sectionsin this chapter:
The market forecast methodology.

The market forecasts for Europe and the US,

1985-1991.

lssues raised by the forecasts.

The increasingly structured user environment.
Leading office systems suppliers.
IBM

threat or opportunity?

Key market developmentissues and recommendations.

THE MARKET FORECAST METHODOLOGY

We drew upon three main data sources for our
research:
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115 face-to-face case studies conducted in the US
and Europe usually involving interviews with the
data processing person mostclosely involved in
office systems, and in many cases, with several
end users in the same organization as well.

Related studies carried out by us, and recently
published office systems marketfigures for the US
and Europe.

Some 3000interviews of representative users of
office systems that wecarried out in the US. These
covered such topics as current and forecast
penetration of office systems within organizations,
desirable features of workstations, communications plans, and the impactof office systems on
the structure of user organizations.

The preparation of our forecasts depends on two
concepts:

The useof the US marketasa
European market.

precursor

of the

A model for the take-up of office systems technology by office workers.

The precursor concept

It is generally accepted in the computer industry that
events in the US are often precursors of events in
Europe. There are several possible explanations put
forwardfor this. Three common explanations are (a)
later introduction of products in Europe by US suppliers, (b) different cost-benefit ratios, and (c) more
forward-thinking and less cautious managersin the
US. The adoption time difference can be expected
to vary, depending on the technology involved and
the size of business. For instance, there will usually
be a shorter time-lag between the US and Europefor
larger businesses.

Our research indicates that office practice is fairly
uniform in developed countries and thus thatit is
reasonable to use data for the USoffice systems market as the basis for European forecasts, particularly
at the aggregate forecast level, where country-tocountry variations are less important. The time-lag
between the US and Europe (as measuredby the time
taken to reach an equivalent penetration level) varies
in practice between one and three years.
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The take-up of office systems technology
Mostofthe office systemsthatwill be purchased over
the next few yearswill be for first-time users, thatis,
users who do not already have an office workstation.
Thus, in developing forecasts for the next few years,
we needto be able to forecast the time it will take
for these potential users to adoptoffice systems, the
maximum penetration of systems amongoffice workers, and the pattern of growth in use over the period
of interest.
This will enable us to predict how long presentrates
of growth in the office systems market arelikely to
be maintained and, more importantly from a strategic
planning viewpoint, when the market is likely to
mature, or become saturated.
Wehave found in our research in the information
technologyfield that the take-up of new applications
follows a predictable pattern of growth which can be
represented by the so-called logistic, or S-curve.
Figure 6.1 showsa typical S-curve.
Figure 6.1

The growth pattern offirst-time adoption of IT
applications

processis a slow one, andit may be several years
before every (or nearly every) organization has
installedits first system. Smaller organizations tend
to be the last to take this step.

Once an organization has taken this initial step,
other installations follow rapidly within the organization until saturation point is reached.

Subsequent new userswill come only through general
growth of industry or the formation of new organizations or through expansion of the organizations themselves. Expenditure onoffice systemswill, of course,
continue as a result of the installation of replacement
Figure 6.2

Market forecast methodology

European case

application

installations

Model of maximum
penetration within

;

Literature searches

Time

>

The number of office workers whowill eventually have
an office workstation is represented by the dotted line
A . This will normally be less than the total number
of office workers, as there will be some proportion
whowill never use a workstation. Take-up of office
systems can be expectedto start slowly. At this stage
the concept is a new one, the productsarestill being
developed, and users havelittle experience. This is
succeeded by a period of fast growth (such as the
one weare going through now) as office systems
rapidly proliferate amongusers. It is during this stage
that annual sales to new users will peak. Subsequently, as more and more of the potential users
install workstations, the rate of new installationswill
slow down, until the final stage of saturation is
reached, where all the potential users will have a
workstation.
For office systems, this growth pattern is actually a
two-stage process:

Each organization goes through the process of
installing its first office system. This adoption
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systems (as the existing base becomes obsolete) and
through the purchase of additional features and
software.

In order to forecast office system penetrationit is
necessary to estimate the maximum proportion of the
population of users thatwill use the system (line A
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in the figure), and the slopeof the curve at a reasonably advanced stage of penetration (eg 15 to 20 per
cent). Our US survey figures provided us with the
meansto estimate these parameters for the US market, and to apply the results to the European market.
Figure6.2 illustrates the steps in the methodology we
used.

Theliterature searches were used to develop an overall picture of the European office workforce. The US
Figure 6.3

How office workersare distributed
80

(UK 1982)

]

1

Expenditure forecasts were developed using these
penetration figures, a forecast of the rate of decrease
of the cost of technology, and our own estimates of
current supplier revenues per workstation.
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survey results provided the estimates for the Scurves. These were supplementedin two ways. First,
there are substantial differencesin the level of adoption (or penetration) achieved at a given point in time
between those organizations with more than 100
employees and those with less than 100 employees
(usually referred to as small organizations). The
proportion of organizations falling into the two
categories was estimated and the resulting aggregate
curve computed. (Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the
proportion of UK organizations ofdifferent sizes and
the proportion of office employees in each group.)
Second, the maximum penetration within organizations was estimated using US surveyfigures.
The current penetration of the Europeanoffice workforce wasestimated from literature searches anddiscussions with suppliers. Individual country shares
were calculatedbycalibrating estimates of time-lags
within Europe with published data.
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MARKET FORECASTS FOR 1985 TO 1991
The survey data that we gathered in the US enabled
us to estimate the maximum penetrationof office systems among two groups, secretaries/typists and
managers and professionals. (The take-up of office
systems by clerical support staff has been too low
to date to allow reliable estimation of a corresponding figure for this group.) The results are shown in
Figures 6.5 and 6.6.
The survey asked respondents to differentiate
between personal-computer-based office systems
and
dedicated
office systems, including word
processors, minicomputers and shared-logic systems
(systems whereoffice workstations share disk drives
and so on
the Wang OIS system is an example).
These differences are shownin the estimates.

Among managers and professionals, a rather different pattern emerges
manyoffice system workstations will be connected to minicomputers and the
take-up will be very rapid, as the marginal cost of
additional workstations will be lower. Fortune 1000

companies show different picture here, and the

penetration of office system workstations is markedly
lower. It is likely that this lower penetration is due to
the more structured (and formal) nature of these very
large organizations and the consequentdistinctions
made between managers/professionals and support

staff.

Secretaries and typists

It should be noted that these figures are overall averages for the organizations concerned. Not many
organizations will have an equal mix of personal computers and office system workstations
the similarities in maximum penetration reflect the roughly equal
share of the desktop market of these two technologies at this time.

Figure 6.7 shows the aggregate forecast for European secretaries and typists. Of the approximately
six million total office workers in this category, we
expectfour million to be using office systems by the
early 1990s. Wealso expect specialized word processors, and to someextent, office system workstations,
to maintain a substantial share of this market for the
next two to three years, almost 50 per centin total.

Figure 6.5

Figure 6.6
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The gradual take-up of office systems among secretaries and typists reflects the predominanceof standalone units which allows take-up to proceed more
slowly.
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The technological mix subsequently is unclear, but
it is likely that there will be some convergence
towards a fairly standard office workstation type,
based on the personal computer approach (even
wherea central minicomputer is used). A fall-off in
the rate of penetration is expected around 1989-1990
as saturation levels are approached. This fall-off will
occur earlier in the UK and Germany(than in other
countries in Europe), and in larger organizations. This
has several implications which wediscusslater in this
The Consequencesof Satuchapter on page 76
ration.

Professionals and managers

Figure 6.8 shows the equivalent forecast for European professionals and managers. The total number
of professionals and managers is approximately 20
million (excluding doctors, lawyers and others in oneor two-person practices), and this market segment
is a long wayfrom saturation, even in the early 1990s
(although: certain large organizations in service
sectors such as finance and insurance will achieve
saturation quite quickly). Office systems not based
on personal computers will probably retain only a
small proportion of this market. In fact, the figure we
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show for such systems may berather optimistic if
successful office communications systems based on
personal computers become widespread.
Clerical support staff

Figure 6.9 showsour forecastfor the use ofoffice
systems byclerical support staff (there are about 11
million European office workersin this category). This
is a complex market because of the extensive use
of computer terminals within this group already and
the relatively low penetration of this group at present
by personal computers andoffice systems workstations. Our research shows that a most important
application for this group is word processing, and we
expect the use of office systems to grow, while the
use of computer terminals dropsoff over time. Office
systems workstations are likely to combine word
processing and computer terminal capabilities to
meetthe requirements of this group of office workers.
It should be noted that we have not projected a maximum penetration of this group of office workers. The
present computer terminal population in Europeis
estimated to be of the order of three million, however,

al
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Figure 6.9

and with some replacement of these by office systems workstations over the period, the saturation level
is not likely to be very much different from that for
professionals/managers and secretaries/typists (that
is, in the 60 to 70 per cent range).

Forecast of European clerical staff use of
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A complicating factor in this group is the anticipated
fall in the clerical workforce over the period of our
forecast dueto the spread of office systems. Figure
6.10 showsoneforecastof the shift in this workforce.
While this is only one view of the future make-up of
the clerical workforce, it does suggest thatoffice systems(and other information technology applications)
may havea significant effect on the size of the office
workforce. This particular forecast would imply that
saturation could be reachedearlier than we have suggested in our forecast.
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Figure 6.10

A projection of the make-up of the US labour
force 1978-2000
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(Source: S. Leontiff/The Guardian, February 7, 1985)
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Total European expenditures are shown in Figure
6.11. These are based on a combination of new installations and replacementinstallations. The expenditures peak in 1989 andfall off rapidly as the impact
of the falling cost of desktop units begins to impact
total revenues. We havenotdifferentiated between
personal-computer-based expenditures and other
office system workstation-based expenditures beyond
1987 as the technological mix after that point is so
uncertain that this could be misleading.

European country-by-country market shares

Figure 6.12 shows the share of European installed
market on a geographic basis. We see certain markets (eg Spain and Italy) rapidly gaining a share of
the market more representative of their share of the
total office population, from a currentposition where
they lag well behind the UK (the leading adopter of
office systems in Europe).
US office systems forecast

=
ex Ve

Craftsmen

European expenditure forecast

Figure 6.13 showsour forecastfor these three groups
of office workers in the US. As weindicated previously, saturation of these groups can be expected
muchearlier in the US than in Europe.

ISSUES RAISED BY THE FORECASTS

The following issues are raised by these forecast
figures:
The forecasts show continual increases in the
penetration of workstations, but do nottell us what
these workstations will be used for. Will the profile of applications in use remain constant, or if it
is going to change, howis it likely to change?
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The time lag between the US and Europe (and, as
weimplied in the discussion of our methodology,
the time lag varies between different sizes of business and between professionals and managers,
clerical workers, and secretaries andtypists) could
mean that the type of technology used will differ
between the groups of office users. What differences might be anticipated, and how will they
affect suppliers?

Are office systems expenditures significant in
terms of total expenditures on computer technology? Will they grow in importance in future?

Thecontinuing spread ofoffice systems appears
certain to lead to increased demand for communications between these systems. Whatdoesthis
imply for the technology and for suppliers?

The forecasts show an eventual saturation of
the user market. What are the consequencesof
this, and should the supplier take any early action?
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There has been an apparent slumpin the computer
industry, particularly in the US. Can this be reconciled with the growth forecasts shown here for
office systems?

We address these questions in the following paragraphs.

The future profile of office system applications

Westated earlier in this report that we believe that
the applications software usedin offices will necessarily become morespecialized over time, with the
more general-purpose applications (such as word
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processing and spreadsheets) remaining an essential, but secondary, part of the typical office installation. The exceptions will be among those users for
whom word processing and spreadsheetapplications
support a primary function of their job (typical examples are secretaries and accountants).
Becauseof the relatively low penetration of office systems to date in Europe, much of the immediate
growth predicted in our forecasts will be fueled by.
take-up of the presenttype of applications by office
workers in smaller companiesorin industry sectors
whereoffice systemsfind relatively little use today.

Theprofile of applicationsin useis likely to change
only slowly, asthe applications currently available can
meet manyofthe needsof the new users. (It should
be rememberedthat our forecasts are for first-time
users only.)

The present pattern of use ofoffice systems does give
someindication of how the future might develop over
the medium and long term:
The medium-term outlook for applications
Our research showsthat professionals and managers
use office systems primarily for data analysis and
data processing applications. Data analysis applications include:
Spreadsheets.

Projections/forecasts.
Modeling/simulation.
Decision support.

Data processing applications include:
Accounting.
Budgeting.

Payroll.

lInventory.

Report generation.

Databases.

Other important application areas are graphics, word
processing and communications. Communications
and graphics are seen as the main growth areasfor
this group of office workers, and we would expect
communications to be the basis for some shift in
application types in the medium term, thatis, in the
1985-1990 timeframe.
For secretaries andtypists, the primary application
will continue to be word processing, butthisis likely
to extend into more complex document production
(such as the area of in-house publishing ), and they
may begin to take over more routine system tasks
from managers. We have already found some evi-
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dencein our US research that managersare increasingly delegating office systems tasksto their secretaries and support staff. This makes sense,
particularly for on-going tasks such as keeping client
lists up-to-date and data entry (eg entering period

results).

For clerical staff word processing is a significant
application. However, multiple uses are common and
clerical staff perceive the office workstation as a
vehicle for several tasks. For the supplier, this
suggests that the software expenditure per workstation will increase as each workstation will require

2 fange of applications(even though somewill be
Used only from timeto time rather than on a regular
basis).

The needfor new applications in the longer term
Maintaining the projected growth ratesinto the early
1990s means on-going development of new applications which are tailored to meet the needsof the
new groups of users. The general cross-section of
applications will change slowly, but we believe that
specialized applications will be the key value-added
componentthat will justify the office systemsinvestment.
It is likely that developers whoare specialists in particular industries will play an importantrole. Suppliers
of personal computer/office system workstations cannot give discounting margins to their value-added
resellers similar to those available in the past in the
minicomputer sector. This suggests that thesethird
parties will have to sell many moreunits (but reduce
the extent to which they can afford to customizetheir
softwareto fit the customer's needs)or that the suppliers will have to sponsor the development of the
industry-specific applications, using the third parties
as external research and development partners.
One consequence is likely to be a slowdown in the
rate at which hardware pricesfall. More softwareis
likely to be bundled in the hardwareprice, to protect the position of the hardware supplier and as a
result of the low margins in sales.

Implications of time lags between the US and
Europe

The time lags (or delays) in adopting office systems
in Europe compared with the US can be expected to
have their greatest impact on the share ofoffice systemsinstalled that are based on personal computers.
In the US dedicated word processors hold a large
share of the currently installed base. This is partly
because earlier word processor software for personal

computers did not provide the sophisticated features
of dedicated, special-purpose systems. Thissituation
has changed, and the personal computer now has
morefeatures, so that the European marketwill see
a smaller take-up of dedicated systems. This implies
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that Europe will be a much smaller market for suppliers of minicomputer-based and dedicated, specialpurpose office systems. This is because:

The personal-computer-based systems are now
capable of meeting a wider range of user needs
and will be available in Europe when they are
needed.

Growth within organizations tends to be focused
on the original technology (and the original supplier). The
traditional
technology is wellestablished in the US and can be expected to form
a solid basis for expansion there. This is not the
case in Europe.

Similar arguments apply to the lag between the
small organization and the large organization, but
the ultimate scale of the office
to a lesser extent
also be a critical factor in
will
system installation
choosing between the competing technologies.

Scale of office system expenditures

Our research shows that external expenditures
(excluding internal manpower and overheads) by
European organizations on information technology
currently amount to approximately $70 billion per
annum. This includes computer technology, office
systems, (data) telecommunications and PBXs, but
not voice communications. Office systems expenditures are approximately eight per centof this, and
growing quite rapidly, but our estimates showthat the
total share of information technology expenditures
represented byoffice systems will not exceed about
ten per centover the next five years. Because of the
blurring of the distinction between office systems,
data processing and communications, it would be
misleading to attempt to make a projection beyond
this timeframe.

Impact of increasing office systems penetration
on communications

In this section we consider the implications for communications of the continuing growth in numbers of
office system workstations.

Weseeelectronic mail as the most significant new
development in office systems communications.
Accessto data held on mainframe computers will be
another significant development.

Electronic mail
Electronic mail growth falls into two distinct
categories, electronic mail depending on external
services and internal electronic mail.

External electronic mail services. External services
are now widely available and we are confident that
a steady, if unspectacular, growth rate will be
achieved. The reason we are cautious about the
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growth rate of external services is that there are
several competing technologies. Existing telex and
facsimile services provide a viable alternative to
(external) computer messaging services, and
improvementsin voice services(suchas voice storeand-forward and simpler dialing) will continue to make
conventional telephone services moreeffective.

In-house electronic mail. We see in-houseelectronic
communications as a growth area. In-house electronic mail will be a secondary application for many
organizations. Thatis, it will not be the primary purpose behindthe installation of most desktop units, but
will be an add-on application that can bejustified
if low marginal costs are involved. The size of organization is relevant here (larger companies will be the
first to install electronic mail) and the critical mass
(the minimum number of users required to makeelectronic mail viable) is probably of the order of 15 percent of office workers. Figure 6.14 showsthe likely
pattern of take-up by size of organization. Initially only
organizations with 500 to 1000 or more office workers at an establishmentare likely to adopt electronic
mail (15 percent of this number would be about 75
to 150 workstations). Over time, these numberswill
increase, and smaller organizations can also be
expected to install electronic mail. We expect that
some proportion of workstations will be installed
exclusively for this purpose, as the user may have
no other need for an office system but will nevertheless need to be connected to the electronic mail
system.

How soonwill internal electronic mail systems take
off? Based on this assumed 15 percent threshold,
the typical European office should becomea target
for electronic mail around 1988 (when 3 million of the
20 million professionals and managers have workstations). In the US, this threshold will be achieved
Figure 6.14
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earlier, probably around 1986. Given the disparities
in take-up between organizations, the variation will
be considerable. Onthis basis, real growth will begin
in Europe in the 1988-1990 period and continue
perhapsuntil the mid-1990s. We estimate eventual

penetration of the office system base to be of the
order of 50 to 70 percent.

Mainframe communications

According to our US surveyfigures, mainframe communications needs more improvementthan anyother

Telecommunications managers showdivided preferences (see Figure 6.16). The strong preference for
the use of current telephone wiring (nearly 40 percentof our respondents)indicates that PBXswill be
the chosen meansof internal office communications
for many users.
Figure 6.16

available application (50 per cent of respondents were

&
LO

dissatisfied with the currentfacilities for mainframe
access software, compared with dissatisfaction levels

of between 2 and 13 per centfor other typesofsoft-

ware
see Figure 6.15). Terminal emulation is only
an interim solution, as users are looking not only to
access the mainframe data, but also to make useof
the data in local, personal-computer-based applications. The results of our US surveyindicate that 60
~ per cent of professionals and managersusingoffice
systems would find access to the mainframe highly
useful. This represents a reasonable estimate of the
likely penetration of this type of link among these

office workers.

Role of the PBX
How will internal office communications be imple-

mented?

Figure 6.15
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Summary: A confused communications picture
Communications between office systems and to
external systemsare, for a variety of reasons, becoming morecritical to continuing growth of the market.
Temporary solutions are available to meet many
needs, but usersarenot satisfied with these. For the
time beingit looks as though only the largest suppliers
can afford to take a firm position. Others will be
forced to provide a mixture of capabilities until the
winning standards emerge. Up to now, cabling has
been a secondary concern(primarily because of the
low penetration of workstations). It may turn out to
be the deciding factor in many organizations. If so,
the PBX will become more prominentas basis for
office communications than industry watchers have
been predicting to date.

The consequencesofsaturation

10%

External database
communications

Electronic
spreadsheet

Wiring preferences for office communications

BY 2%
3%
9
22%
17%

Ourprojections show somepotential for saturation
of certain segments of the market. At this point we
believe that the following segments are likely to
approach saturation within the next three years:
The secretary/typist group in organizations with
over 100 employees.

Professionals and managersin large organizations
in the US and in some parts of Europe (eg the UK,
Germany, Benelux, and Sweden).

For the supplier the approach of saturation means
that competition will become moresevere, with applications becomingfairly standardized and the buyer's
attentions focused on price and value-for-money
rather than onthe applications themselves. Suppliers
with small market shares will come under pressure
as economies of scale cometo thefore. It is likely
that retail outlets will play an importantrole in distribution, particularly of low-cost units, because of the
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commodity-like nature of the standard products, and
the ability of retailers to keep selling costs down.
Standardization will be important, as buyerswill want
their office systems to be mutually compatible.
Reconciling the apparentindustry slowdown with

our predicted growth figures

Our forecasts show that the take-up of office systems
has now passedthe initial fast growth stage, and
hassettled into a steady growth rate. The next major
changes should take place around 1988-89 in Europe,
and 1986-87 in the US, when saturation will start to
flatten the take-up trend, and drastically reduce the
annual number offirst-time installations.

Nevertheless, we can expect someshifts within this
picture, which probably account for many of the
difficulties now perceived. The time lag between the
US and Europe accounts for the appearance ofthese
problems in the US first. We would summarize our
assessment of the situation as follows:

Deliveries of workstations are now approaching a
plateau, and annual growth will stabilize.

Personal computer installations have been growing more rapidly than the workstation market as
a whole because they have been displacing dedicated word processors on the one hand and computer terminals on the other. Their relative share
of the workstation marketis beginning to level out,
however. This will slow down the annual growth
rate for personal computers.

Office systems now beingput in place will have
a longer effectivelife than the earlier models, both
because of their greater flexibility and because
they meet user needs more closely. This will
reduce the replacementrate and affect the overall level of installations (which is the sum offirsttime installations and replacementinstallations).

Thereis overcapacity on the supply side and downward pressure on revenues per workstation, both
because of this overcapacity and because of technological advances. The suppliers likely to suffer
in the inevitable short- to medium-term shake-out
are non-IBM-compatible personal computer
manufacturers (eg Apple) and manufacturers of
dedicated word processors (eg Wang).

The shift away from a word processing emphasis
to more complex applications (which require more
time for the market to assimilate) could also affect
the actual installation rates.

In summary, our research showsthatthe office systems market is going through a period of adjustment
asit settles into a growth pattern more appropriate
to the long term.
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THE INCREASINGLY STRUCTURED USER
ENVIRONMENT

In this section we examine recent changesin the user
environmentthat affect the supplier of office systems.
Our research showsthat the user environment is
becoming increasingly structured and formalized.
This is because of the widespread useof office systems and the growth in investmentin these systems.
The formalization manifests itself in an increase in
control over office systems purchasing (often by the
data processing/MIS department) and the use of
approved vendor lists.

Our research in Europe and the US showsthat the
number of organizations with formal policies on
eligible suppliers of office systems is growing. These
policies are more prevalent amonglarger organizations. The picture is complicated for conglomerates
and other businesses with a loose operating struchere the operating companiestend to deterture
minepolicies, and the relationship between size and
purchasing policies tends to break down.

The main difference between Europe and the US is
that control over office system purchasesin the typical organization is established earlier in Europe, and
at a lower thresholdofinstalled units. This is because
labor costs are higher in the US, makinglarger investmentseasier to justify there. It is easier for the data
processing/MIS director in Europe to convince top
managementthat corporate policy is necessary and
that ad hoc purchasesare wasteful and must be controlled or stopped.

What does this mean to the supplier? For most suppliers, this means a two-stage selling process. The
supplier mustfirst get on the approvedlist, and then
he must makeindividual sales to users and departments within the organization. Some suppliers (like:
IBM) will be an automatic choice for most approved
lists. Other suppliers must makea caseto be included
on the approvedlist. To do this, the supplier must
ensurethat his product is compatible with the office
systems plans of the user (or convince the user to
change his plans). This in turn means that suppliers
must be aware of whois on the approvedlists (which
may not be formal lists, incidentally, but implicit in
the overall office systems strategies), what changes
are taking placein theselists, and how firmly the lists
are adhered to in practice.

Our research shows that the influence of data
processing/MIS on purchasing is greatest in larger
organizations. This influence has been found to be
significantly reduced in smaller organizations.
Increasing control by data processing/MIS is associated with increasing use of approved supplier lists
and formal office system policies, but one does not
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necessarily follow from the other. Data processing/

MIS departments often share power with others,

including administration departments, end users,
office system steering groups, and so on.
To illustrate on these points:

About60 per cent of Fortune companiesin the US
have some form of strategic office systems plan.
In 80 to 90 per cent of these cases, the plans cover
choice-of-supplier issues.

lIn US companies with over 100 employees who
have approved vendorlists, 80 per cent of office
system purchases are made from the vendors on
thelists.
Amongthe large organizations we surveyed in
Europe, over half had clear policies on purchases.

For the supplier, the messageis clear. In large organizations, data processing/MIS is a significant office
system decision-maker, and the successful supplier
will market directly to this group. For medium-sized
organizations, the picture is less clear, but data
processing/MIS remains an important factor.

THE LEADING OFFICE SYSTEMS SUPPLIERS
In this section webriefly review the positions of some
leading office systems suppliers.

IBM

IBM is the leading supplier of office system products
and provides a complete range of equipmentand software. It has been said in the past that IBM lacks an
integrating strategy, and that it has gapsin its product
range
such aslocal area networks. Thesecriticisms are now heard less frequently, as IBM has
announced a range of improvements and has issued
statements of direction on how the companyplans
to overcome someofthis lack of integration. Personal
computers will be able to communicate with IBM s
word processing and data processing equipment, and
document, file and message transfer will be sup-

ported.

Nevertheless, the current picture is confusing, and
it is clear that a truly integrated framework will not
be available for two or three years. On the past
record, users will be prepared to wait.
A potential shortcoming is IBM's choice of its System 36 as the departmental machinefor users. Its
current configuration appears inadequate to support
larger numbers of users, and it compares unfavorably with Digital's and Data General s offerings in this

respect.

IBM seemscertain to continue to set the standards
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for office systems and to dominate the market for at
least the next five years.
Digital

/

Digital is the major supplier of computer systems
after IBM. Its office system offering is ALL-IN-1, an
integrated software package that runs on its VAX
minicomputer range. ALL-IN-1 has several unique features (eg voice synthesis, allowing text messages to
be read out to telephonecallers) and has, in the network architecture DECnet, a well-established ability
to fit in with data processing. Digital supports the
Ethernet local network, and has introduced communications software products that link ALL-IN-1 to
Wang's OIS system and to IBM and other 3270-type
terminals (a standard industry terminal type). Digital
hasan interface to IBM s documenttransfer system,

DISOSS.

Digital appearslikely to do well with larger customer
organizations, particularly where departmental systems are important.
Data General

This company s CEO integrated office system runs
on its minicomputer productline. It is comparable in
many respects to Digital s ALL-IN-1, and is claimed
to be superior in some respects (eg it is more
integrated" ). Data General claimsfull compatibility
with IBM s network architecture (SNA) and document
transfer (DISOSS) products and is also pursuing other
areas of connectivity such as telex, teletex and
packet-switching.
CEO supports IBM PCs (the PC appears as a CEO
workstation), and can handle the format codes of
documents produced on Wang's word processing
systems.
The market for Data General s CEO system appears
to be similar to Digital's. Digital s edge may turn out
to be DECnetandthe large established baseof Digital customers, particularly in manufacturing (30 per
centof office workers in the UK are in the manufacturing industry, for example).

Wang

Wang's past record of successhaslargely beenbuilt
onits office systems business (about 60 per cent of
its revenues comefrom office systems).
Wang's products include the Alliance 250 office automation system, Office Information Systems (OIS),
Wangwriter, and the Professional Computer. OIS and
Wangwriter are word processing products.TheAllianceincorporates data processing, word processing,
audio processing, networking and several standard
office system features.
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Recognizing the predominanceof IBM in the personal
computer marketplace, Wangprovides a facility for
all their own personal computersto run software writ-

ten for the IBM PC.

Wang hasintroduced some interesting new products:

TheProfessional Image Computer (PIC), based on
Wang's Professional Computer, and incorporating
image handling. It uses a camera-like scanner to
digitize images, a high-resolution monitor, and a
thermalprinter to print the image. It is quite expensive, even in its basic configuration.
A voice mail system (Digital Voice Exchange).

WangSystems Networking, a set of communication productslinking Wang systems and providing
gateways to other vendor environments.

Ina way, Wang's past success maybe the single biggest difficulty the company faces. Wang s present
user base will have to make major technological
changes to upgrade to Wang s newer products, and
to improve links between systems. Our research
showsthat, as a general rule, users are mostlikely
to switch suppliers at the time of a major technological change. Wangis a leading supplier to the largest
organizations (these organizations were among the
earliest office systems users), but these are also the
major customers of IBM onthe data processing side.
Thus Wang and IBM have a large customer basein
common. These customers may seek to simplify their
support problems by switching to IBM when the time
comes for a major upgrade.
Hewlett-Packard

Hewlett-Packard basesits office systems on the HP
3000 minicomputer series. Software includes HP
Desk Manager (integrated electronic mail, word
processing, electronicfiling and time management),
HP Word, HP Slate and Text and Document Processor for document preparation andediting, plus software for information management, spreadsheet,
graphics and charts, and telex interworking.

The company s future efforts appear to focus on
integration of the HP 3000 computers, its office software, and the HP 150 touchscreen personal computer, as well as a network (called HP AdvanceNet)
that will provide links to other vendors computers.

Hewlett-Packard has an established reputation for
high-quality systems and softwarethatwill undoubtedly bein its favor in dealing with the MIS/DP departments whoareincreasingly taking charge of office
systems. Nevertheless, it is difficult to see the unique
edge that will give Hewlett-Packard more than a
modest share of the market. The fitting-in strategy
adopted(veryvisibly) by Digital and Data General
two comparable suppliers in terms of the minicom-
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puter technologyorigins of their systems
morelikely to give them the lead.

appear

Apple

Appleis by far the most significant of the group of
non-IBM-compatible personal computer manufacturers. The company s most significant current
productis the Macintosh(there is also a more powerful version, called Fat Mac ), which set new standards for ease of use and graphics when it was first
introduced.

A new product, the LaserWriter, which can produce
close-to-letterpress print quality, has been highly
praised. A smaller, portable version of the traditionally successful Apple II is also available.

Apple provides a local network that enables the
Macintosh to be connectedto other like systems and

to the IBM PC.

The Macintosh is probably the best example of how
companieslike Apple can expect to continue in the
office systems business. At the timeof its introduction, the Macintosh offered several unique features
that wereveryattractive to users, so thatits premium
price and incompatibility with other systems werenot
a deterrent. It will be difficult for Apple (or any other
manufacturer) to keep inventing completely new
products in a maturing marketplace. Thus for Apple
to maintain its present (quite substantial) share of the
personal computer marketin business, the company
will have to protectits position by offering enhanced
facilities to its existing user base, and by fitting in
with the corporate office systems market. It could
replace standard workstations with more attractive
added-value units, or alternatively, it could focus
on specialized areas such as in-house publishing,
electronic mail services, and so on.

IBM

THREAT OR OPPORTUNITY?

IBM is notthe only supplier in the office systems business. It is in some respects a latecomer, despite its
outstanding earlier successesin typewriters and magnetic card systems. In some industry sectors and geographic areas (such as France, where Apple is the
market leader) IBM does not have the leading market position. Nevertheless, IBM does appear to
dominate the immediate future of the office system
market and the difference between success and
failure for other suppliers may well depend on how
they react to what IBM does, and the extent to which
they can take advantage of the window of opportunity that is presented by IBM s dominantposition.

Webelieve that two factors have underpinned IBM s
unique success in computer technology since the
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mid-1960s. The question is whether these two factors will enable IBM to succeedin the future office
systems market:
IBM has meant compatibility. Before the
mid-1960s, IBM s large computers were incompatible with everyoneelse s as well as with IBM s own
computers. By providing compatibility between
generations of machines, IBM solved at a stroke
one of the major obstacles facing users at that
time. Knowing that sooner or later changes would
be necessary to his hardware,the user had to have
the assurance that he had somewhereto go when
the time came to make these changes, without the
expenseof converting his software (usually developed in-house from scratch) and procedures. This
compatibility strategy was the beginning of IBM s
subsequent successes, even when the promise of
compatibility was not always matchedby the practice. The tradition of compatibility (and IBM s position in the marketplace) allowed IBM tolegitimize
personal computersin 1981, with the introduction

of the IBM PC.

Consistency in marketing. |BM has carefully
chosen its market segments, and has consistently
pursued policy ofprofitability in each of these,
trimming the marketing effort to match the potential of the market segment. There are no loss
leaders in IBM s marketplace. Every segmentis
a winner, and IBM s salesmen are legendary,
partly becauseofthis strategy, and partly because
of their training and compensation structure.

It is perhaps surprising that we pick on these two
factors, and omit after-sales service and support, for
example, which is, after all, another of IBM s
strengths. However, service and support has more
to do with keeping customers than with gaining new
ones, and in office systems, we are talking about
several million new customers over the next few
years. These customerswill often be the end users
with less initial concern about after-sales service.
Weassessed IBM's perceived performancein office
systems against the needs of users in our survey.
Essentially, we asked users how theyrate the importance of service, ergonomics, communications with
other systems and so on. We then asked them to rate
IBM s performance on the same dimensions. The
results for the ratings of extremely important to the
user, and outstanding performance by IBM are
shown in Figure 6.17. The differences are quite
revealing. Clearly some dimensions are more important to users than others. Ergonomics is not rated as
extremely important by manyusers, for example.
Thus IBM's low rating (in terms of outstanding performance)is not that significant. The most revealing
differences are in compatibility, networking and communications. Few users rate IBM's performance as
outstanding in these areas.
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Figure 6.17
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Howcanthese findings be reconciled with our earlier
comments about IBM s successin the market being
due in large partto its ability to provide compatibility? We believe that it has been IBM s umbrella
position andthe implicit guarantee (as perceived by
users) thatit will deliver compatibility that has led to
its successin office systems. Clearly, usersrateits
performance in actual delivery of these promises as
less than outstanding. In effect, it has been poorly
rated onall the dimensions concernedwith fitting
in with the rest of the users systems. IBM will deliver
on compatibility, networking and communications,
but, in our view, not in the next twoto three years.
This creates a windowof opportunity for the supplier
whois capable of meeting user needsin this area
and successfully marketing his products. Figure 6.18
showsthis idea in conceptual form.

Unfortunately for all suppliers, the industry has
changedsince the 1960s. Competition at that time
consisted of getting the customer s first order. The
user s subsequent investment in software madeit too
expensive for him to switch later on. Communication
between systems was via tape transfer, and distributed systems were(almost) unknown. This situation has changed. Direct communications between
computers is commonplace,and distributed systems
are the norm. Mostoffice systemsare distributed systemsin this sense, and manywill be linked with data
processing andother office systems. Users have to
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The market will need to be segmented into two
groups, users with lists and users without lists, and
the sales force will need to be able to recognize the
difference (and market research should be carried
out to help in this). The exceptions need to be recognized and exploited. For example, a specific vertical
application might well be exempted from therestrictions of preferred supplier lists and office system
strategies.
An explicit marketing strategy aimed at small businesses (where formalpolicies and strategies will be
less common)hasattractions for the supplier of office
systems that are not IBM-compatible.

Competing in an IBM-dominated marketplace

Time

>

be convincedthat the supplier has solved the problem
of fitting in . Only IBM (and perhaps one or two
others) can get away with promises. The rest have
to prove that they can doit, and that they have the
capability to keep doing it. Since it is in the fitting
in area that the opportunity exists, the traditional data
processing suppliers such as Digital and Data
General have a built-in advantage, as they are perceived as understanding the problems involved.

What does our analysis imply for Compaq, and the
rest of the IBM-compatibles? Becauseof their close
association with the IBM-produced equipment, we
believe that they will be seen as suffering from the
same shortcomings andwill have to continue to compete on price and features against IBM. Only if they
develop visibly different strategy for compatibiland this will
ity, networking and communications
can they begin to convince
be veryrisky for them
the market that they have a genuine solution for the
fitting-in problem.

KEY MARKET DEVELOPMENTISSUES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section we summarize our view of the key
issues facing suppliers and offer our recommendations.

Influencing user policies and decisions

Like it or not, the larger users are formalizing their
office systems plans and purchasing arrangements.
These users are important becauseoftheir share of
the office workforce and becauseoftheir leading role
in taking up new applications. Suppliers must decide
whether to get onto preferred supplier lists, and
whether to aim for IBM or non-IBM sites. In the former
casethe supplier is going to come face-to-face with
IBM and the IBM-compatible suppliers.
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Webelieve that a two-prongedstrategy is essential:

Concentrate on a marketniche or a productniche
(eg portables, forecasting applications, dentists).

Take aim at the
earlier.

fitting-in

problem we described

The market is a volatile one, and entry and survival
costs are high, and increasing. Advertising and distribution costs are becoming a very large factor for
suppliers. Uniqueness or excellence (or both)will be
essential to overcoming the disadvantage that these
costs place on the second-line supplier, or on suppliers whose existing strengths are in other areas
(such as data processing or communications).

Recognizing the changing needs of the user

Our forecasts show an expanding market. But the
profile of this marketwill gradually change. The very
generalapplications sold to date (spreadsheet, word
processing) have owed much of their growth to
cream skimming. They have been easyto sell, easy
to understand, and easy toinstall. The new generation of users will be harder to sell to, their needs will
be more and morespecific, and because of education and experience, their requirements will be more
sophisticated.

Suppliers need to search continually for new ways
of applying office technology or of associating themselves closely with the specialized firms who have
the industry-specific knowledge. We think that the
traditional ways of sharing revenues with thesethird
parties are inadequate. Yet hardware suppliers cannot afford to let the applications suppliers become
too independent(although it is possible that this may
happen in spite of the hardware supplier's best
efforts).

In any event, suppliers should recognize that the
growth we are predicting is not automatic. It needs
the developmentof new applications, and marketing
to millions of new users. This is the challenge for suppliers in the next few years.
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PARTIl

A GUIDE TO THE STATE OF THE ART OF
OFFICE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES
AND APPLICATIONS

This part of the report explains the relevant technologies, products and services in usein office systems
today and interprets current developments and
trends. It is intended to put the technology into perspective, so that the manager or user who is relatively unfamiliar with the technology can have an
understanding of what the significant developments
are, what is a well-proven technology and whatis still
in the development stage, and whereit may be advisable to wait for the technology to mature.

in the future. This is particularly true of developments
in communications and software. Therelatively short
history of computing has taught us at least one
lesson: that systems, once in place, are very costly
anddifficult to change, and seemingly simple decisions on communications and software standards
taken today can result in enormous complications for
years afterwards. We aim to address the mostsignificant of these developments in this part of our
report.

Muchoffice system technologyis still relatively immature. For example, despite the claims of many suppliers, the technology can be unreliable and can fail
to meet the very high standards ofreliability that
users expect as a matter of course of (say) the telephone or the typewriter. However, this problem of
unreliability can be minimized by careful selection
procedures and by close attention to the management of supplier relationships, fault-reporting and
servicing.

We assume somebasic familiarity with the terminology and jargon of office systems and computing
technology, but we do provide definitions for less
familiar terminology.

A more fundamental issue arising from immature
technology is the risk of investing in a pioneering
developmentthatfails to live up to its promise or that
does not conform to the standards that emergelater,
leaving the unfortunate user with a legacy of office
equipmentthat locks him into a major re-investment
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The topics addressed are discussed under four
general chapter headings of:
Overall technological trends.

Software and applications technology.
Hardware technology.

Communications technology.

The diagram overleaf shows in schematic form how
the content of this part of our report is organized and
where different topics are covered.
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_ CHAPTER 7

OVERALL TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

The technologyofoffice systems is advancingrapidly
along with other computer-based-technologies, and
it does not appear that there will be any slowdown
for the foreseeable future. These advanceslead to
new ways of doing things, as well as to continuing
improvements in the cost-performance of existing
systems. Manyusers perhaps feel that the continuing streams of new announcements by suppliers
merely add to their confusion and that most of the
improvements are marginal to real user benefit from
office systems. However, some of the potential
advances could be very significant indeed for the
office system user and thus cannot be ignoredin planning for the future, while others may well provide
unique opportunities for enhancing business operations.

For example, the ability of office systems to intercommunicatewill undoubtedly improve in the future,
especially as standards are established and agreed
upon. The planner will want to take advantage of
these capabilities, but as they will tend to cross
organizational lines, he must be concerned with gaining agreement from and assessing the impact of the
different organizational interests involved. Similarly,
the planner will want to take existing investments in
office systems into account, and to plan to incorporate the new developments into these, or at least
to plan for a transition from one to the other.

A related concern addressedin this chapter is that
of obsolescence: Should users wait for the next
generation of equipmentor not? How fast a payback
should users look for from office systems, to avoid
the problem of obsolescence?

OVERALL TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS

There is a well-established trend for the underlying
cost of computer hardwareto fall by about a factor
of 10 every eight years. The familiar microcomputer
is as powerful as many substantial minicomputersof
only 15 to 20 years ago andthis at a cost of perhaps
one-tenth or less. Long before 1995, today s desk-top
microcomputers are expected to be as compact and
portable as a good-sized hardback book, and cost
only a few hundred dollars. The overall cost of
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computers andoffice systems is notlikely to fall by
anything like the same amount but there are good
reasons for this, which we discussin the remainder
of this section.

Telecommunicationscosts fall much more slowly

Telecommunications costs are falling at a much
slower rate than computer costs, partly because the
electronics component of telecommunications systems is much less than in most computers, partly
because ofthe high intrinsic costs of cabling offices,
and partly because of the less competitive environmentin which PTTs operate. At the same time, the
unit cost of transmitting data has dropped because
of the improved performance of newer, more
advanced telecommunications systems.

Software is increasing in complexity, and

includes high labor cost

Some software costs have actually risen over time,
and the on-going costs of program maintenance are
well known to experienced users.

Software design and programming remains a laborintensive activity. Improvementsin software development methods (together with better programming
environments and standards) have had some impact
on software costs but do not compare with hardware
cost reductions. A second, more important factor has
been the spread of software packages. Software
packages do not necessarily involve lower developmentcost. In most cases, the cost increases because
of the higher standardof testing and documentation
required. Also, while software packagescost the software supplier virtually nothing to copy, the costs of
marketing and distribution can still be significant.

Many microcomputer software packagesfor business
sell for $500 or so, because of the large number of
sales over which the developmentcosts are spread.
Figure 7.1 showsthe relationship between software
costs, time, and the number of copies sold. However,
software for office systemsis likely to become more
and more specialized, which will result in higher
costs. There are two reasons for this: first because
they meeta specialized need, fewer copies of a pack-
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Figure 7.1
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age will normally be sold, and second there is additional custom work associated with installing the
package.

Peripheral and storage costs remain significant

The heavy relianceof printers and on-line disk storage
on electromechanical contact reduces the extentto
which prices can fall for items such as storage
devices and printers.

On-line disk storage comesin several forms. Traditionally the single-spindle multi-layer 14-inch unit has
been usedin data processing systems (the current
state-of-the-art disk has a capacity of 1266 Mbytes).
For minicomputer-based office systems this may
remain common, but the standard for office systems
is likely to be the five-and-a-quarter-inch Winchester
disk with a potential for 300 Mbytes of storage.
Improvements in recording techniques will allow
denser storage, perhaps resulting in a dramatic
change over the next three to four years. The reasonis the likely widespreaduseof vertical recordthis refers to the way
ing techniquesin the future
in which the magnetic domains are oriented on the
disk.

Higher-density floppy disks are expected to reach the
market soon. Initially these are expected to store
around 10 Mbytes per side. A switch from horizontal
magnetic recording to vertical recording could
increase this capacity by a factor of ten. Personal
computers would be able to store 100 Mbytes on a

single side of a 9-cm disk.

Likewise, optical disk storage will come into widespread use. Its main disadvantage is that it is
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to archival storage or reference files withlimited rates

of change. Eventually, however, optical disks may
become so cheapthatthe lack of erasability will not

matter. But for the decade to 1995, it does appear

that magnetic disks will remain the dominant storage
media.

Increasing complexity of systems use
places demands onstorage and

processing capabilities

The more complex integrated office systems packages (eg combinations of word processing, spreadsheet and data management) are already straining
the capabilities of standard microcomputers. Adding
communications facilities demands somelevel of
multi-tasking to enable communications to proceed
simultaneously with other work on the office system.
This meansthat the typical workstation of the future
will need to be a much faster unit, with more storage
capacity, than today s standard. This will offset to
some extent the performance improvements arising
from the technological advances just described in
storage, telecommunications, and software.

A related complicationis the implicit demand placed
on data processing systemsby attached devices, We
expect the need for access to corporate data to
increase rapidly, andit is a well-established fact that
every terminal device (and here weincludetheoffice
system as a terminal device) accessing the central
computer facilities adds to the overall workload and
requires the installation of additional processing
Capacity.

Convergence

The ideaof technological convergencefirst became

prominentin the late 1970s. In its original form it iden-

tified three then non-cooperating industries (tele-

phones, computers andoffice machines), and suggested that these were coming to depend ona single
technology, and therefore would becomeforall practical purposes three branches of a single industry.
Since that time the predictions for the supply-side
have comecloser to realization. However, in its common meaning, convergence has come to denote
somethingrather different. In a sense, convergence

iS now seen as theprocessit really is, rather than

the end-result. We are less concerned nowadays with
who the supplier is, and more with the practicalities
of making the office system (which has largely
replaced the office machine ), the computer, and
the telecommunications work together in a meaningful way. To this end Private Branch Exchange (PBX)
suppliers are developing units that willsupport(local)
office data communication, microcomputer suppliers
are adding a telephoneto their processor (sometimes
integrated into the workstation, sometimes not), and
computer manufacturers, software developers and
microcomputer manufacturers are all trying to link
their products together.
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In short, the present-day concept of convergence
sees the three technology areas as becoming three
facets of one organizational information system.
There are two points that need to be emphasized
here:

Information systems are converging. Ultimately,
it is the organization's information systems that are
converging, not the suppliers systems. This may
seem like a rather fine distinction to make, since
it might be argued that the suppliers systems must
be the same in some way before the users can
be. However, this view allowsfor a logical convergence atthe information level, which does not
necessarily require that a physical convergence
take place.

Convergence is a moving target. Convergence
is a moving target, and depends on the pointof
view taken. Clearly the modern-day supplier sees

convergence as a marketing tool, a framework

within which new products can be developed and
sold. For the user organization, it represents a
struggle to superimposea structure on a group of,
perhaps, diverging organizational interests. This
whole issue is further complicated by the role of
IBM, whose mainframe systems (the descendants
of the original 360 architecture), together with the
family of communications products collectively
known as Systems Network Architecture (SNA),
are almostcertain to set the standard for commercial data processing for at least another decade.

THE OBSOLESCENCE ISSUE

Technological advancesalso have a negative side
they canlead to earlier obsolescence of expensive
hardware and software. How doesthis problem arise,
it?
and what can the potential purchaser do about
It should be emphasized that
can arise in three ways:

early

obsolescence

Technological advances. |n the early stages of
anew technology, new designs and new methods
in
are introduced in rapid succession. This results
and
ment
equip
ed
install
of
ce
escen
obsol
early
software.

Market forces. When a supplier loses out in the
marketplace, his products become obsoletefaster.
Most commonly this happens when another supplier becomes dominant, and his products become
the de facto standard(IBMis the classic example).
The emergence of industry-wide standards have
similar consequences for installed systems.
Supplier strategies. Suppliers new products can
render their installed base obsolete by offering
improved price-performance. Suppliers may not
provide technical support for earlier productlines
beyond a cut-off date.
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Therefore, technological advances are only oneof the
ways in which the effective economiclife of an office
system canbe shortened, although it should also be
recognized that the three factors are strongly interrelated.

The danger for the user is that he becomesparalyzed
into inaction through fear of obsolescence, or, as
more frequently happens, chooses the dominant supplier as a form of insurance against premature
obsolescence.

The user has a means of dealing with the obsolescence issue: the payback period used in assessing
the original office system investment. The higher the
risk of early obsolescence, the shorter this payback
should be. Unfortunately, the peculiarities of current
office systems practice makethis difficult because
most investment in office systems is not assessed
against tangible benefits. And furthermore, estimates
of rate of obsolescence are subjective anddifficult
to confirm.

Nevertheless, preparing a formal analysis of every
investmentin office systems is highly desirable, as
it lays out for the benefit of the decision-maker all the
atleast the decision is not made
relevant factors
with eyes closed.

A further factor is the role of a particular investment
in the overall system framework of the user organization. For isolated systems intended to support, say,
word processing in the sales offices of the organization, an assessment of obsolescence can be made
ona case-by-case basis. For the organization's communications links, early obsolescence has many
more wide-ranging implications. In this instance, varying the payback period is an inadequate means of
coping with potential obsolescence, on its own. The
key, instead, is to ensure that the overall architecture is right, so that obsolescence can be coped with
in other words, it is assumed right
as it happens
from the start that obsolescence will happen.

Oneofthe risks of total reliance on one supplier's
standards is that the strategy for dealing with obsolescenceis a made by IBM strategy. The smaller user
may not have much choicein these matters, but the
medium-sized and larger user does have a choice.

We can summarize our main points on the obsolescence issue as follows:
Technical advances are only one factor causing
early obsolescence.

Shortening payback periods is the mostdirect way
of dealing with potentially early obsolescence of
office systems.
Obsolescence should be plannedfor right from the
start.

Key components of the user s office systems need
to be part of an overall architecture.

CHAPTER 8
SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

In this chapter we cover the generalarea of software
and applications under three headings:

Applications, including standard software packages, electronic mail, and the technology used for
voice messaging and information retrieval.
Userinterfaces, particularly graphics, novel user
facilities and user-oriented development lan-

guages.

Systemssoftware, including operating systems
and software for supporting inter-system communications.

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
Spreadsheet Packages

The spreadsheet packageallowsthe usersitting at
a screen-based workstation to work directly with a
matrix of figures. The arithmetic relationships of the
rows and columnscanbedefined in such a waythat
changesin individual figures can be translated into
corresponding changesto columnand rowtotals, for
instance. The original Visicalc spreadsheet package
has been greatly improved upon, with more recent
integrated packages allowing data to be passed
from a database to the spreadsheet, and the data in
the spreadsheet to be passed to software that will
produce histogramsor pie charts, for example.
Well-known names are Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony,
Ashton-Tate s Framework, Open Access from Soft-

ware Products International, and Smart from Innovation Software.
Typical products that merit the integrated label are
Symphony and Framework. They incorporate word

processing and communications functions absentin

the more basic Lotus 1-2-3 package, for instance. In
practice, current integrated packages haveattracted

some user criticism:

These packagesaredifficult to learn, and have
commands that differ from the more basic
packages.

More powerful workstations (eg with more memory
and faster processors) are required; the packages
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Strain the resources of morebasic personal com-

puters.

Theintegrated packagesare considered by some
users to be compromises that do not offer the
samefunctionality as their stand-alone equivalents
(especially word processing packages).
Merging and manipulatingfiles is difficult.

These shortcomings can be expected to be resolved
by subsequentversionsof these integrated packages,
although the need for more powerful workstationswill
probably remain.
The spreadsheet packageis probably the main application for the microcomputers onthe desksof professionals and managers. The survey we conductedin

the US showedthat 88 per cent of professionals and

managersin the largest corporations usetheir office
system for data analysis. The popularity of this type
of application has been suchthat versions have also
been developedfor mainframes and minicomputers.

The generallimitation of the spreadsheet packageis
that imposed by the memory of the microcomputer,
and its (usually) limited capability to access data from
other sources (eg data management systems).
Integrated packages on microcomputers attempt
to overcomethis limitation. The associated penalty

is a limit on the amountof data that can be handled

and long responsetimes. If a non-integrated approach

is taken, there is the requirementto insert additional

instructions, to move data betweenthe data management module and spreadsheet, for example.

Future developments in spreadsheet packages can

be expected in twodirections: Further integration with

other, more complex analysis (eg for forecasting,
Statistics and operations research) and graphicsfacilities, and the application of spreadsheet techniques
to micro-mainframe links.

Wediscussthelatter in more detaillater in this chapter on page 99.

Word Processing

Word processingis the most developedof office sys-

temsapplications. Essentially, it providesa facility to
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input text, to rearrange, delete, and addto the text,
and to printit in the desired format. The earliest word
processing applications ran on mainframe computers
and were used mainly in specialized environments or
as front-ends to composition equipment. The dedicated word processor wasthe first truly officeoriented system, andit is only relatively recently that
word processing packages on microcomputers have
been considered as approaching the convenience
andflexibility of the dedicated word processor.
While word processorsareinstalled in almostall sizeable businessestoday, their penetration of the potential secretarial and typing marketisstill quite modest
(perhaps no more than ten per cent of the European
market at the beginning of 1985). Even so, word
processors are the dominant form of screen-based
office system used by this group of office workers,
and their use is expected to continue to grow. Microcomputers with word processing packages are
becoming a more popular option as time goes on,
although word processors themselves also continue
to increase in number. Figure8.1 illustrates the findings of the survey we conductedin the US, which
shows that word processorsstill dominate as the
standard workstation among the secretaries and
typists of large US corporations, but that the
microcomputer has become a popular alternative.
The benefits of word processors are well established,
but tend to be gained at the operational level in the
form of productivity improvements among secretarial staff, faster turnaroundof typing, and improved
typing quality.
Developments in word processing are at present
focused on the incorporation of spreadsheet output
and graphicsinto textual material, the production of
final documentation to print-quality levels (often called
in-house publishing ), and the transmission of completed output (particularly correspondence)via electronic mail to the intended recipient(s).
Electronic Mail Systems

The generic term electronic mail refers to any electronic replacementof conventional paper-based mail
systems. Electronic messages are usually textual,
morecryptic and of lower quality than electronic mail.
Telex, the most widely used form of electronic message system, was developedin the 1930s and suffers
from type-style and speed deficiencies. The new electronic mail systems that are being developed and
used today are designed to overcomethese deficiencies. They often incorporate sophisticated storeand-forward andfiling capabilities, sometimes called
electronic mailboxes, where messages addressed to
a particular user of the system are stored.
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Figure 8.1

Use of word processors and microcomputers
by secretarial/clerical staff in Fortune 1000
companies
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Note: The figures given relate to secretarial/clerical staff who use the
the equipment. This use is sometimes on a shared basis.

Traditional business communications suffer from a
number of shortcomings:

Telephone conversations can only take place in
real time. This leads to a high failure rate (studies
showthat up to 75 per cent of telephonecalls fail
to reach the required person) and consequently to
considerable wasted effort.
Postal communications (both internal and external)
are slow, with a typical delivery time of at least a
day.

Telex facilities are slow, they have technical limitations, and the remoteness of telex equipment
from most users makes telex inconvenient and
creates delays andinefficiencies.

In large organizations, a high proportion of mail is
originated and distributed within a given site (eg 81
per cent of documents in a recent corporate headquarters study carried out by us) and the bulk of
incoming mail is generated from other companylocations (75 per cent of documents in the abovestudy).
Thus intra-company electronic mail systems can
potentially cope with a high proportion of business
mail without needing to overcome the regulatory,
legal and protocol considerations that are likely to be
encountered in the public domain and for intercompanyelectronic mail services.
Asterminal devices becomeincreasingly widespread,
electronic mail has the potential to become a
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convenient communications medium for many types
of message, including messages that might otherwise
be carried by the public mail or telex systems. Electronic mail also has the potential to displace some
telephonetraffic. However, if electronic mail is to
becomea widespread and convenient means of communication, each user will need his own terminal or
accessto a nearby terminal. As the market for electronic mail grows, the usability of the facilities
provided will improve.

Electronic mail trends can be broken down by two
sets of criteria:

ls the electronic mail to be sent within the organization or to another organization? Is the electronic
mail link between different geographic locations,
oris it restricted to one site such as a building or
group of buildings?

Whatis to be sent over the electronic mail link:
basic documents or revisable documents? Are
graphics to be included in the documents trans-

mitted?

Basic documenttransfer is relatively simple to implement
the user is interested in sending and receiving documentsin anintelligible form, and he is concerned that the document copy which he receives
has a layout similar to the original, but he does not
require editing facilities.
For external communications, several options already
exist to achieve this, from the simple telex option
through to the more complex services offered by the
PTTs in Europe, and companieslike Western Union
and MCI in North America. Personal computers can
readily be connectedto these services through a telephone link. The key factor in the future usefulness
of these basic messaging services is the growth in
the number of electronic mailboxes. However, the
present numbersof even relatively popular services
arestill quite low, and until these expand and interconnect, electronic mail will be of limited use. To
overcomethis, electronic mail services generally provide a courier service to hand-deliver messages to
non-subscribers, but this clearly limits the effective-

ness of the service.

Internal systems for basic documenttransfer can run
on most mainframes and minicomputers and enable
users at terminals and personal computers to send
and receive messages.
An alternative to computer-based messaging for

basic documenttransfer is facsimile. This can be

used for external communications but mostoftenis
usedin internal communications. For requirements
involving graphics, forms, and thelike facsimile is the
ideal solution.
Standard electronic mail and facsimile are unsuitable
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for revisable documenttransfer. In this case both the
sender and the receiver wantto be able to revise the
document, using the text-editing capabilities of their
own equipment. This can be done provided thatall
the workstations are from the samesupplier, but this
is not always the case. Two approachestosolving
this problem are:
I|BM s DISOSS(Distributed Office Support System)
or PROFS (Professional Office System)

Teletex

These two approaches are discussed later in this
chapter on pages 97 and 118. We nowbriefly discuss
the use of electronic mail services, in-house electronic mail, the benefits of electronic mail and facsimile systems.

Electronic mail services

Current electronic mail services are generally based
on in-house computer systems or on value-added
network services (VANS) operated by the PTTs or
private bureau services (VANS are described on
page 121).

Electronic mail usage is growing rapidly at present,
and estimates of the number of mailboxes (user |Ds)
worldwide vary considerably, but it is probably of the
order of 600,000 to 700,000 (the number of user
organizations is about one-tenth this number). This
compareswithan international telex subscriber base
of 1.5 million.

VANS are expanding rapidly, but because of the number of companies involved, each with its own systems, their subscribers do not all belong to a large,
common pool of subscribers with the ability to intercommunicate in the same way as telephone subscribers, for example. Nevertheless, several of the
VANS provide access to the telex network, or provide mixed-mode services (eg hard-copy courier delivery) to give more complete coverage to their subscribers.
The use of VANSis frequently a first step for large

and medium-sized businesses planning to install

electronic mail. For access to international gateways, these organizations are unlikely to eliminate
their use of VANS entirely, even after installing an
in-house system. The VANSalso provide support for
document interchange between (relatively) incompatible systems.

In-house electronic mail

Amongthe organizations we investigated, most inhouse electronic mail systems were being conStructed ona base ofexisting terminal and microcomputer users. This leads to ready acceptance of the
application, both because of the familiarity of the
userswith their equipment and becauseofthe relatively low marginal costs involved.
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In large organizations our research showsthat existing office workstation penetration is quite high
(perhaps one for every four or five office staff in the
United States, less in Europe). These are the potential users for electronic mail. The critical mass of
users is of the order of 15 per cent; once this number of terminal users is provided with electronic mail
facilities, the rest will tend to join. This suggests that
many larger organizations must already be at or
beyond the point where electronic mail becomes
feasible. Indeed, our research showsthat in large
organizations in the United States (where workstation
penetration is highest) electonic mail is increasingly

common.

Electronic mail benefits remain elusive

Electronic mail systems have not yet achieved the
levels of acceptance that have been predicted for
several years (although this may be changing). The
mostimportant reason for this has undoubtedly been
the difficulty of justifying the cost. By themselves,
such systemsaredifficult to justify, and in general
only businesses with specific communications needs
(eg to support widespread or international operations)
or organizations with dispersed decision-making
such as government, have been able
processes
to justify purpose-built electronic mail systems.

Other obstacles have included a lack of understanding of the benefits, uncertainty about standards, and
the unavailability of suitable low-cost services.

Facsimile systems
Facsimile systems provide a means ofelectronically
transmitting a copy of a document between twolocations. They are particularly useful for documents containing non-textual data, such as diagrams or signatures.

Facsimile systems are generally used between
locations of the same business, although PTTs and
private service bureaus provide courier-type services
(with hard-copy delivery of the transmitted document)
based on facsimile. With prices of theseunits falling,
annual shipments are expected to continue to rise.
The worldwide installation base is approximately
800,000, with shipmentsof about 75,000 units annupast
ally at present. Problems with facsimile in the
telethe
of
and
units
the
f
cost(o
have centered on
have
phone connections) and copy quality. These
3
Group
largely been overcomeby the use of so-caled
sion
transmis
average
machines (one page per minute
rtime), cheaper technology, and use of compute
quality.
ction
reprodu
improve
to
based techniques
d
(Standardization is not an issue within the standar
nits
manyu
and
groups defined by CCITT standards
offer compatibility between groups.)

Voice messaging systems

nt
The telephoneis universally used for point-to-poi
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voice communications, but it sometimes suffers from
the fact that communication must be in real-time,
since, as we mentioned above, up to 75 per cent of
all businesscalls fail to reach the intended recipient
at the first attempt. (Highly paid executives spend on
average about 14 per cent oftheir time on the telephone.) To overcome this disadvantage, someattention has been given to enhancing telephoneservices,
and to providing store-and-forwardfacilities for voice
messages (sometimes caled voicegrams or voice
mail).
Voice messaging systems are accessed using the
telephone handset. Digitized voice messages are
stored on magnetic disks, and authorized users are
able to record, distribute and retrieve the messages.

The main benefits attributed to voice messaging systems are:

Time spent using the telephone is reduced.

Telephone use can be scheduled, and interruptions
can be avoided.

Customers and salesmen can place orders outside
office hours.

Urgent messagesfor field staff can be left on the
system.

Brief reports, memos and diary notes can be dictated for later typing.

Secretarial time devoted to arranging meetings
can be reduced.

Voice messaging systems are, however, quite expensive: typically around $350 per authorized user. Most
systems cost between $100,000 and $500,000. This
overall high costis due to two factors. First, sufficient
port capacity needs to be provided to support a large
number of users. (Until the critical mass of users is
reached, little use can be made of the system.)
Second, the amount of online disk storage needed
is high. Even using voice compression techniques,
300 megabytes of storage is needed to hold 20 hours
of recorded messages. Voice mail systems are, therefore, usually restricted to short messages (typically
a few minutes), which can only be stored for short
periods.

Voice messaging systems offer manyof the advantages of electronic mail (no more telephone tag,
24-hour message deposit, no time-zone considerations). Our research of user organizations shows that
field sales staff are among the most enthusiastic
users of voice messaging because of these factors.
Other office-based users have been less convinced
and upto fifth stopped using the system after a trial
period. Voice-messaging systems are used for very
short periods per day(less than 10 minutes per user
on average). User organizations did not have

:
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up-to-date cost-benefit figures available, and these
were usually developed only as a one-off exercisein
justifying the system in the first instance.
Voice messaging is frequently provided as an additional function associated with a PBX, with more
limited use of multi-function workstations that can
Processtext, voice and data in a similar, digital form.
PBX-type voice messagingis in use in the US but has
had limited use in Europe to date.

Thesefacilities are not new for most of the established mainframe and minicomputer database
management systems
they have been in placefor
several years now. It is their availability on microcomputers that represents a new step.

Data management

In addition to the application areas described above,
there is a range of other generic applications available on office systems. Typical examples are:

Weusethe term data management in the office
systems context to refer to records processing systems, a type of internal information storage and
retrieval facility offered by most office systems suppliers.
These facilities are derived directly from traditional
data processing techniques. They provide a simple
set of screens that allow the non-technical user to
define records, enter data, and retrieve data based
on different selection criteria. The simplest applications are mailing lists and telephone directories.
A well-known example of a microcomputer-based
data management package is dBase |! from AshtonTate (a new version, caled dBaseIll, is a rewrite
designed to take advantage of 16- and 32-bit technology). This type of package is quite suitable for
developing certain types of applications such as
project budget control or maintaining loan recordsfor
audit purposes. Packages like dBase || have inherentlimitations. For instance:
Only a certain number offiles may be open at one
time.

Minimal error handling is provided.

Security for data files is very poor.

Searches can be very slow (eg lasting hours).

Future trends for these packages are towards making them easier to use by the unsophisticated user.
(The physicallimitations of the microcomputer are
becoming less of a problem as the processors
become more powerful.) This ease of use can be
achieved by means of three features:
Relational databases. The data are viewed as a
collection of simple tables, makingit very easy for
the user to define data relationships and to retrieve
data from the database.

High level query languages. Using non-programming procedures, the user can carry out quite
complex retrievals.

Data dictionaries. The data dictionary essentially
documents the organization of the database. Apart
from making the database easier to use, it helps
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get around the problem that manyusers have, of

failing to manage their databases and data structures properly.

General managementapplications

Diary managementfor appointments and meetings.

Action checklists.

A deskcalculator.
Accesstotelex.

Booking meeting rooms and equipment.

USER INTERFACE
Ease of use is a major concern of users of software.
Figure 8.2 on the next page showstheresults of the
survey we conductedin the United States, indicating where easeof use is prominent amongthe concerns and complaints of users. Even spreadsheet

software, which has been a major factor in making
computers approachable to users, attracts some
negative commentin this regard. And one of the most
recent improvements in software, the integrated
package, is seen as moredifficult to use, rather than
less difficult (which was oneofits original goals).

The major technical developments wereview in this
section are workstation interfaces, natural languages,
graphics and telephonefacilities.
Workstation interfaces

Trendsin user interfaces have more than the one goal
in termsof easeof use. The interface mustprovide
for functionality (accesstoall the functions of the system, with a choice oftools), ease of learning, ease
of use, and documentation and explanations of what
iS going on (eg why something is wrong, what should
be doneabout it, records of what has been done so
far so that the user can retrace his steps, and so on).
Several features have been introducedthat can assist
in meeting these goals:

Windows. Windowsare an extension of the operating system (see page 96for a description of operating systems) that allows simultaneous viewing of
different outputs and processes. They makeit easier for the user to keep track of wherehe is and what
is going on in the system.
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Figure 8.2

documentin all modes without transferring the document between the modes.
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The Mouse. The mouse is a hardware device that
controls the movement of the cursor on the screen
(achieved by meansofa ball in the base of the device
which senses movementsof the mouse on a flat surface or desktop), and provides a facility for pointing at a portion of the screen (achieved by one or
more buttons on top of the device that, when pressed,
record the screen position pointed to by the cursor).

Software integration. \ntegrated applications provide the convenienceof similar command structures
and data formats and reducethe requirementfor disk
loading and unloading. Redundant data entry can be
reduced or eliminated with integrated software
through sharing data files or a database. The most
recent innovation, the modeless package, reduces
the distinctions between the various types of use
(word processing, spreadsheet, data management,
graphics), allowing the user to work.with an original
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Touchscreen. Not found on many workstations, the
touch-sensitive screen bypasses some of the
problems inexperienced users have with keyboards.
Desktop metaphor. |cons on the screen are used
to represent objects on the desktop, which can be
pointed to, moved about, altered, stored and so on.

The mouse/icon/window/desktop metaphor combination represents a move awayfrom thetraditional user
interface that is simply a higher level of programming
using command codesbut that avoids the tediousness of menu-basedinterfaces. The reasonfor the
mouse and some of the other
success of the
facilities is the consistent user interface to a range
of facilities. The other advance represented by this
combination is the move away from a text or data
orientation. In fact, the spreadsheet, tables, and
graphics all represent a higher level than text and
data, but the mouse/icon/window/desktop metaphor
combination represents a higher level still. This enables text, data and graphics to be brought together
in a natural way. Further advancesare likely in image
handling, particularly for illustrations, video and
photographs, over the nextfive years.

Support from MIS/Data Processing

Although notstrictly a technical trend in the sense
of some of the other topics discussed, the introduction of information centers and microshops has
impacted on the easeof useof office systems. Both
are attempts by MIS and data processing departments to bridge the gap between corporate systems
and the end users. Both assume that the user wants
to become directly involved and that what is needed
is the right tools (usually in the form of software packages) and some assistance (from trained advisers,
usually technically qualified personnel):

The information center. Long established in scientific computing centers, the information center was
re-invented more recently, to provide a consulting and
service facility for users and to give users access to
business-related data. The information center is normally an integral part of MlS/data processing, and
many of the software tools are those we describe
elsewhere, such as micro-mainframelinks and userfriendly mainframe report writers (on page 99).

The microshop. The in-house shop for users of
microcomputers gives users an area wherethey can
familiarize themselves with the technology, often
coupled with the use of training courses, and also
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serves to control the acquisition of computer equipmentby setting standards, specifying the permissible
equipment options, and so on.
Both of these strategies complementthe introduction
of new technologies. They are most commonly found
in larger organizations. Future trends will probably
see similar strategies in medium-sized and small companies, but relying more on external services beause
of the costs and skills required.

Natural languages

In many large and medium-sized industrial and commercial organizations, the role of computer technology is being re-examined. With the adventof the personal computer, end users are becoming muchless
dependent on the central data processing department. Increasingly, the question is being asked, Will
computers ever understand normal human language? Indeed, at least someof the promiseof the
information revolution seems to hinge on the
machine s ability to speak and understand the language of people, rather than the reverse.
The languages people speak are called
natural
languages. A natural-language system is one that
allows a person to interact with a computer by using
the same language heusesto interact with another
person. Such a system needs to cope with the richness of the language as people use it
along with
all its ambiguities
and overcome the typical
ungrammatical language that most people use in
everyday communication.
The most obvious advantage of a natural-language
system is that people do not haveto be trained ina
programming language before they can program a
computer. Given the large number of potential users
of computer-based services andthe relatively small
number of people whocan write traditional computer
Programs, natural-language programs are of key
importance. There is another often-overlooked advantage
it is much easier to express a requestin
natural language than in a formal programming language. By way of example, Figure 8.3 shows the
same request phrasedin both natural language and
in the syntax of a traditional programming command
language. It is easy to see at a glance how much simpler the natural language queryis to understand, but
whatsurprises many people is the discovery that the
enquiry in natural languageis actually much shorter
than the corresponding enquiry expressed in a

programming language.

The underlying reasonfor this concisenessis that a
natural-language system does much more than simply understand the syntax of the language. The system derives much of its usefulness from its understanding of natural language.
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This understanding can be enhancedby a dialogue
with the computer system. If the system does not
understand a particular word, it asks the user to
define the word in a different way until it is able to
understandit. An example ofthis kind of dialogue is
shown in Figure 8.4. The next time a similar enquiry

is made the system will

of (in this case) the word

understand
payroll.

the meaning

Mostlarge companies purchase a number ofdifferent application tools and packages from different vendors. A benefit of natural-language query systemsis
their ability to perform the function of organizer and
integrator of these different systems. It is highly
desirable to have the natural-language interface as
the only interface that the end-user uses. Users can
then issue a single request to have data selected,
analyzed and displayed, irrespective of the command
structures andintricacies of the database management systems, graphics, or display packages that
may be used.
Interest in natural language
in the office environmentis focused on the use ofthis aspect of software
to enable non-technical users to use simple enquiry
programs, and to access and manipulate datain information bases.
The obvious advantage of a natural-language interface is thatless training is required for the user, and
that longer periods can elapse between use without
Figure 8.3

Comparison of natural language with
traditional programming

Natural language

Traditional programming

| wonder how actual saleslast} Print L name 84 Sep-Act-Sales
month compared to the
84 Sep-Est-Sales
forecasts for people under
84 Sep-Act Sales-84 Sepquota in the South East
Est-Sales
Region?
(84 Sep-Act-Sales 84 Sep-

Est-Sales/

84 Sep-Act Sales
lf Region South East and 84

YTD-Act-Sales

> 84 quota

Figure 8.4

A natural language system dialogue

ENTER YOUR REQUEST:

How much was thefield force payroll last month?

IN THE LAST REQUEST, | COULD NOT UNDERSTAND PAYROLL
ENTER YOUR REQUEST:

When | say payroll, | mean the sum ofall salaries. How much was
the field force payroll last month?

TOTAL OF MONTH SALARIES $95,146.00
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the user forgetting the nuances of a morestructured,
traditional type of interface. Furthermore, the naturallanguage enquiry is often shorter and more compreif the system responds with an unexhensible
pected result, the user can rapidly identify what, if
anything, he has done wrong.

provide the full range of graphics output provided by
the more specialized business graphics packages.
Nevertheless, they meet many typical user needs,
andillustrate three important trends, towards ease
of use, integration with existing databases, and the
integration of graphics packages:

Theuseof familiar, ordinary-language-like phrases
instead of the complex notation found in some
command languages canincrease efficiency and
reduce the task completion time and error rate.
These effects appear to be more pronouncedfor
users without previous experience.

lIntegration with existing databases. The tradi-

Research on natural-language interfaces has been
going on for many years and progress has been
made. Some of the findings include the following:

A substantial amount of the user s time in carrying out non-routine tasks such as editing may be
spent in error detection and correction.

Flexibility and optionsincrease the effectiveness
of expert users but tend to reduce the effectiveness of beginners.

Menuselectionis less error prone (but slower) than
direct data entry.

We expectprogress on natural language to continue
over the next few years, but only slowly. The greatest
improvementis likely in dialogue design for specialized systems expressly designed for a user. These
unique systems ordinarily makeless effective use of
natural language dialogues. The development of
generalized interfaces should makeit easier to design
good natural language dialogues.
Graphics

Graphics provide the means of producing a visual
representation of information, usually in the form of
graphs, charts andillustrations. Essentially, there are
three sources of graphics:

Graphs and charts produced by computer programs and software packages.

lllustrations and graphics material input using
scanner techniques.

Graphics prepared on a computer-aided design
(CAD) system or similar device.
Webriefly review the trends in these three areas
below.

Business graphics software
s
Business graphics includes analytical graphic
easily
of
form
the
in
data
r
tabula
(delivering.complex
understandable charts and graphs) and presentation
or
graphics (for preparing slides, videos, overheads
print media outputs).

Spreadsheet packages such as Lotus 1-2-3 do not
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Ease of use. The trendis for all types of software,
and particularly graphics software, to be used
directly by the office worker, rather than indirectly
through data processing specialists. Integrated
packages makeit easier to choose output options
and to preview the finished product.

tional business graphics package took a specially
extractedfile as its input. Graphics software will
increasingly need to interface with conventional
database management software.

Integration with software packages. Thetypical
package now provides some form of graphics output as an option. These graphics capabilities will
become more sophisticated.

The leading business graphics packagesarestill
mainframe-based. Theyfall into two groups, end-user
systems(ISSCO s Tell-A-Graf and IBM s Interactive
Charting Utility are examples) and subroutinelibraries
(eg ISSCO s Disspla and Tektronix's Interactive
Graphics Library). Cost and the needfor fairly powerful processors will limit the extent to whichall the features of the mainframe-based packageswill be made
available on personal computers.

Graphics standards (which determine the ease of
transfer of graphics between systems) are a problem
area for the user and this will not be resolved for
several years, if then.
Scanner techniques
The basic scanning systemsare well established and
can be used to inputillustrations, logos, forms and
so on. However, once the image is scanned, it may
be necessary to crop, rotate, scale, or change it in
some way, and a density conversion may be required
to matchit with the dot density of the output device
(such asa laser printer). One CAD system, the Pera,
has been specially adapted by Intran to handle
scanned images, with the Xerox 9700 laser printer
as the target machine. This is an expensive device,
andit is likely that lower-cost CAD systems based on
personal computers will be able to carry out similar
functions in the future, but the demanding processing required will necessitate using higher-speed
processors, and perhaps special function boards.

Costsof future units to scan illustrations, including
a CAD-type system for modifying the input, are
unlikely to be much less than $20,000. The units
should become available in the next three to five
years at this price.
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Computer-aided design (CAD) systems
Quite modestly priced CAD systems(based on standard personal computers, but incorporating special
function boards) are capable of producing original
two-dimensional drawings and graphics. Transferring
the results to documentsis far from simple: incompatible graphics standards, the need for vector-toraster conversion, scaling, and so on, all makeit
difficult to carry this operation out satisfactorily, especially in an office environment, where specialized
technical skills may not be available. In the next five
years, it is likely that the use of scanner techniques
will remain the simplest approach.
Telephonefacilities

Integration of the telephone and the user workstation
enhancesthe user interface, by using the capabilities of the workstation to improve the telephonefacilities. Integrated voice/data workstations usually
provide telephone directoryfacilities and the ability
to use short codestodial the desired number, as well
as various facilities normally associated with
feature telephones. A side benefit is the reduction
in the footprint, or desk space, taken up by the
combined telephone and workstation.
Integrated units provided by PBX suppliers allow
some PBX functions to be used at the workstation
level.
Future developments will probably be the gradual
extension of the integrated concept, particularly for
managerial and professional workstations, but the
features and benefits will probably be at the technical level, with limited direct benefits to the end user
(eg cabling will be simplified, by combining voice and
data circuits).

SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
In this section we look at the current trends in systemssoftware, that is, the software that controls the
operation of the computersthat form the basisof the
office system. We cover the software components
that manage communications, including network control, transfer of documents,andlinking the microcomputer and the mainframe. Theseare critical to much
current developmentin office systems, andit is their
currentlimitations that pose major problemsfor office

systems usersatthis time.
Operating systems

The debate on operating systemsfor office systems
tends to center on operating systems for microcomputers.
Mainframe computers, such as IBM's 4300 series,
and minicomputers, such as Digital s VAX series
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(which supports the ALL-IN-1 office system) are wel|
established and are the result of developmentstretching over many years. These systems support many
users, and by their nature, they tend to establish a
de facto standard wherever they are installed. The
user s basic concern is likely to be with their interfacing capabilities to connect to the organization's
mainframe-based data processing systemsandoffice
workstations. Consequently the users of these sys-

tems tend not to be concerned abouttheir operating

systems, as long as they deliver the required functionality and performancelevels.
The microcomputer operating system, on the other
hand, can vary from machine to machine within the
organization, or even within the office; there is considerablevariation in the range of software packages
available; and the user interface can bedifficult to
learn. The choice of operating system by an organization also establishes a standard that may be inadequate for the future, if that standard is not widely
adopted by the computer industryor if it cannot support the range offacilities available on the next generation of microcomputers. In short, the rapid evolution
of the microcomputer creates an uncertainty that
doesnotexist with the mainframe and minicomputer,
and the direct impactof the choice of operating system for the microcomputer on the user makesthis
uncertainty critical.
The mostvisible competing productsfor office systems today are MS-DOS (PC-DOS), CP/M-86 (and Concurrent CP/M), Unix, Pick and UCSD p-systems. Of
these, Unixis likely to remain toolfor skilled practitioners, though commanding a useful product market. Many Unix features will migrate to other operating systems. Pick and Concurrent CP/M appeal to
customersbyprovidingbuilt-in packages and systembuilding tools.
From the viewpoint of the user the key issues with
microcomputer operating systems are concerned
with portability of programs and software, uniformity
of use acrossthe various systemshe has accessto,
andthe ability of the operating system to make the
hardware (and network) capabilities readily available
to him.
Onesolution that has been proffered to meet these
requirements is Unix, originally developed at Bell
Laboratories in 1969/70. In theory, with Unix the same
operating system could be run on the user workstation, on the shared minicomputer, and (as one of the
operating systems) on the mainframe. In practice, the
historical market position of major manufacturers
operating systems on minicomputers and the overwhelming popularity of CP/M, MS-DOS(and their variants) on microcomputers makeit very unlikely that
Unix will ever be adopted asthe standard, although
it is expected to retain some share of the market for
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years to come. Onefactor that, might help increase
the marketshare of Unix is its widespread use by the
smaller US developers of new products.

Fortunately for the user, each of the operating system streams is evolving to give the user the basic
operating environment needed, and general-purpose
software packagesare issued in several versions to
fit the mainstream operating systems. Furthermore,
the cryptic instructions typical of operating systems
are increasingly being hidden byuser interfaces that
use icons, menus, and natural language shells.

In these circumstances theuser will not be troubled
by the complications of individual operating systems.
However, portability and uniformity are likely to
remain an inherent problem, and only rigorous application of standards policies within organizationswill
avoid it.
Network architectures

Network architectures provide a structured environment for computer system interconnection. They
incorporate rules for interconnection and specify how
the software must perform to carry this out. Network
architectures are becoming an increasingly important
issue for the office systems user with the emergence
of requirementsfor links to the data processing systems, andfor links betweenoffice systems(for documenttransfer purposes, for example). There are two
main network architecture approaches to interconnection: integrated communications and multistandard communications.

Integrated communications use an integrated set of
standards (a single standard or a proprietary standard), while multi-standard communications require
equipmentto be interconnected where necessary by
using either commercially available products or
custom-built solutions.

In organizations where there are strong pressures for
business units to work together, data processing
systems are largely being built aroundthe integrated
communication approach. A recent study we carried
out found that 70 per centof organizations with these
characteristics had adopted an integrated approach,
while only 15 per cent of other organizations had
done so.

This has implications for office systems, becauseit
is likely that such organizations are mostlikely to look
for office system interconnection. This will constrain
of
the choice of office system technology because
ns,
icatio
commun
ated
the needto be part of the integr
commuor to be able to connectwith the integrated
detail
more
in
sed
discus
is
topic
latter
This
nications.
later on page 99 under the heading of micromainframe links.
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Sixty per centof all the organizations surveyed in the
study had adopted an integrated communciations
approach. Of these, some 25 per cent had developed
their own high-level communications software, and
15 per cent used earlier (pre-proprietary) communications standards. These are gradually being phased
out in larger organizations. The remainder (60 per
cent) had implemented a proprietary network architecture. The most widely used of these are IBM s System Network Architecture (SNA) and Digital s DECnet. There are several such proprietary architectures,
including those offered by Burroughs, HewlettPackard, Honeywell/Bull, ICL and Sperry.
The keypoint for the office system user is that these
architectures represent an established framework
which offers a solution to the interconnection
problem, provided that equipment and software are
purchased with this architecture in mind. For the
more widely used products there may be more than
one supplier of equipment and software.

Future trends in proprietary network architectures
may be summarized as follows:

There will be a greater emphasis on distributed
intelligence.

Links will be developed to other than proprietary
architectures. In the longer term (five years or
more), OSI-based gateways will provide the links
between proprietary architectures. (See below for
a discussion of OSI andits significance.)

Anincreasing number of suppliers will adopt the
OSI standards, although SNA will be a de facto
standard in the short term.

Significance of OSI standards

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards are
a setof standards for interconnecting computers and
office systems. The intention of OSI is to allow interconnection between computer systems, regardless
of supplier, through the use of internationally
accepted communications standards that could be
implemented by all computer manufacturers.
Although several standards bodies are involved, the
formal responsibility for OSI standards development
rests with the International Standards Organization

(ISO).

For several reasons OSI standards are developed on
a relatively long time-scale, while the major suppliers
can act quickly to develop their own solutions to network architecture needs. It is in the suppliers
intereststo limit the number of architectures, andfor
small suppliers OSI will present a viable option. OSI
offers many advantages to users (eg a wider choice
of suppliers, and equipment choice not dictated by
the network), but the de facto existence of SNA and
DECnet, for example, will make these hard to
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displace, particularly if they meet basic user requirements satisfactorily.
In the short to medium term, we expect that electronic mail standards (for messaging and document
structure) will be the first OSI standards to emerge.

An OSl-based networkarchitecture will not be avail-

able until close to 1990, together with OSI-based gateways for interconnecting proprietary network
architectures.
:

Figure 8.5
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Documenttransfer

Document transfer is about moving documents
between users and between systems. It goes beyond
simple messaging becauseit also provides the capability of formatting the document at the receiving end
(with headings, in columns, indented, and so on) and
allows for revision by the recipient. In this way several
office workers can edit the same document, or make
a series of alterations or amendments to the
document.
These requirements dictate that documenttransfer
software mustbe able to separate out the format control parameters, be able to cope with revisions, and
format the outputof the final document according to
the control parameters. This is shown in conceptual
form in Figure 8.5.

There are five basic approachesto transferring documents between systems:
Disk converters, which take disks and translate not
only the media formats but also the document coding so that the documentis fully revisable on the
target system.

(Source: IBM Sys. J., Vol. 20, No. 1 (1981))

Figure 8.6

Likely penetration of different document
transfer options
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(Source: Based on Computerworld diagram, January 21, 1985)

1BM s host-based documentinterchange system,
DISOSS(see the next section for a discussion of
this product). Several suppliers are now adopting
DISOSS as a de facto standard.

ment) for documenttransfer within organizations, and
value-added networks for inter-organization document
transfer.

the same job as the disk converter, but on-line.

Dedicated document interchange systems,
perhaps based on microcomputers.

Value-added network services (external services
offering electronic mail services with revisableform documenttransfer).
Figure 8.6 shows our assessment of the relative
importanceof these options in the future. We see the
most important options being the IBM host-based
solution (and its equivalents on other suppliers equip-

IBM s DISOSS and PROFS

IBM s Distributed Office Support System (DISOSS)
providesa basis for revisable-documentinterchange
between systems. It handlesfiling, retrieval, and inter-

nal mailing of text and image documents in a main-

frame (host) environment. A key aspectof IBM's system is the Document Content Architecture (DCA). The

revisable-form DCA provides for the interchange of

editable documents, and it permits formatting
parameters, text-processing control, and revisable
text to form part of the data stream.
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At a different level, the Document Interchange
Architecture (DIA) specifies how devicesareto interchange intentions and data. It specifies the rules and
a data structure that establish the discipline for
predictable information exchange between devices,
meaning that documents canbetransferred from one
device or system to another without change in form
or coherence.
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Figure 8.7

IBM s office-systems product strategy
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The keypointof interest about DISOSSis the increasing number of other suppliers who have announced
or are planning to announce DISOSS support. This
implies that DISOSS is becoming a defacto standard
for document transfer.
IBM's Professional Office System (PROFS) does not
use DCA and DIAandis essentially an electronic mail
system that runs under IBM s VM operating system
and supports users of IBM s 3270 terminals (the standard computer terminal used on IBM systems). It has
the advantage of providing electronic mail to the
installed computer user base. It also provides time
management(through a calender facility, a meeting
schedule and a reminder facility). It does notoffer the
full range of document transfer capabilities provided
by DISOSS. Figure 8.7 shows how the various IBM
products are intendedtofit together.
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In this section we discuss the software issues
concerned with connecting office systems to
mainframes. This is usually referred to as the micromainframe link. The problem oflinking the workstation on the professional's or manager's desk to the
corporate information base on a central computer
has only been addressedto a limited extent.

(Source: Computer News (May 30, 1985))

Our research shows that for microcomputers, this link
is limited in most cases to terminal emulation, with
the user simply using the office system workstation
as a terminal to the central computer. Many ofthe
proprietary micro-mainframe links that go beyond
simple terminal emulation are designed to give a
microcomputer user access to the mainframe databasesvia the vendor s mainframe computer software
(eg accounting or database management software).
One example we encountered was capable of downloading data from the general ledger package into a
standard spreadsheet package, for modeling and
comparison purposes. The company involved applied
this process to the annual budget update, calling
down the individual general ledger accounts as
required. A second user of the same software product
found it impractical to useit for budgeting because
it could not aggregate the general ledger accounts,
and a mainframe financial analysis package was used

Several mainframe software package suppliers (both
databases and accounting packages) already provide
a downloading feature to microcomputer spreadsheet
or to data management packages. For example,
Ashton-Tate s microcomputer data management
packages (DBaseIl, for instance) can be linked to
Informatics s Answer/DB on an IBM mainframe (see
Figure 8.8.)

instead.
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DocumentInterchange Architecture

Users of minicomputer-based office systems do not
face the same problemsin accessing the mainframe.
Such systems usually provide features that allow the
office user to access data on the mainframe, using
the supplier s network architecture and appropriate
systems design by the central MIS department.

Downloading data to the office system

This presupposesthat the requisite combination of
softwareis in use on the mainframe computer. One
approach that has been adopted in several organizationsis to install a database package with downloading capability in parallel with existing systems.
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The corporate data can then be transferred in the
mainframe environment from the main corporate files
to the parallel shadow files (although this places
a burden on the data processing staff).
In our view, the likely developments in this area
include:
Microcomputer-based access to referencefiles
(master files) of standard database packages and
accounting packages.
Use of batch programsto update transactionfile
summaries periodically for access by microcomputer users.

Useof window features on the microcomputer
to allow simultaneous working with local files and
mainframefiles.

Support of multiple mainframe environments, but
probably through standard methods provided by
the proprietary network architecture environments.
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Whatare the problems and when aretheylikely to
be solved? Thefirst problem is cost. Amounts of the
order of $50,000 and up are involved in acquiring
special-purpose database software with downloading
capabilities. Secondly, this type of solution will
inevitably take time to implement, andwill still require
extensive effort to identify the data to be made

available andto anticipate what data the user is likely

to ask for. And thirdly, there is the problem of data
security and integrity.
In the short term, the solution is likely to be the use
of standard data processing systems reports as the
sourceof corporate datafor office system users. By
providing a special version of standard reports (or
providing a package to the user to extract key data
for the standard reports) a simplefile transfer, which

can be carried out using a terminal emulation package, can be used to download the data.

Weexpectthatit will be four to five years before the
more sophisticated methods become widely accepted.
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Figure 8.9

Protocol converters, terminal emulators and

Linking the office system as a terminal
(today s choices)

VANS

The secondof theselinksis already available today
for the IBM mainframe environment. A common type
of method uses an IBM 3270 emulator (converter
software built into the office system). Alternatively,
a protocol converter is used. These devices are
designed tolink the office system into existing data
communications. A typical protocol converter can
handle up to 24 workstations, usually at a cost of
$300-500 per workstation. In these examples, the
protocol converter is set up as in Figure 8.9. The use
of aseparate device to perform multiple translations
is currently the mostflexible wayoflinking different
systems, butit is likely that competition will come
from suppliers of PBXs and emulators, who will aim
to achieve conversion at a lower costby incorporating the necessary software and hardware into their
units.

Most minicomputer-based office systems can readily
provide an emulation facility and a link to IBM SNA
networks.

On the horizon is an IBM controller that will expand
the capabilities of the 3274 cluster controller (which
provides for sharing communications between the
central computer and a local group, or cluster of
terminals). The expandedcontroller could provide a
link between the SNA network (and packetized, longdistance networks) and various terminal types,
including microcomputers.

IBM already provides the Model 7171 which enable
connections between IBM host systems and
asynchronous-terminal-emulating microcomputers.
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A less popular but equally workable solution is to use
a value-added network service (VANS)to provide the
interconnection. These services are more usually
usedfor file transfers between systems. The user
cannottherefore have direct interactive contact with
the mainframe, but files can be downloadedto the
office systems and accessed independently.
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HARDWARE TECHNOLOGY

In this chapter we review trends in hardware technology under the following headings:

Office workstations.

Processing technology.

Specialized workstations

Storage technology.

Printers.

Voice technology.

OFFICE WORKSTATIONS
As the standard office workstation in the late 1970s
was the word processing workstation attempts were
madeto build more functional (but specialized) office
workstations. What happened in fact was the
introduction of the personal computer as the basis
for a professional workstation, and subsequently, as
the basis for all types of office systems. A de facto
standard was created by the widespread acceptance
of the IBM PC, both by users and by other suppliers.
Suppliers saw that it was in their interest to ensure
compatibility with the IBM PC and to improve upon
it where possible.
There seemslittle doubtat this point that the IBM PC
andits look-alikes must be the starting point for any
review of future trends in office workstations. The
questions to be asked are:

ls the personal computer in its present form the
right solution for future office systems needs?

If it is the right solution, is it powerful enough?

Since the IBM PC s architecture is open, it is possible to design add-on products and adapter cardsfor
most additional requirements. For example, a larger

screenwith higher resolution could be added by using

anew adapter card with a faster microprocessor and
a larger memory. Better keyboards, more powerful
disk drives, terminal emulators and input-output
devices can be added in a similar manner.
IBM hasalready created a family of units with special-

ized functions, the 3270 PC to provide superior terminal
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performance (with

functions), the XT to provide a higher levelof overall
performance, and the AT which provides multi-user
operation.

switching between

Nevertheless, real alternatives do exist, andit is worth
looking at one of these, to see what alternatives are
possible. One example is the engineering workstation
(usually referred to as a computer-aided design (CAD)
system). These workstations have up to 1 Mbyte of
main memory, software to manage the sophisticated
display (usually 17 inchesor larger and with a higher
resolution than an office system display), a 32-bit
processor, and a detachable keyboard. Many of these
systems provide features of large computer systems,
suchasvirtual memory (this meansthat the practical
working memory available to the user can be much
larger than the physical main memory, because data
and programs can be shifted between the disk
storage and main memory as they are required). One
system (Apollo s Domain) provides a local area
network which allowsall the units on the network to
share resources, thus creating a larger
virtual
system. The addition of workstations to the network
thus increases the processing power available to all
users. The cost of such a workstation is of the order
of $15,000-30,000, depending on the options chosen
(such as hard disk storage, a typical component of
the engineering workstation).
The emphasis on processing power of this
workstation arises from the need to process complex
graphics (and associated engineering computations)
at high speed. This does not arise in office systems,
except for certain specialized document production
applications
for example image processing for
illustrations and graphics to be included in
documents.
In summary, specialized workstations (perhaps
adaptations of engineering workstations) may have
an application in the office.

Future developmentof the personal computer

Figure 9.1 shows a view of how the personal
computer (PC) has evolved up to now.
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Evolution of the personal computer 1978-86

Characteristic

Personal computer technology
1978

1981

1985-86

CPUperformance

0.1 mip

0.5 mip

2mips

Disk storage:
per drive

160 Kbytes

360 Kbytes

1.2 Mbytes

Multi-tasking

No

Little

Standard

Communication

Asynch

Asynch

Price

$3,500

$3,800

Main memory

Winchester

Virtual memory
Word length

64 Kbytes

No

S-bit

(Source: International Data Corporation)

64-256 Kbytes

10 Mbytes
No

8/16-bit

512 Kbytesfour Mbytes

20-50 Mbytes
Yes

Local area network
16/32-bit

$4,100

(Source: Computer Weekly, May 30, 1985)

In the future one of the most important developments
will be in the provision of improved local storage
facilities. The vast majority of installed PCs are floppydisk-based (and may only have one floppy).

Outside secretarial groups, most users do not
manage floppy-disk libraries effectively. Apart from
the file names and the management of generations
of files (or versions), floppy disks need correct
handling and storage. The longer-term needswill be
servedby local (or nearly local) hard-disk storage. In
the next five years this need will be met for the
majority of users by a work-group file server, probably
linked by a local area network set up for resource
sharing. The cost of hard disk storage will continue
to decrease, and in the early 1990s office
workstations will incorporate some built-in disk
storage, as well as removable diskstorage.

Integrated software, sophisticated user interfaces,
and communications all need additional main
memory. The 512Kbytes memory machine will be the
standard in the near future and 1Mbyte of memory
will be called for eventually.

In some areas it is difficult to predict potential
developments with accuracy; welist several here with
a brief assessment:

Keyboard changes: Needs vary, andthe full-time
word processing operator needs a better-quality
keyboard than the standard PC keyboard. Different
variants of the standard keyboard are likely to
evolve.

Mouse: For visually oriented displays (using icons
or on-screen menus) the mouse has become a
popular peripheral device. (The data tablet has
performed a similar function for engineering
workstations, using a menu template mounted on
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a digitizing board, or tablet.) The mouseis likely
to remain a standard feature in this regard, and
will supersede other options.

Telephonefunctions: \ncorporating voiceinto the
workstations in the form of a telephone link and
a handset is an option that has been introduced
by several suppliers recently, in some cases as a
meansto take advantage of PBX features. It seems
unlikely that this will come into widespread use,
except where the PBX is used as the preferred
approach to local office communications.

Displays: There will be an increase in the use of
high-resolution screens as the PC becomesthe
standard for word processing, and as graphics
output capabilities are developed and enhanced.
Costs will fall sufficiently to make theseattractive.
Color screens do not cost much more than
monochrome screens and are frequently used in
today s managerial and professional workstations.
The availability of reasonably priced high-resolution
screens will probably reduce the interestin color,
as shading can be as effective, and is readily
reproduced on current hardcopy devices (and
What you see is what you get
office copiers).
is a powerful factor in choosing between options,
and until color reproduction and color output
become commonplace, the intrinsic value of color
screensis likely to remain limited. (We also base
this argument on the premise that graphics are
primarily for communicating concepts, facts and
ideas, rather than for analysis.)

Portables: Because of the need to keep the size
and weight down, portables will probably contain
office
standard
subsets of the features of
workstations. This will have most impact on
displays and on disk storage. In other respects,
compatibility should be almosttotal.

In summary, we see the office workstations as
evolving from the present generation of IBM PCs and
its look-alikes. Emphasis will be an expanding main
memory and disk storage. Displayswill be improved,
and a variety of add-on options will be available.

Specialized workstations for illustrations, imageprocessing and document production will be
developed alongdifferentlines, and arelikely to be
variants on engineering workstations.

Figure 9.2 showsthe paths of evolution in schematic
form.

Workstations in a minicomputer-based system
environment

Our discussion of trends in office workstations has
taken the personal computer asstarting point. But
what about workstations in a minicomputer-based
system? Such systems do support the use of personal
computers but use conventional computer terminals
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Figure 9.2
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as the standard user workstation. In some cases the
for word
terminals will have special keyboards
processing, for example.
In the short term, it is the connectability of these
systems that provides their edge over other
approaches. Local area network developments have
not proceeded far enough yet to give anythinglike
the same support to a group of users. In other
respects, these systems do not offer intrinsically
superior facilities (eg word processing, spreadsheet).
The long term costtrendis likely to go against the
minicomputer-based system providinga full range of
office systemsfacilities. Personal computer costs are
falling rapidly and are approaching computer terminal
costs, and the relatively high cost of the central
minicomputerswill rapidly make it uneconomical to
use them for personal computer-type functions.
However, as integrating links (and to provide access
to data processing systems, expensive peripherals
and large storage), the minicomputer-based system,
and its successors, will still be around in ten years.
How much theyare usedfor this purpose will depend
on the direction takenby local area network develop-

ments.

Workstation costs

The costs of workstations follows a typical pattern.
As a general statement, it is true to say that the costs
of next-generation
workstations follow a pattern
similar to that shown in Figure 9.3.
When each advance in workstations is announced,
the price typically is high to start with, and falls
progressively as competitors launch similar products.
When the next enhancements or breakthrough is
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products in the market. At this point the pricesof

these existing products typically drop at a more rapid
rate until the price differential widens to a point where
they can co-exist in the market, despite approaching
obsolescence. This process is repeated again and
again to give the pattern shownin figure 9.3.

The cheapest workstation, with a monochrome
display, a terminal emulator and a simple
microcomputer is likely to cost no more than $150
by the early 1990s. Along withthis fall in the price
of the cheapest devices, the capabilities of the office
workstation will increase. A unit costing $800 will, by
the early 1990s, incorporate a 16-bit microcomputer,
a range of communications protocols, a highresolution display, and a built-in hard disk. It will run
a variety of general-purpose software packages
designedfor the office user, and will be able to fit into
a range of networks.

The costof a state-of-the-art office workstation in the
early 1990swill probably be similar to that of today s
leading-edge personal computer, or no more than
$5,000, but incorporating many of the advanced
hardware and communications features we have
already described.
Figure 9.3

Costs of state-of-the-art personal computers
Stage 1 Stage 2a Stage 2b Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5
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PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
Semiconductor technology has followed a surprisingly
regular seven-year cycle of significant new
developments since the invention of the transistor.
Each of these developments has resulted in major
(usually order-of-magnitude) improvements in the
processing power available from a single chip. This
cycle of changeis illustrated in Figure 9.4.
These changes have two distinct kinds of
consequence. First, they make it economically
feasible to computerize functions whose automation
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Cycles of development in semiconductor
technology
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bubble memory, hard disks, floppy disks and optical
disks. We then consider the progress that is being
madein the storage of different types of media
data, text, voice and image.
Semiconductor memories

8

Before 1970, most computer memories consisted of
large arrays of ferrite cores. These weretiny rings
of magnetic material one millimeter or so in diameter,
strung by the hundreds of thousands on grids of
wires. Ferrite cores have been largely superseded by
new semiconductor memories, thanks to the advent
of integrated circuits.
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(Source: Institution of Electrical Engineers 1983)

would not previously have been justified. Examples
of this include word processing and optical character
recognition.

Secondly, falling costs and the reducedphysical size
of processors make it possible to incorporate
processing power in consumer goods, office
machines and system components. Examples of the
first two include washing machines, calculators and
photocopiers. Examples ofthe last includeintelligent
terminals and printers and enhanced disk controllers
such asthat in ICL's Content Addressable File Store

(CAFS).

The falling cost of processors also means that all
systems will tend to become distributed, at least
internally. Mainframe computers have been
of specialized processors for some
communities
time and the same trend has now reached asfar as
personal microcomputers. By 1991, two-millioninstructions-per-second (mips) desktop devices are
likely to be available, at the price of today s
microcomputers.

Developments in microelectronics continue today, at
a greater rate than ever before. The technologies
involved have not yet approached the fundamental
limits of size or speed imposed by the lawsof physics.

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY

In this section we describe five different types of
semiconductor memory,
storage technology
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In its simplest form, the semiconductor read/write
memory cell consists of one transistor and one
capacitor. The value of the capacitance is extremely
small but is adequate to store a small electrical
charge indicating a binary 1 , while the absence of
this charge represents a binary 0. The transistor is
used as a switch to connect the storage capacitor
to a data line when the cell is selected for reading
or writing.

However, this type of storage cell loses its stored
information each timeit is read, and also losesit by
leakage of the capacitor s charge. Leakage can take
place in aslittle as a few milliseconds. This kind of
memorycell, known asa dynamic RAM, therefore
requiresits stored chargeto be refreshed about once
every two milliseconds, as well as after every read
operation. Other designs, called static RAMs, do
not require refreshing, but they incur the penaltyof
requiring additional transistors, which correspondngly
take up more chip area and result in a higher cost
per bit. Today, single-chip random-access memories
of 64 kbits are commonplace, and 256 kbit devices
are available.

Someapplications require random-access memories
containing permanently stored information, such as
control programinstructions or constant data values.
A practical example is a pocket calculator s control
program, which is never changed. This type of
storage is provided by the read-only memory (or
ROM). In its simplest form, the storage capacitor of
the RAM may bereplaced either by an open circuit
or by a direct connection to ground, representing a
binary 0 or 1 respectively. The desired data
pattern is fabricated on the chip itself, and incurs a
high initial production cost.

The rapidly falling costs of semiconductor memories
have been one of the driving forces in reducing
computer technologycostssince the mid-1 970s (see
Figure 9.5 on the next page).
Bubble memory

All the devices described above are random-access
memories, in which a desired item of information can
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Figure 9.5
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be addressed directly by its location in an array of
other items. A totally different kind of device is the
magnetic bubble memory whichis often an important
component of microcomputer systems.
The magnetic bubble memory is a serial device which
cannot be randomly accessed. It exploits a physical
phenomenon, the local variations created in uniform
magnetic fields in thin films of certain magnetic
materials, such as garnet. Both the materials and the
physical principles employedare thus verydifferent
from those of transistor-based semiconductor
integrated circuits (ICs). However, the device can be
fabricated on chips of a sort, and it is, therefore,
microelectronic
in the broad sense of the word.
The mostattractive application of the bubble memory
is to replace small disk and tape memories with a
capacity of up to 10 bits or so. When producedin
quantity, it has a price advantage over small disks
of comparable capacity. It has similar performance

characteristics, as well as being much smaller and

non-removable unit, has become a viable alternative
to the floppy disk in some devices. Since the disks
are not subjected to the stresses of insertion and
removal, and since they are protected from
environmentalpollution, the read/write heads can be
smaller, lighter, and closer to the recording surface,
so providing higher recording densities. The time
taken to accessinformation held on Winchesterdisks,
however, tends to be longer than for more
conventional removable hard disk drives.
Nevertheless, response times for Winchester disks
are usually more than adequate for most business
applications. Figure 9.6 illustrates the construction
of the Winchester hard disk drive.

Over the past 15 years, improved price/performance
for disk products has been achieved by increasing
the recording density. In turn, this requires smaller
read/write heads. Ferrite-head technology is no longer
adequate, and, today, modern disk drives incorporate
thin-film-head technology, using very-large-scaleintegration (VLSI) chips. The advantagesof thin-filmhead technology over ferrite-head technology are
improvements in performance, capacity and
reliability, and easier manufacturing. Thin-film
technologywill also be used for the recording medium
itself.
The dominant electronic mass storage
industry
standard todayis, mainly for historical reasons, the
14-inch-diameter magnetic disk. In future, the 5%
inch Winchester disk with a potential capacity of 300
Mbytes will become. the standard, with the singlespindle 14-inch disk being replaced by multi-spindle
5% inch disks. The advantages of this arrangement
(compared with current 14-inch technology) are:
Physically smaller units, hence more information
can be stored without any increase in space
required. This is a major consideration both for
large mainframe computer users and for those
using desktop microcomputers.

Figure 9.6

more reliable.

Magnetic disks

Hard disks

A hard magnetic disk is a round metal plate (about
the size of a long-playing record) coated with a thin
layer of ferromagnetic material used for recording
electronic information. A number of disks are
mounted on a commonshaft to form a disk pack. Disk
packs may either be permanently fixed inside an
electronic read/write device (called a disk drive) or
they may be removable.

For example, the Winchester harddisk drive, which
has one or more disksin a hermetically sealed and
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Lower power consumption (5% inch disks require
less energy to rotate them).
Floppy disks

A floppy disk is a thin flexible disk (about the size of
a 45 rpm record)that is used to store information in
an electronic form. The technological principles
involved are similar to those for hard disks.

Floppy disks are used for word processors and
microcomputers where their low weight and small
size are important advantages. The volume of data
has been
floppy
that can be held on a single
of
introduction
the
since
substantially
increased
floppy disks in the late 1970s, but the improvement
in access speed and transfer rate has been more
modest. The continuing improvement in hard disk and
bubble memory technology is progressively
displacing floppies for business applications.

Optical disks

Another storage technology warrants a mention in
the optical disk. Current optical disks,
this report
high capacity,
havethe following characteristics
inability to
andthe
system,
coding
low cost, digital
amend recorded data (though data may be added).

A single side of a 12-inch optical disk can store 1
gigabyte of information, which is equivalent to about
50,000 pagesof typescript. The time taken to access
data, however, is about 135 milliseconds, compared
with 33 milliseconds or better for hard magnetic disk
drives. Optical disks, therefore, are sometimes
unsuitable for applications that require frequent disk
access but they are suitable for most archival
applications.

The optical disk drive is so called because data is
written to and read from the disk surface by means
of an optical laser beam. This eliminates many of the
mechanical and physical problems associated with
magnetic disks. More than a dozen companies now
have optical digital recording systems available or
under development for use with computer-based
systems.

Figure 9.7 shows(in cross section) how information
is recorded on an optical disk. The diskitself consists
of a thin sheetof clear acrylic backed by a reflective
surface. Information is recorded on the disk by
burning small pits into the top of the disk. Once the
pits have been burnedinto this top acrylic layer, they
are covered with a thin coating of a reflective
aluminum material and the whole thing is then sealed
in a protective coating. To read the information back
from the disk, a low-powered laser is focused onto
the pits. These pits (and the absence of pits) represent
the information stored in binary form.
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Although the capacity of a single optical disk is
impressive compared to hard disks, a steadily
increasing requirement for large-scale information
storage has led to the development of multidisk
optical systems. These systems either allow several
disks to turn on single spindle or adopta jukebox
approach. Disk selection time obviously increases the
time needed to accessinformation, so most multipledisk systems also employ magnetic disks as indexes
and buffer storage to improve the speed of operation.

For high-volume archival storage of text, data and
images, optical disks are already more economic than
traditional microfilm or microfiche systems. However,
until the disadvantage of being non-erasable is
satisfactorily overcome, optical disk storage will be
confined largely to archival storage and will not
threaten the dominant market position of hard
magnetic disks.
Multi-media storage

The rising capacity and falling cost of auxiliary
storage makes it increasingly attractive to store
images and speechdigitally, despite their profligate
consumption of storage space(see Figure 9.8 on the
next page). Continuous improvements in compression
techniquesare also making this approach much more
attractive for routine business use.

This trend towards improved compression techniques
has already made it possible to hold very large
facsimile imagefiles online for special purposes, and
systems using the digital storage of speech have
become commercially available in recent years.

Integration of data, image and voice, however, poses
more problems than just the cost of storage, notably
in the managementof the storage andin retrieval.
An integratedfiling system must be able to handle
records of anything between a few bytes and a
hundred thousand bytes in length. It is difficult to
maintain optimum efficiency under these
circumstances.
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Figure 9.8

Storage space requirements of various modes
of communication

The table shows the space required to store one page of typescript
or equivalentinformation
Data (say)

Text (250 words)
Facsimile image (with moderate data compression)
Facsimile image (without data compression)
Speech (at 100 words/min)

Bytes
500

1,500
50,000

500,000
1,200,000 .

The integration of text and data storageis a relatively
simple matter and has been achieved in manyoffice
systems in order, for instance, to hold postal
addresses. This integration is increasingly being
supported by standard information management and
retrieval systems.
The integration of text and facsimile images has
already been achieved in the most sophisticated
office systems, such as the Wang and IBM image
systems. Text, data and structured graphics have
been integrated in computer-aided design systems.

PRINTERS

Word processing as offered by personal computer
packages and by word processing systems is well
established andis unlikely to change drastically over
the next several years. Whatis likely to change is the
overall document production process. The availability
of lower-cost laser printers will not only raise the
general quality of documents (something which word
processing has already contributed to) but will also
lead to integration of text and graphics and wider
application of typesetting, particularly for output
intended for customers and for external
communications generally.
Attempts have been made to interface data
processing (and text processing) systems with
typesetting systems for at least 15 years. The
attraction of this idea is clear, and benefits accrue
to both the originator and to the publisher/printer of
the document. For standard published material
(reports, monographs, company brochures, directories, annual reports) this has become fairly
commonplace.

Whatis changing is the ability of the office system
to produce high-quality output directly that approximates the results of standard printing techniques.
We discuss some of the relevant trends in the
following paragraphs.
Printer technology

The traditional line printer, using a revolving drum or
chain, or reciprocating train technology, is still
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responsible for much of the output from large

computer systems.

The earliest electrical impact printer was the IBM
Selectric golfball. Until 1972, when Diablo Systems

invented the daisy wheel, the Selectric was the only

letter-quality printer available. The daisy wheel was
recognized as morereliable, less noisy and faster
than the golfball (55 characters per second compared
to 15).
Matrix printers, like the golfball and the daisy wheel,

are single-character printers. But, unlike the others,
the matrix printer forms each character from a dot

matrix. Early matrix printing has been enhanced by
the use of electronic control and the addition of a
second print-head. Print speeds of 400 to 500
characters per second are nowattainable. Further
developments haveincluded the useofa single line
of needles rather than a matrix, reducing costs. The
infinite matrix principle has also been invented,
wherebythe print-head makes successive passes and
distributes its imprint so as to make a more perfect
letter image. A large number of software products
may be expected which make matrix printers into
better-quality tools through the use of electronic
control and multiple passes. One such is DOODLE,
which enables line drawings and diagrams to be
entered, edited, stored and printed.
Non-impact printing technologies include ink-jet,
xerographic, thermal andelectrostatic. All non-impact
printers have the limitation that they are unable to
produce multiple simultaneous copies. Thermal and
electrostatic printers also require special andcostlier
paper. The so-called laser printers use lasers as
a light source in xerographic printers (see the next
section for a fuller discussion of laser printers).
Ink-jet printers squirt ink selectively from a multinozzle print-head. (Figure 9.9 illustrates the principle
of operation.) They are quiet and they produce highquality print. Xerographic printers use the same
technology as office copiers. They can run at up to
20,000 lines per minute and can overlay form
headings as they print. Thermal printers exploit the
reaction of special paper to heat, as selected matrix
probesheat the paper s surface. They are small, light,
reliable and cheap, although the paper is expensive.
Electrostatic printers apply a voltage to create an
electrostatic image on sensitive paper, which is then
developed with liquid toner. The printer is fast and
silent, its quality can be very high, andfontflexibility
also is good. Electrostatic printers have no moving
parts, other than for paper handling.
Laserprinters

The laser printer is a developmentof photocopier
technology(in practice a laser is only used asa light
source in some models, but the term laser printer
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is the usual one, and wewill useit here). The original
laser printers were intended for use as high-volume
line printers with a capacity of 100 pages per minute,
and as such were usually found in mainframe
computer sites in companies with large output
requirements. The laser printer, suitably equipped,
has the unique advantage that it can be used for
graphics and can approximate typeset material. The
Xerox 9700, oneof the original models, features highvolume output and duplex printing (both sides of the
paper), and combines text and graphics under
software control. Its main drawbacks for everyday
office use are cost ($350,000), a fairly complex
procedure to go through to set up and format the
output (although for standard document types this
can be simplified), and a dot density which is more
than adequate for many uses, but which does not
provide the very high quality normally expected of
typeset, printed documents (such as brochures and
books).

|

|

i
|
|
|
|

Ink
gun

Recent developments have included the
announcement ofa low-costlaser printer (less than
the exact cost depends on interfacing
$5000
requirement) suitable for office use. Although print
speed is quite high (8 pages/minute) the volume is
limited by the printer mechanism to about 30,000
sheets per month in a typical model.

Figure 9.10 on the next page illustrates how onelaser
printer mechanism works.

It can be expected that theseunits will be enhanced
over the next few years. Likely improvements will be
higher-volume throughput and increased dot
densities, with print speeds of 10 to 20 pages per
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form, laser printers will
standard printer to some
and the need for more
a limiting factor).

Far more promising from the user s viewpointwill be
developments to enhancetheir graphics capabilities,
particularly to include forms, illustrations, and other
graphics. Potential applications include technical
service manuals, educational and training material,
proposals and quotations, and periodic financial
reports.

Conductive

Ink
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The widespread use of color displays will probably
lead to developmentsin color laser printing, but
cost and technical issues will mean that it will be
some years before color can be considered a practical option (although we do recognize that it is
feasible to produce color output already, using color
plotters and ink-jet printers).

Typesetting and composition

Choosing fonts, handling letter and word spacing,
layout of pages andillustrations, and so on, are
complex activities usually undertaken by graphicstrained professionals. This poses problems for the
typicaloffice that plansto typesetits document output
in-house
in short, that plans to undertake
publishing.

For standard layouts, it is already quite feasible to
have a predetermined batch stream setup to be run
on a data processing system and output on a laser
printer with the requisite fontlibrary. This removes
the burden of inserting complex coding into the text
by the office worker, but does not solve the problem
of non-repeated documents or of graphics, forms,
andillustrations.
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As a result, packaged systemswill emerge over the
next five years that will allow straightforward word
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processor output to be outputon laser printer, with
some graphics inserted. The font library will be
limited, and pagination, indexing and layoutwill follow
some simple rules. We expect that a series of
standard optionswill be provided to the user for this
purpose. This will alleviate the need for graphics and
layout expertise.
For more complex work, the present practice of
interfacing with typesetting and printing serviceswill
continue. The complexities of interfacing word
processors and typesetters, page layout, illustrations,
and so on should not be underestimated, and are
such that extensive expertise will continue to be
required.

VOICE TECHNOLOGY

In this section we look at current trends both in
computer-generated speech (voice output) and in

110

speech recognition (computer-based analysis and
interpretation of voice input). These should not be
confused with voice messaging (discussed in Chapter
8), which is the use of the computer to manage and
control the recording, storage, and transmission of
conventional audio recordings of voice messages.
Voice output

Recent advancesin voice output have been directed
at synthesis, that is, the production of speech from
text using phonemes (prototypical sounds) to
construct words, following a setof rules. (Thisis in
contrast to the use of a tape recorder which contains
a limited set of messages that can be drawn from as
required.) Voice output frees the eyes from looking
at a screen, allowing the user to do something else.
It also allows telephone access, and instructions can
be relayed to the system using a touchtone phone.
Voice synthesis chips are quite inexpensive, and a
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number of systems are available (eg Digital s DEC
Talk) to convert text into speech.
These systems, which provide prerecorded or
synthesized words or soundsdirectly under computer
control, are most frequently used for customer
communications and can cut down on the cost of
staff to answer the telephone, especially where the
needfor information, or the nature of the customer
transaction, is a simple and straightforward one.
Typically, the customer keys in a simple enquiry using
a touchtone telephone and receives the voice
response through the telephone handset. (Touchtone
adaptors can be attached if only a dial phone is
available
these costverylittle, about $20.)

Typical applications are bank account status (or
similar financial enquiry), product pricing and
availability, and ordering. More complex applications
provide prompting to the customer to guide him or
her through the transaction steps, or to suggest
alternativesif a productis out of stock, for instance.

Up to now, the motor, finance and mail order
industries have been the largest users of these

systems.

Speech recognition

Automatic speech recognition is generally considered
to be the most difficult and complex problem in the
field of voice processing. Voice synthesis,
compression, analysis, encryption, and transmission
are all more narrowly defined, and all contribute to
the solution of the speech-recognition problem. Some
of the world s largest companies (such as AT&T, IBM
and ITT), the US Departmentof Defense, and several
Figure 9.11
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universities have been developing speech-recognition
technology for years, without the hoped-for degree
of success. Despite difficulties, however, steady
progress is being made.
In the past 10 years, in addition to the major
companies in the computing and telecommunications
field, at least a dozen start-up companies have been
founded to develop and market speech-recognition
products. Although several have gone outof business,
about a dozen companies are represented in the
market.
Speech recognition draws on LSI (large-scale
integration) and VLSI (very large-scale integration)
chip design, signal processing, acoustic-phonetics,
natural-language theory, linguistics, mathematics of
stochastic (probability) processes, and computer
science techniques. Becauseof its multidisciplinary
nature and because many competent minds have
pondered the problem for years, we should not expect
a sudden breakthrough in speech-recognition
capability. Progress will be made, but it will be
evolutionary, not revolutionary.

Since normal speech contains many words that are
acoustically ambiguous, it is only through the context
of words and a knowledge oflinguistic constraints
that speech recognition can be achieved. Thereis a
great dealof difference between recognizing a few
individual, isolated words (a pattern recognition
problem) and recognizing continuous speech using
a large 1000-word-plus vocabulary (an understanding
problem).

Automatic speech recognition meansdifferent things
in different contexts. Speech-recognition products,

Evolutionary stages of speech recognition
Speaker-dependent,
continuous speech,
large vocabulary
systems (1,000 words)

Speaker-dependent
limited vocabulary
systems

(50 words)

Speaker-dependent
large vocabulary
systems

(1,000 words)

Speaker-independent
limited vocabulary
systems

(50 words)

_»|

Speaker-dependent
very large vocabulary
systems

(>1,000 words)

Speaker-independent
large vocabulary
systems
(1,000 words)

Continuous speech,
speaker independent,
limited vocabulary
systems(100-1,000 words)
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Continuous speech,
speaker independent,
large vocabulary
systems (1,000+ words)
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Total
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capable of understanding isolated utterances, have
been on the market for nearly 15 years. ( Isolated
utterances refers to words or short phrases spoken
with pauses between them.
Continuous speech
refers to normal speech without pauses between
individual words.) Figure 9.11 on the previous page
shows the way in which speech recognition can be
expected to evolve.

cope with imperfect speech. Until this trade-off is
found, as a result of both technological progress and
better understanding of the speech process, recognition deviceswill be limited to special applications
wherespeech is the only practical methodofinput.
To be widely applicable, speech recognition systems

Speech recognition systemsdiffer greatly in technical
sophistication, depending on the type of speech input
expected. For isolated-utterance input, a variety of
signal-processing algorithms and classification
schemeshave beenapplied with success. In general,
the more care and control exercised by the speaker
on speechinput, the greater the number ofalgorithms
that work effectively. To reduce costs, some speechrecognition device manufacturers specify that speech
input is expected to be carefully enunciated and to
consistof isolated utterances, spokenin a noise-free
environment, and drawn from a limited vocabulary,
and from a known speaker. (A known speaker is
one whose voice characteristics have been
previously analyzed and recorded.) Of the many
techniques employed, few have achieved a useful
trade-off between cost and the system s ability to

restricted vocabulary.)

needto be able to understand vocabularies of more

than 1000 words, though rapid continuous speech
may not be a prerequisite. (It is easier to train users

to speak distinctly than to teach them to use a

The technology and the understanding of language
required for the transcription of general conversational speech far exceeds our current capabilities.
A number of suppliers are working towards the
developmentof speechtranscription devices, and, by
the mid-1990s, cost-effective and useful products
(such as automatic speech-input typewriters) will
almost certainly be on the market. However, the
social acceptability of people talking to machinesin
an office environment mightlimit the market for these
devices.
In the meantime, the widespread use of speechrecognition systems awaits both dramatic cost
reductions and improved capabilities.
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In this chapter we describe some of the more
important recent developments in communications
technology, products and services. These
developments relate both to communications within
one building (or site) and between differentsites that
maybein distant geographic locations. The products
and services that we review are local area networks
(LANS), telephone exchanges (PBXs), packetswitched networks, teletex, integrated services digital
networks, satellite developments, cellular radio, and
value-added network services.

LOCAL COMMUNICATIONS

The proliferation of personal computers has created
new communications problems because they were
originally designed to operate independently. In very
manyoffices, however, office workers do not work
independently, and there is a need for them to
transfer information, share data, and so on. In
addition, as personal computers become more
numerous, the total cost increases; sharing expensive
peripherals can be a way to get these costs down,
and this creates a further impetus towards
communications.

Office systemsbuilt on (shared) minicomputers do not
have a local communications problem, becauseall
communications are channeled through the
computer. In a sense, this constitutes a local network.

Onesolution to the local communications problem is
the use of the PBX. It has always been possible to
use modemsto put data calls through a PBX. There
arelimitations to this approach (for example, the long
hold-time of data calls).

The alternative is the use of the local area network,
whichcan link computers, workstations and terminals
in one physicallocation. It also permits simplification
of the connectivity requirement of the tree
configuration of traditional computers and
consequently reducescosts.

In this section we look at these two options, comment
ontheir suitability for local needs, and review current
trends.
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Local area networks (LANs)

LANs are communications networks which can carry
voice, data and text ina restricted geographical area.
Theyareinternal to the organization and do not use
public carrier lines, although they can be connected
to external networks andto private branch exchanges

(PBXs).

In the last few years, a wide selection of high-speed
local area networks has emerged. These networks
allow a number of different devices, such as
computers, printers and disks, to be shared byall the
terminals attached to the network.
LANs give devices access to the whole capacity of
a high-speed channel. To avoid a communications
overload, attached devices must make intermittent
use of this channel. Consequently, LANs are
particularly appropriate for handling the high-speed
bursts of traffic characterized by communications

between computers.

Although local area networks provide attractive
facilities and access to manydifferent digital devices,

they do sometimes compete with PABXs, which are

now able to provide similar data switchingfacilities.
This has led to uncertainty in many organizations
about whether voice and data transmission should be
integrated via a PABX network or via a LAN. The
requirements for digital interactive speech
transmission are easily met by the type of systems
used in computerized PABXs. A few LAN
architectures can meet the requirements of voice
communication, but most LAN architectures
constrain the network to transmit speech in packets.
This increases the transmission time (which is
disruptive to interactive speech)if the LAN has digital
devices connected for use with other applications.
This situation can generate a high level of packets,
whichin turn creates data congestion.

For several years it was difficult to see clearly
whether LANs and PBXs always competed or
sometimes complemented each other. A consensus
view is now emerging: Each type of communication
system can exploit the best points of the other and
recent product offerings are beginningto illustrate
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this trend. New digital PBX products in North America
use LANtechniques to communicate between nodes.
Figure 10.1 shows how a conventional PBX star
network can be combined with a high-speed data
network. (In this figure eachdistributed PBX may,for

example, serve one floor of a building.)
The network options

These systems work very well for smaller installations

in a limited office area, and most popular LANs are
of this type. Drawbacksinclude the following:

Onlya single channel is available. Units take turns
at communicating over the relatively high-speed
channel, but file transfers or other larger
operations can impact other users.

Baseband systems are limited to 1500 meters
unless repeaters are used.

In practice three possible communication network
types exist: single-frequency, baseband and
broadband. We commentbriefly on the three network
types below.

Thelinks, or taps, to wire individual offices are

Single frequency. The single frequency optionis the
traditional approach andis used for telephone and
PBX systems; it is fully transparent to user devices.
The wiring can be unshielded orshielded twisted-pair
cable. There are several disadvantages. Its relatively
low speed (about 64k bit per second) makes it
inadequate for high-speed data transfer and highspeed graphics. Its susceptibility to electrical
interference can cause relatively high data error
rates. In addition, troubleshooting and fault isolation
can be a problem (althoughthis is a problem that the
IBM Cabling System, a shielded cable, attempts to
address
wediscuss this on page 116).

overcome many of these drawbacks by carrying
several hundred channels over a single coaxial cable.
Theycanalso provide additional video, voice and data
channels. With standard cable television repeaters,
the network can extend up to about 65 km. However,
the need for more complex electronics makes these

Baseband. The baseband LANsimplifies the wiring
by putting all communication on a single channel in
one cable. It works at high speed and allows each
connected unit to take turns at transmitting, thus
effectively providing the high-speed connectinglink.

Figure 10.1
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Interfacing with other networks requires special
equipment.

Broadband. Broadband communications networks

networks mostcost effective in networks that have

large terminal populations or encompass multiple
buildings, or many floors in one building.

Standard cablesare notthe only choiceavailable for
connecting office systems. Fiber optics are potentially
the best medium for a LAN, but becauseof the lack
of a satisfactory solution to tapping the fiber-optic
link, it has to date largely been restricted to point-topoint applications (eg linking PBXs, or host computers
to one another).
Network capacity
Typical numbers of connected workstations for each
type of network are currently:
single frequency

with PBX

baseband

Lower speed voice and data communications
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between several hundred

workstations/computers

10 to 15 per LAN

broadband

100 per LAN

fiber-optic links

2 to 5 per LAN

Future trends

=== High-speed LAN communications (voice and data)

one-to-one connections

Future trendswill see a dropin the size of broadband
networks(theywill becomea practical alternative for
LANs with 50 or fewer workstations), and we foresee
that they will account for the majority of LAN
installations by 1990. The capabilities of fiber-optic
links will greatly increasein size and number over the
decade, but they will be confined to very largesites,
orsites with difficult environments, such asfactories
or chemicalplants.
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It is, of course, possible to construct mixed networks,
provided that adequate bridges (buffered devices
connecting the transmission medium
to be
distinguished from gateways which translate the
protocols of networking schemes) are available.
The network technologies we have mentioned
(broadband, baseband, single frequency)are likely to
coexist, each serving a different set of needs,
although we see broadband LAN and the mixed
broadband/baseband combinations as being the most
widely adopted. Figure 10.2 shows how basebandis
increasingly being
squeezed by the otheroptions.

While we have suggested how a choice might be
made betweenthe various LANoptions purely on the
grounds of number of connections and the mobility
of workstations, solutions (with appropriate software
architectures) are not readily available for all the
possible configurations, particularly for connecting
standalone personal computers. We offer the
following commentsin this regard:

Figure 10.2
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In the short term (say, until 1988), the minicomputer-basedoffice systems appearto offer the
only really satisfactory LAN approach for sizeable

functions for the telephone user with the aim of
improving service and control over voice
communication costs.

For smaller clusters, several baseband LAN
alternatives already exist which provide an
operating environment that allows independent
running of spreadsheets, word processor
packages, and so on, and sharing of key
peripherals. Depending on the supplier, gateways
maybe available to telex and central computers.
IBM does offer a third-party broadband LAN
(Sytek s PC Network).

The addition of special software (stored program
control) to the PBX has provided the user with an
impressive array of call-managementfunctions. For
instance, camp-on facilities that allow the caller to
key in his phone extension number for a call-backif
the number hehascalled is engaged; and followme facilities to redirect calls to another extension.

groups of personal computers.

IBM will deliver its own effective LAN solution for
the PC, perhaps by 1988. We expectit will be the
early 1990s before a long-term solution is in place
that caters for inter-networking, PC-to-host
communications, and full document and file
transfer. And, almostinevitably the link to the SNA
environment will be a key aspect of its overall
operation.

The on-going development of ISO standards will
create an environment in which users can build
up their ownfully integrated solutions. This will not
happen before the early 1990sin termsof readily
available products (because so manyof the details
of OSI have yet to be agreed) and users mustlook
to some of the options we mentioned previously
to meet their more immediate needs.

Private branch exchanges (PBXs)

The private branch exchange (PBX) is the central
piece of communications equipment, providing
telephone connection between both internal office
users and the public network. A PBX differs from a
simple switchboard in that it provides additional
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PBXs are continuously being developed to provide
improved voicefacilities and compatibility with other
office systems and data networks. The most
significant of the new voicefacilities is the store-andforward voice message system (also knownas the
voicegram) which allows speech messages to be
stored on the system. To exploit new facilities, PBX
suppliers are increasingly moving away from
conventional telephones to featurephones which
provide function keys and thin-screen window
displays.

The new typeof telephone handset can be connected
to the PBX bydigital or analogue means. A digital
connection provides the opportunity for end-to-end
compatibility with the new digital trunk circuits. A
digital channel also uses spare bandwidth for data
transmission. As a result, data and voice handling can
be integrated into the same circuit and switching
system. Many PBX suppliers now offer different
terminals of variable sophistication that can be
connected together, and to other devices, through
PBX products.

The voice-data integrated PBXs that are now avail-

able provide independently switched voice and data
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circuits. The data circuit can carry data at up to 64
kbit/s. A voice-data PBXisillustrated in Figure 10.3.
Calls may be made local to the PBX, or can be
extended across wide-area networks that include
packet-switched networks. Protocol converters can
be provided which will make communications
possible between otherwise incompatible terminals,
host computers, and networks(including high-speed
local area networks). And extra processors can be
attached to the PBX to provide electronic messaging

and voice messagingfacilities.

The falling cost of switching logic allows electronic
switches to be distributed around the site being
served. This approach has been adoptedfor the most
modern PBXs. Typically, the distributed switching
units are connected to a central controller by cables
usually coaxial or optical-fiber cables.

PBX suppliers do provide features that support data

communicationsin the office. These have not been
widely accepted because of the additional costs
involved. (Our own experience is that such
applications are very rare in Europe.) There are other
objections to PBX use for this purpose:
Modemsarestill required for off-site connections.

tThe data transmission rates provided (usually 64
kbits per second) are too high to be fully used by
most terminals, but are too low for file transfer

purposes.

Figure 10.3
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High-speed digital transmission cannot be
extended to the public telephone network.

PBX suppliers are addressing these issuesin the socalled fourth generation PBX. The mostimportant
feature of this new generation will be the integrated
LAN. This will essentially provide the capabilities of
purpose-built LANs, but will be integrated with, or
have accessto, the voice network. In some cases
this is already being provided by computer
connections (to IBM systems for example), or by
providing a Xerox (Ethernet) option, one of the bestknown baseband LANs. It seems probable that the
PBX and purpose-built LAN will co-exist for several
years to come, but the PBX will remain the less
popular option for local office systems
communications except where:
Cabling costs and complexities are very significant.

Other features and fourth-generation PBXsjustify
their use, and the cost of the integrated LAN is
small by comparison.

Portability within the office environment is
important (ie systems move from office to office,
and access points must be readily available).
Cabling issues

Cabling issues have risen to prominence recently
becauseof the high costs involved in rewiring older
buildings and manufacturing sites, and becauseof the
announcements made by IBM regarding its Cabling
Scheme. As always, any announcement by the
market leader in computer technology creates a user
awareness where before there waslittle interest.
IBM s announcementof the cabling system was no

exception. As announced, the Cabling Schemeis a
proprietary schemeinvolving the use of shielded
twisted-pair cables that are capable of high data
rates, at least over a short distance. The basics of
the system include a masterwire distribution channel
connected to the PBX and the central computer.
Twisted-pair wires are run from a patch panel on each
floor (in turn connected to the master distribution
channel) to the outlets in each office.
The chart in Figure 10.4 shows a schematic of the
Cabling System.
IBM hassaid that its proposed token-ring LAN will use
this system. Unfortunately this LAN system is still
some way off, and meanwhile IBM s current PC
Network product is a broadband (and therefore
coaxial cable) system built by Sytek. This broadband
product is almost certain to achieve widespread
acceptance over the next two to three years andit
is difficult to see how IBM will be able to successfully
displace it with their own token-ring LAN.
These considerations, together with the high cost of
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IBM s Cabling System, suggest to us, that as now
constituted, it is not yet a significant development for

users.

WIDE-AREA AND EXTERNAL
COMMUNICATIONS

In this section we review someof the technologies
of most interest to the office systems user. These
include:

Figure 10.4
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Packet-switched networks

Public and private switched telephone circuits are
widely used for data transmission. However, they
suffer from three main disadvantages:
They have high error rates (up to 0.1 per cent of
data bits transmitted are errors).

The total bandwidth of the circuit is occupied for
the duration of a call.

Transmission speeds and call set-up and cleardown are slow.
Data traffic is sensitive to errors and often occurs in
short bursts. Error detection and correction is
therefore required on data circuits, and economies
can be achievedif the capacity of a circuit is shared
between a number of users. High transmission
speeds are required for many applications (such as
file transfers) and short set-up/clear-down times are
desirable when small amounts of data are
transmitted.
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established between the devices before any
communication can takeplace. X.25 packet-switched
networks have been developed in a number of
European countries, as well as in the United States,
Canada, Japan and elsewhere.

The main benefits of packet-switched networks,
compared to other data transmission options (the
public switched telephone network, leased lines or
circuit-switched networks) are:
Lower transmission error rates.

Greater flexibility. For example, all packet-switched
networks offer speed-matching facilities and
enable many devices to be addressed through a
single network interface.
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Lower costs, compared to leased lines or circuitswitched networks, where small data volumes are
involved; or comparedto leased lines or the public
switched telephone network, where transmission
distances are large.

Switching, which cannot be achieved easily on
dedicated leased-line networks.

Packet-switched networks can be used as an integral
part of many network architectures. Thus the
software environment(ie the network architecture)
exists within which the packet-switched network
option can be used. From the characteristics
described aboveit will be seen that it is an option
which offers potential benefits to office systems
users, because of the low volumesofintersite traffic
likely in most circumstances. However, it should be
emphasized that the precise combination of widearea communicationsfacilities chosen is very much
a function of the specific needs of the user.
Teletex

Teletex is an international service enabling
subscribers to exchange documents between office
systems via the telecommunications network. It
differs in many respects from the traditional telex
service, the main differences being as follows:
Teletex is much faster (300 characters per second
compared to 7 characters per second).

Text reproduction is of a much higher quality and
allows for correspondence-quality output at the
receiving end.
The operating procedures are fully automated.

Teletex services are now offered in several European
countries, including Germany, Sweden and the UK.
There are services available in North America, but
the level of interest there is lower.
Teletex meets the needs for many documenttransfer
applications whereonly text is involved. Dedicated
terminals are also available. Office systems with a
teletex interface could readily access the teletex
services.
International links are gradually being introduced in
Europe and should beavailable generally in the next
3 to 5 years. Telex gateways are already available
that allow messagesto be sentto telex subscribers.
Three issues will arise:

Notall documents currently produced on word
processors can be carried on teletex.

Somemoresophisticated in-house systemswill be
able to transmit more complex documents, butthis
capability will be available only to the in-house
group andto others with compatible equipment.
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Forgeneral usefulness, teletex terminals will need
to communicate directly with local networks. Initial
offerings from the PTTsarelikely to be based on

standalone terminals, and it is not clear that tele-

tex capabilities within systems(as distinct from a
teletex terminal) will be permitted in all
jurisdictions.

Thusteletex services provided by the PTTs in Europe
will provide revisable document transfer, but at a
limited level, while the in-house variants will extend
these capabilities.
In November 1980 the CCITT defined the broad
parametersof teletex, in terms of the services, the
equipment's functional specifications, the character
repertoire and coded character sets, the control
procedures and the basic transport services. Teletex
has the following main characteristics:
The transport rate (compared to telex) of
messages is fast, terminal to terminal. An
international transmission rate of 2400 bit/s has
been recommended, although individual telephone
companies mayinitially choose a slower rate

within their own countries.

The publication by the service provider of a
directory of subscribers is required.

The basic terminal is a communicating word
processor. (Users can normally prepare their
messages offline and enter them into the
terminal s memory for subsequentdelivery by the
service.) Since there is a memory at the receiving
terminal, message preparation and receipt can
take place concurrently.

The transfer of a teletex messageisinitiated by
the terminal's processor passing the coded text
of the message, and the relevant teletex address
to its teletex interface. This allows the operator to
continue with local processing functions.
The receipt of a message does not involve
operator intervention. The first the operator will
know of an incoming messageis anindication that
it is available for access within the memory.

To ensure wide compatibility, a set of over 300
characters has been defined; each teletex receiver
must be able to display all of these characters,
although a teletex transmitter need only generate
those characters that are on its keyboard.

Oneofthe basic requirements of teletexis thatit
must automatically interwork with the telex service
(for the telex character set).

Figure 10.5 shows several ways in whichteletex calls
could be carried out. For example:
A local teletex call, from TTX.A1 to TTX.A3. The
initiating operator can return to normal office
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system tasks oncethe call is initiated, as the rest
happens automatically.

An international teletex call, from TTX.A1 to

TTX.B2.

A local telex call, from teletex terminal TTX.A1 to
telex terminal TX.A2.

Aninternational telex call from teletex terminal
TTX.A1 to telex terminal TX.B3.

Perhaps the most important aspect of teletexis that
it will provide a standard, compatible means of
providing inter-companyelectronic mail services. For
the user, it is vital that there be a wide acceptance
of the service so that he can reach his clients and
customersusing teletex. The level of demandfor this
the
service, however, has yet to be established
initial demand has been less than the level expected
by many forecasters.

Integrated services digital networks (ISDN)

The digital switching systems appearing on the
European markets arepartly a result of the research
and development programs of the major European
suppliers and of the PTTs. In the United Kingdom, for
example, British Telecom has, for a decade and more,
been developing an integrated services digital
network (ISDN) based broadly on its System X
exchange program.
Figure 10.5
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An important aspect of PTT network planning is the
establishment of digital switching and transmission
within the public network. The potential economies
of digital switching, compared to analogue, in trunk
networking have been recognized for years. However,
only since the late 1970s havethe costs andreliability
of digital switching equipment become more
attractive than those of analogue equipment. Having
justified the moveinto digital networking through cost
savings, the PTTs have also recognized a possible
wayto handle voice and non-voicetraffic on the same
network.
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border

PTTs maydiffer in their approach to the timing and
methodof implementation of ISDNs. However, since
voice traffic will, in the foreseeable future, remain the
dominant form of communication, developments in
digital voice telephony will provide a measure of
progress in the evolution of ISDNs.

When an ISDN is fully implemented, each subscriber
will have one or more lines. Each line could be
connected to a digital telephone, an answering
machine, a data terminal, a facsimile device, a
computer, or a multifunction workstation. Standard
protocols will ensure that messages are delivered
only to devices that are able to interpret them
properly. It is specifically intended that one ISDNcompatible line should be able to service both a
telephone and a data terminal concurrently.

PBXs are connected to ISDN facilities through both
80 kbit/s and 2 Mbit/s links. General-purpose
computers will be connectedvia 2 Mbit/s links. The
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ISDN protocols, where practicable, conform to X.21,
X.21-bis and X.25 standards.

The ISDN interface provides both circuit-switched and
packet-switched access to the local exchange.

In Europe, progress towards digitizing the various
national networks is at different stages. The first
European administration to commititself to digitizing
its network was the French PTT. The rapid
implementation of both digital transmission and
switching equipment is reflected in some recent
announcements. Thus, only digital switches are now
ordered by the French PTT. The United Kingdom PTT
(British Telecom) does not expectto install any new
analogue switches. The PTTs in West Germany, Italy
and Sweden are all committed to plans that will
involve a greater reliance on digital switching and
digital transmission.
Satellite networks, cable networks, microwave
networks, local area networks, and PBX-controlled
local networks offer new options for private
communication systems. The opportunities arising
from digital technology provide new competition for
the telephone companies, in both trunk and local
networks. Despite this, it is not realistic to imagine
that economic pressure and advancing digital
technology will combine to erode or destroy the
empires of the European PTTs. With their networks
already in place and offering vast unused potential,
the established carriers are well placed to meet the
competition head-on.

Satellite developments

Until 1965, when the first communications satellite
was launched, virtually all international telephone
traffic was carried by land or submarine cable. Since
then, satellites have played an important role in the
exponential growth of telecommunications traffic.
During the 1960sit was thoughtthatsatellites would
replace cablesfor long-distance telephony. But cable
technology has madegreat progressin the face of
competition from satellites, and it remains highly
competitive. Nevertheless, the demand for
telecommunications is growing so fast that demand
for satellite capacity is growing as fast as it can be
provided.
Telecommunicationssatellites are used primarily for
television transmission and long-distance voice and
data communications, and their main users are
telephone companies, broadcasters, industry,
business and government. Telephone companies
lease capacity on the different satellites and serve
as common carriers themselves or provide specialist
services. For example, the TV industry usessatellites
to distribute program material. In North America,
extraordinary growth has occurred in satellitedistributed cable TV programming, and the broadcast
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networks are also using satellites extensively. In
general, demandis in excess ofsatellite capacity.
The use of satellites to meet the needs of private
business networks is growing even faster, though it
started from a much smaller base. The main market
is in larger dispersed organizations in manufacturing,
finance and government, and computer service
companies.
The future of satellite communications for long
distance voice and data traffic, including private
network services, seemsassured. Although the costs
of land-based cable networks will continue to fall,
particularly with the widespreadinstallation of optical
fiber cable and the digitization of the telephone
network, these networkswill tend to be usedfor local
traffic and to feed long-distancesatellite links. The
greatly increased bandwidths and line speeds made
available by these technologies may even stimulate
the growth of image-based products andservicesin
business, such as slow-scan TV, facsimile and
Figure 16.6
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teleconferencing. An example of a current
videoconferencingfacility over a satellite link is given
in Figure 10.6.
Cellular radio

Cellular radio technology is primarily designed to
provide many more simultaneous mobile telephone
conversations than is now possible and at a lower
cost. In New York City, for example, the conventional
mobile telephone service handles about 700
subscribers, who already experience considerable
delays. Introduction of cellular radio could increase
this to about 100,000, eliminating delays and offering
morereliable service and clearer reception at a lower

cost.

The key to cellular radio technology is the central
computerized automatic switching system within a
metropolitan or rural area in which the service
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operates. The total areais divided into cells, each of
which contains a base station transmitting only to
radio telephones within its boundaries.
As the user moves from one cell to another the
conversation is automatically switched to the next
base station by the central switching system.
Because it allows frequencies to be re-used, this
allows many more calls to be handled within the area,
which, theoretically, could always be subdivided into
more and smaller cells, providing almost unlimited
capability for the system. Figure 10.7 illustrates the
cellular radio principle.
Cellular phones can offer automatic direct-dial
connections anywherein the world. The phones can
also provide stored numbers for high-speed dialing,
and can even be usedfor data, telex and videotex
transmission, via a modem. Although cellular radio
technology is usually thought of as a car-based
facility, portable phones and terminals can also use
this technology.

Cellular radio offers a potential means of supporting
mobile office workers, or providing field service
workers and sales staff with office services. The
simplest application is voice mail. The mobile
telephone can be used to leave or listen to voice
messages. Or a portable terminal could be connected
via cellular radio for electronic mail use.
Value added network services

A value added network service (VANS)is a service
based on a telecommunications network by which
messages (voice, data, text, and/or image) are given
additional value in the process of transmission.
Protocol conversion, electronic mail, and online
databaseretrieval, for example, are three different
ways in which value can be added in a network.

The PTTs play a dualrole in the provision of VANS.
the
One role is that of VAN service operators
of
variety
a
operate
PTTs
n
Western Europea
ic
electron
as
such
,
services
VAN
ng
e-shari
resourc
mail and protocol conversion services. The other role
is that of infrastructure supplier and telecommunications regulator.

In fulfilling this second role, the PTTs have to
reconcile two somewhatconflicting aims. The first
aim is to maximizetheir revenues from usageof the
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The second aim is to discourage independent service
suppliers from competing directly with them. With
these conflicting aims and dual roles, the PTTstend,
self-interest-first
perhaps naturally, to take a
position in approving applications to set up new VAN
services.

Despite these constraints, we expect the number of
VANS to grow andfor them to become increasingly
important over the next decade. The future trendsin
VANS are towards more comprehensive, integrated
and intelligent services; they will also move from
general services towards specialist services, such as
industry-specific electronic ordering systems. Another
trend, common in other sectors of the information
technology market, is towards greater competition
and choice. VAN services for the consumer market
(such as property-for-sale databases) are also
beginning to emerge.

The evolution of the VAN service market can be
illustrated by reference to GTE Telenet. Its first
offering linked low-speed asynchronousterminals to
host computers. In the past two years, Telenet has
introduced a range of services for IBM devices (such
as the 3270 and 2780), to allow users to access
multiple host computers. Following the trend towards
specialist services, GTE now offers (in conjunction
with the American Medical Association) a specialized
database andelectronic mail service to the medical
and health-care professions.
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CONCLUSION

Office systems are a complex and_ potentially
controversial area. Many organizations are seeing a
shift in responsibilities for office systems, with
considerable uncertainty as to whois, and who should
be, responsible for corporate systems. To resolve
these issues and often conflicting priorities, serious
policyinitiatives must be taken, sometimes requiring
the intervention of top Management. A good deal of
personal and career credibility may be invested in
office systems, just as in the case of DP in an earlier

era.

In these circumstancesthe prudent manager will wish
to ensure that office systems are properly understood, carefully planned and adequately monitored.
This applies especially now, as office systems
investmentis reaching significant Proportions.

Justifying this office systems investment only in terms
of possible productivity benefits represents too
Narrow an approach
office systems have a far
greater potential to gain direct business benefits for
organizations, if movedto the front office. The most
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importantfront-office applications are bestidentified
and exploited by concentrating on key business
objectives and the activities associated with
achieving those objectives.

The potential scale of the investments need proper
planning and management. Sofar, office systems
have developed primarily in a user-pull environment. MIS and DP departmentswill need to play a
more prominent role (they already are in many
organizations), if organizations are to avoid building
a legacyof incompatible systems, unwanted equipmentandfacilities and, perhaps most importantly, lost
opportunities.

At the same time management needs to be aware
that office systems demand different approach and
different planning and monitoring procedures than
conventional data processing systems. Organizations
need to create a corporate environment in which
individual users and managers can innovate within
a well-defined butflexible framework,if office systems
are to achieve their potential.
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CURRENT REPORTSIN THE OMNI REPORT SERIES
Information Technology and Cash.
To be issued December 1985

Rising costs and payment volumes and increasing competition have encouraged organizations such as banks and
retailers to look to information technology to cut the costs
of handling payments, improve service levels and deliver
new cash managementservices.
Electronic payment and cash managementservices present
banks, retailers of
opportunities to all potential players
goods and services, hardware suppliers and network services providers.
This report reviews the opportunities offered by the new
electronic payment and cash management services.
Retailers will be put under pressure by the banks to adopt
electronic funds transfer systems at the point of sale
(EFTPOS), but could harnessit to cut costs or even diversify
into financial services themselves. Indeed, an increasing
number of organizations involved in retailing are now
moving into the banking services arena, thus effectively
competing with established banking and credit card
services. Half the retailers we surveyedfor this study plan
to introduce electronic fund transfer systemsat the point
of sale (EFTPOS) within the next three years.
Corporations can also take advantage of new cash management services and systems to optimize cashutilization and
reduce borrowing and transaction costs, and small
home
companies and private investors can use on-line
banking services to manage their financial affairs more
efficiently. The report describes and discussesthe impact
of these new systems.
Opportunities in Office Automation:

A guide for the 80s and beyond.
Issued October 1985

Advancedoffice systems have been regarded for many
years as offering great potiential. In the 1970s there was
a false dawnofinterest in such applications, with many
forecasters anticipating a revolution in the office . But the
office revolution proved mucheasier to write about than
to achieve. Those actually responsible for planning and
implementing systems found many obstacles confronting
them. Not least of these was the difficulty of building
systems that wereclearly relevant to the needs of those
who would use them and the development ofsatisfactory
criteria for investment.
A decade of experience has now been acquired, sometimes
painfully. Throughout Europe and North America, advanced
office systems are in use. The opportunities are better
understood. A body of expertise has been developed. It is
now possible to identify in a practical way policies and
proceduresthat lead to successful systems.
This report is a guide to the unfolding opportunities in office
systems. It provides a new perspective on the issue of
assessing benefits, and supplies detailed guidelines for
planning and monitoring office systems. It discusses the
impactof office systems on the role of MIS departments.
It analyzes implications for both users and suppliers and
provides a guide to the state of the art of office system
technologies and applications.
Videotex in Europe.

Issued January 1985

This report provides
A review of the current status andlikely future outlook
for videotex in Europe on a country-by-country basis
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An examination of the main developmentsin the North
American videotex market, and their likely impact upon
Europe
A complete review of the videotex product and service
supply industry in Europe, including product reviews and
supplier market shares
Ananalysis of the state of the industry in 1984, including
shipmentsandinstalled-base statistics; the results of a
major barometer survey amongst users, to determine
their attitudes, future plans and perception of key issues,
and nine selected casehistories
Forecasts by product and country, for the period 1984

to 1988

Thereport, which is based on extensive and new research
amongstsuppliers, users and European PTTs, complements
and extends the factual information and geographic
coverage of Butler Cox's earlier report Private Videotex
Systems
their Selection, Use and Future Prospects.

Information Technology:Its Impact on Marketing and

Selling.
Issued December 1984

By 1995, sales and marketing teamswill be fighting the
competitive battle with newtools. Information technology
will
using computers, communications and screens
presentthe value andutility of products to a wider yet more
carefully selected customer base. We face the most
important developments in sales and marketing since the
advent of TV advertising. Companies who ignore these
developments, whose sales and marketing strategies
remain embeddedin the pre-electronic past, face dwindling
market share, rising costs and eventualeclipse. The most
knowledgeable companies are planning now, asking
themselves this simple but profound question: how do we
sell to the institutions and citizens of the information
society?
This report examines both currentandlikely applications
for information technology products and services, and
identifies the key threats and new business opportunities
likely to emergein the future.
Private Videotex Systems

and Future Prospects.
Issued October 1983

Their Selection, Use

This report is a definitive analysis of the Europeanprivate
videotex system market. It surveys the offerings from 62
system suppliers, 60 videotex bureaus and 127 terminal
manufacturers and distributors. It describes product and
service features, and offers potential buyers guidelines on
key selection criteria. It examines how private videotex
systemsare being applied, and offers a proven application
selection and evaluation methodology. It describes 10
representative casehistories, from four European countries,
and identifies the strengths and weaknesses of videotex,
compared with other media and technologies. It analyzes
the costs of hardware, software, terminals, and application
implementation, operation and support. It also reviews the
sources of revenue and benefit that are neededto justify
investmentsin serviceprovision. Finally, the report analyzes
the factors which are resulting in evolutionary product
changesand to the growth of the market. It identifies and
describes the main product generationslikely to evolve over
the next 10 years, and projects the size of the market for
them. The marketforecasts are broken downby the main
country-market groups, and cover most products and services, by value and volume for shipments and installations.
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